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S
cholarship on the doctoral experience has expanded and deepened con-
siderably over the past two decades. Early in that period, several higher
education researchers (some recently finishing their own doctoral ex-
periences and some seeing research on the socialization of doctoral students
as the next logical step in their study of the faculty career), along with some
faculty developers and teaching assistant directors, began to ask questions and
conduct research about the doctoral experience. By the mid-1990s, interest
in studying doctoral education was increasing, with more scholars entering
the field and many graduate deans, employers, and funding agency leaders
encouraging research as well as innovations to enhance the quality of the
doctoral experience, strengthen the pipeline through graduate education, and
ensure that those who complete the Ph.D. are well prepared for their pro-
fessional responsibilities. This book signals the continuing expansion of the
field. It brings together the work of an impressive and sizable group of schol-
ars, a number of whom are themselves early in their careers, to highlight,
synthesize, and reflect on key research and findings concerning the process
through which doctoral students become scholars. Synthesizing and focusing
on the socialization processes that occur in doctoral education, the volume
also opens the door for new theoretical perspectives to explain and guide the
process as well as creative strategies for enhancing the effectiveness of doctoral
education.

The timing of this book is important for various reasons. Higher edu-
cation institutions face a number of significant expectations and challenges,
including the needs and interests of diverse student bodies, expectations that
universities and colleges will produce doctoral graduates who can relate re-
search to practical needs within society, the press to conduct cutting-edge
research, and fiscal constraints that require wisdom and creativity as well as
efficiency and productivity. Other sectors of work also need well-prepared,
competent, and creative employees who can handle the pressures for high-
quality work. Doctoral programs must prepare graduates who can meet these
expectations and excel. At the same time, as the population of graduate
students is becoming more diverse (a development to applaud), socialization processes should recognize and reflect the diversity in age, race and ethnicity, and gender of doctoral students. Concerns about attrition among doctoral students, widely noted in recent years, also invite analysis of the doctoral experience. At the same time that challenges motivate research on the doctoral experience, the innovative strategies that have been implemented at many universities in recent years—often in response to both the expanding body of research and various national projects and programs to improve doctoral education—also invite reflection and celebration. Thus, this book makes a significant contribution in this context in which interest in the quality of doctoral education is high.

The authors in this book describe a number of studies and offer many conclusions as well as recommendations and strategies, addressed to various audiences, to enhance the processes of socialization and development through which doctoral students learn to be scholars. Some of the findings in the studies described in this book echo lessons consistently reported in earlier research, a repetition that is not a shortcoming but rather a useful emphasis on issues that graduate faculty and institutional leaders should take very seriously. Other findings shed new light on the doctoral experience. Here, I highlight several of the most important themes that weave through many of the chapters in this book and that invite the attention, as the book chapters argue, of faculty members, departments, universities, external agencies, and—of equal importance—doctoral student themselves.

Theme 1: The doctoral process has the responsibility to prepare prospective scholars for a wide array of responsibilities.

While historically doctoral education may have focused primarily on research training, graduate programs today should ensure that students are prepared for the full array of responsibilities that they may assume. Such preparation requires recognition that graduates may take positions within academe or in other professional areas. The chapter by McDaniels discusses the role of doctoral education in preparing students for their teaching roles, building on earlier work by Austin and McDaniels (2006) to outline an extensive array of competencies that should be explicitly addressed. Other chapters address the importance of attention to research (Weidman), to the service role (Ward), and to preparing students for the entrepreneurial context they are likely to enter (Mendoza).
Taken as a whole, the book reminds those who work in graduate education that students have a wide array of aspirations—including positions within academe, where they may take positions in institutions of different types with varying missions and cultures, as well as options outside the academic world. How to prepare doctoral students for the variety of contexts and appointment types in which they may work as well as for the array of skills and abilities they will need requires faculty members to think about graduate study in a comprehensive way. This responsibility requires more explicit attention than may have been typical in the past to assessing workplace expectations, ensuring explicit attention to the full spectrum of work responsibilities that a graduate may face, and developing strategies for helping students identify and reflect on their career aspirations and their plans for systematic development to move toward those aspirations.

Theme 2: Socialization and development processes are not the same for all doctoral students. Practical strategies and interventions should be based on recognition of the different variables and factors that affect how individuals experience doctoral education.

The early years of research on the doctoral experience tended to look at doctoral students as an overall group, an understandable approach in the absence of much existing work at the time to explain the graduate experience. However, as this book shows, the field of study has advanced to the point where the most useful new work recognizes the diversity within the graduate student body. One major factor that frames the doctoral experience is the discipline. As Golde’s chapter reminds us, the department is the primary context for socialization and the department is situated within disciplinary norms. Disciplines vary in many dimensions that are critically relevant to the doctoral experience, including in the way work is done, the structure of the dissertation, and the relationships that are customary between the advisor and the student. Thus, the processes of socialization and development experienced as graduate students learn to be scholars must take into account specific disciplinary contexts.

Students’ experiences also cannot be separated from several other variables. Processes of socialization are highly gendered, as Sallee’s chapter explains. While she notes that women now comprise more than half of the doctoral student population, she also explains that the experiences of men and women can be very different. Disciplines and departments vary greatly in regard to the
ways in which gender has played a role in their histories, structures, and norms. For example, males and females can experience advising relationships, financial opportunities, and informal relationships in very different ways, resulting in varying perceptions regarding competition, isolation versus inclusion, and discrimination versus opportunity. Race and ethnicity also play a role in socialization and development. Students of color are increasing overall in graduate education, but the nature of their experiences can be very different from that of their White colleagues, as discussed by Winkle-Wagner, Johnson, Morelon-Quainoo, and Santiague. Students who find themselves in a minority may feel isolated, alienated, and marginalized. Similarly, age is a factor that is relevant to the socialization process, as discussed by Kasworm and Bowles. In addition, such personal factors as marital/partner status, as Millett and Nettles explore, can be relevant to the way in which individuals experience the process of doctoral study.

Through the research reported in this book and the vignettes describing the lives of students diverse in their disciplines, gender, race and ethnicity, age, and partner status, this book advances our understanding of the complex and diverse ways in which individuals experience doctoral education. Strategies to enhance the experience and more effectively prepare scholars must be conceptualized and implemented with consideration of the different people they will affect, and the varying ways in which variables such as gender, race/ethnicity, and age interact with the interventions. The vignettes that punctuate the chapters, describing the lives of specific (fictional, but very realistic) students, remind readers that the findings about the socialization process—and the strategies developed to enhance this experience—must be understood in the context of the lives of each of the individuals who enter our graduate programs.

Theme 3: Opportunities for both challenge and support are essential ingredients of doctoral education. Students need to experience community and interaction with both faculty members and peers.

A consistent finding since the early years of research on the doctoral experience, and reinforced in the findings of many of the studies in this book, is the importance of both challenge and support in doctoral study. By definition, the doctoral experience is a demanding new experience during which students move from being readers and “consumers” of research (as Shinew and Moore point out in their chapter) to being producers of knowledge. To develop into
independent scholars, however, students need the support of both faculty members and peers. In fact, research findings repeatedly point out that regular interaction with faculty advisors and mentors is a key variable in regard to student persistence, productivity, and satisfaction. Students need to feel that they belong, they need opportunities to interact both formally and informally with faculty members, and they need environments characterized by trust such that they can seek assistance for weaknesses and experience shared celebration for their progress and successes. The accessibility and interest of faculty members are essential—and such faculty accessibility is a specific strategy that graduate advisors and departments can address to support doctoral student development.

At the same time, interaction with peers can be an important component of doctoral study. Advanced students can help socialize newcomers to the norms of the department. Students who find a strong peer group can experience both challenge (such as when friends remind them to stay focused) and support (when difficulties inevitably arise). Creating and nurturing environments that intertwine challenge and support through an array of formal and informal means is a key ingredient in ensuring effective socialization and development.

Theme 4: The responsibility for excellent doctoral education is shared by multiple stakeholders. Furthermore, socialization involves more than a “one-way process.” Students themselves contribute to the process and affect the contexts in which they are learning.

In our work, several years ago, synthesizing and advancing the literature on graduate socialization for faculty careers (Austin & McDaniels, 2006), my colleague Melissa McDaniels and I cited the work of several other scholars (Antony, 2002; Staton, 1990; Tierney, 1997; Tierney & Rhoads, 1994) and, like them, argued that socialization processes should not be conceptualized as a “one-way” process; instead, it should be seen as a dialectical, two-way process in which experienced scholars influence the newcomers, while, simultaneously, the newcomers affect the organization. Gardner and Mendoza’s volume is also based on the premise that the socialization of doctoral students involves more than simply faculty members informing students of what they should become. Rather, throughout each chapter, the book’s chapter authors recognize the role of multiple stakeholders in the socialization process. They offer extensive, detailed, and strategically focused recommendations for faculty members,
departments, universities, external agencies, and students themselves. My point here is that they emphasize through practical recommendations that the effectiveness, relevance, inclusiveness, and impact of the process through which doctoral students learn to be scholars is indeed shared by many people. And of particular importance, I believe, is that students themselves have the opportunity and responsibility to do much to shape their experiences. In doing so, these aspiring scholars make their own mark on the academy, contributing to the dialectical process through which the socialization process affects not only doctoral students but also the organization itself.

Readers will undoubtedly reflect on additional themes in this well-constructed book, but the ones I have identified are, I think, particularly important for researchers, institutional leaders, and doctoral students themselves. Finally, I note that this book moves the field forward not only by synthesizing what we know but also by identifying important directions for future research. I mention here three areas in which I see the opportunity and need for much more research.

Much more remains to be learned about how factors such as gender, race/ethnicity, and age relate to the process through which doctoral students learn to be scholars. As the body of students entering doctoral programs becomes more diverse, the stakeholders concerned about doctoral education should strive to learn more about an array of strategies to support students and how different strategies relate to different students’ circumstances and needs. Exploring other theoretical approaches for explaining development, in addition to socialization theory, is another promising direction for future research. Gardner’s chapter on doctoral student development highlights psychosocial theory, social identity theory, and cognitive structure theory, and, in their chapter, Kasworm and Bowles discuss the relevance of theories regarding adult learning, transformational learning, and communities of practice. Each of these theories offers new windows through which to study how doctoral students learn to be scholars. Interdisciplinarity in relation to doctoral education is a third issue to be explored in future research. As the boundaries between disciplines blur, universities will need to consider how best to prepare new scholars for work in emerging fields that cross or link multiple disciplines. Holley raises a number of the important issues that invite study, and Shinew and Moore reflect on the kind of research preparation that enables developing scholars to gain an appreciation of the diverse epistemological perspectives that they may use or encounter.
The need is great for doctoral education that effectively prepares scholars for the many responsibilities they will be asked to fulfill. As this book emphasizes, both research and strategic actions are needed to ensure high-quality doctoral education. Furthermore, those who care about doctoral education—faculty members, department and university administrators, leaders of external agencies and associations, and graduate students themselves—each have the responsibility to learn from the research, implement practices informed by research findings, and pursue the questions still unanswered about effective learning in doctoral education.
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PART ONE

SETTING THE CONTEXT
INTRODUCTION

Susan K. Gardner and Pilar Mendoza

Ling is 22 years old and is beginning her doctoral journey in a polymer science program at Flagship University, a large, public research institution. Ling is the third in her family to get a graduate degree. She looks forward to her experience but feels a bit of trepidation about it as well. Not only is she uncertain about what awaits her in graduate school but she is also concerned that she will have a difficult time finding friends, as she is moving far away from her family in China to attend school in the Midwest. Beyond these challenges, Ling is uncertain of how many other Asians she will find in this largely White region and how many other women she will meet in her department. Ling at least feels security in the fact that she has been provided funding through her research assistantship, something that she believes will prepare her well for her anticipated career in academia.

Scott is a 29-year-old in the midst of coursework for his doctorate in child psychology at Ivy League U, a prestigious, private institution on the East Coast. While brought to the institution by the nationally renowned reputation of his new advisor, he is nevertheless disconcerted by the lack of peer and faculty support he has found, particularly given that he is one of the few men in the program, but also that he is African American and the first in his family to go to college and beyond. Given that he has been granted a prestigious fellowship, he feels he has much to prove to himself, his wife, his funders, and his family as well. At this point, he is undecided about his future career goals. He really enjoys teaching; however, he is not sure that he is willing to put up with the drama that seems to plague academia.

Nate is a 27-year-old chemistry student at Prestige University, a large, private institution on the West Coast, in the midst of completing his research through
an assistantship in his advisor’s lab. After graduating from college, he worked in industry for two years and then decided to return to school to obtain his Ph.D. As a single, White male without children, Nate fits in well with the rest of his department but he does feel stymied by his future choices. Torn between a faculty position in academia or further work in industry, he is currently uncertain about the steps he will take upon completion in the next year.

Eva is 42 years old and is about to embark upon what she considers one of the most frightening experiences of her life—a part-time doctoral program in educational leadership at Comprehensive University, a regional institution in the South. Having spent the majority of her life as a teacher in the public school system, Eva has always been the expert in the classroom. She now faces the reality that she will be a student once again, balancing her studies with a large family and a full-time job. Being the first in her Latino family to go to graduate school, she realizes she has little understanding of what awaits her. Her partner is quite supportive of this endeavor but she still has doubts about her abilities in the classroom. She just hopes she can manage it all successfully.

Jennifer is 27 years old, completing her English Ph.D. and, like Nate, a student at Prestige University on the West Coast. Waist deep in her dissertation, Jennifer is now eyeing the tenuous academic job market with apprehension. As others in her family have received doctorates in the humanities, Jennifer feels she knows the obstacles that await her as a single, White female, but is nevertheless uncertain about her teaching skills: the currency she knows will make or break her on the job market. She tries to dutifully balance her teaching assistantship with her dissertation research, hoping that she’ll be able to finish within the next year.

Although representing different backgrounds, institutions, disciplines, and career aspirations, Ling, Scott, Nate, Eva, and Jennifer nevertheless share the common goal of obtaining their doctorate. The United States now confers over 60,000 doctorate degrees each year (Snyder, Dillow, & Hoffman, 2009), with graduates going on to become the world’s scholars, educators, innovators, and leaders (Walker, Golde, Jones, Conklin Bueschel, & Hutchings, 2008). Underscoring the importance of graduate education in today’s society, a report by the Council of Graduate Schools (2007), Graduate education: The backbone of American competitiveness and innovation, stated, “We can no longer take for granted America’s continued leadership in innovation and competitiveness. We face the risk of losing the highly trained workforce that is essential to maintain our economic leadership” (p. 1). Given
the global importance of doctoral programs in this light, it is disconcerting that only 57% of all doctoral students will complete their programs (Council of Graduate Schools, 2008). Concerned about these high rates of attrition, a plethora of scholars, foundations, and institutions have risen to the occasion. Through programs such as the Carnegie Initiative on the Doctorate, the Ph.D. Completion Project, the Responsive Ph.D., Preparing Future Faculty, and others, we are beginning to understand the challenges that exist in doctoral education. Moreover, the scholarship on doctoral education and doctoral students has grown exponentially in the past several decades, allowing us to view the multifaceted nature of the experience.

A reoccurring topic of study in doctoral education focuses on the student experience overall. Through understanding the pathways to, through, and from the doctoral experience, scholars have hoped to assist in the recruitment, retention, and graduation of doctoral students. In the quest to describe the doctoral student experience, scholars have utilized many different approaches and frameworks; however, more than any other, socialization has become the common theoretical lens through which to better understand the complexity of the doctoral student experience (e.g., Antony, 2002; Austin, 2002; Clark & Corcoran, 1986; Egan, 1989; Ellis, 2001; Gardner, 2007; Gonzalez, 2006; Gottlieb, 1960; Kirk & Todd-Mancillas, 1991; Weidman, Twale, & Stein, 2001). In particular, theories of socialization have been connected to the issue of attrition in doctoral education, with researchers often attributing poor or inappropriate socialization to a student’s decision to depart the graduate program (e.g., Clark & Corcoran, 1986; Ellis, 2001; Gardner, 2010; Golde, 1998; Lovitts, 2001). However, while socialization in the context of doctoral education has been widely studied, it is generally viewed monolithically in that graduate students’ experiences, in general, are viewed as a whole without any consideration to specific individual, disciplinary, or institutional differences. Indeed, the often cited monograph by Weidman, Twale, and Stein (2001) is the only existing contemporary text on the subject of graduate student socialization and does not differentiate by disciplinary or institutional contexts or by individual characteristics of the student. Moreover, recent studies indicate that other experiences beyond socialization are also influential on doctoral students’ decision to persist (Wálker et al., 2008).

Since the publication of Weidman, Twale, and Stein’s text in 2001, multiple perspectives of the socialization process in graduate school have arisen in the literature including the experiences of graduate students of color
and women (Antony & Taylor, 2004; Ellis, 2001; Gonzalez, 2006; Jackson, 2004), socialization through disciplinary lenses (Gardner, 2007; Herzig, 2004; MacLachlan, 2006), socialization to particular professional fields (Austin, 2002; Haviland et al., 2004; Wulff & Austin, 2004), and the effect of market forces on doctoral students’ experiences and socialization (Mendoza, 2007; Slaughter, Campbell, Hollerman, & Morgan, 2002). However, no existing text comprehensively addresses these topics and other views of socialization and the graduate student experience. As we know, higher education is a conglomeration of academic tribes with unique cultures, standards, rewards, and tasks (Becher, 1989). This academic tapestry intersected with the individual characteristics of doctoral students, which result in an array of contextual experiences and socialization processes. A deeper understanding of the variety of experiences and socialization process affecting doctoral students is essential in order to implement programmatic and institutional policies and practices aimed at closing the persistent and pervasive attainment gap throughout the entire postsecondary system.

Based on the contributors’ own scholarship, the purpose of this book is to comprehensively expand, discuss, analyze, and critique existing models and views of doctoral student socialization as well as provide alternative views of the doctoral student experience that exist beyond the traditionally viewed socialization model, specifically that of the developmental processes that also occur during graduate school. Taken together, this book addresses past and existing views of the socialization process in a comprehensive literature review, speaks to the different kinds of socialization that occur based on disciplinary differences as well as the different professional components of the process, and forwards more detailed understandings of the socialization process as experienced by particular demographic groups. Culminating chapters in the text also posit new ways of thinking about the graduate student experience that go beyond these traditional models of socialization, including the concepts of identity development, adult learning, and epistemological development. Within these chapters, the authors include practical recommendations to doctoral students, faculty, departments, universities, and external agencies meant to facilitate doctoral student success. Each chapter provides these constituencies with a deeper understanding of doctoral education, its challenges, and very specific ways to overcome these challenges. In order to contextualize these challenges, we will revisit our five students,
Ling, Scott, Nate, Eva, and Jennifer, as they progress through their doctoral programs.

We have divided the book into five parts. The book begins by setting the context with an overview of the Ph.D., including its roots, structure, constituencies, and outcomes. The second part of the text begins by viewing the doctoral experience as one in which the student is socialized to a profession. As we know that about half of all Ph.D.s will obtain positions in academic institutions after graduation (Walker et al., 2008), the first three chapters in the text focus on the three main elements of faculty work: teaching, service, and research. In chapter 1, Melissa McDaniels describes how students are prepared to teach through the framework of socialization, John Weidman discusses how doctoral students are prepared to do research in chapter 2, while Kelly Ward details the socialization to the service piece of faculty work in chapter 3.

Part three of the book contextualizes the doctoral experience. In chapter 4, Chris Golde provides an overview of disciplinary socialization, followed by Karri Holley, who speaks to the challenges of interdisciplinary socialization in chapter 5. Part three culminates with chapter 6 by Pilar Mendoza, who focuses on the socialization of doctoral students in light of academic capitalism.

Part four is structured around the experience of different populations in doctoral education. In chapter 7, Margaret Sallee presents an overview of gender and doctoral education, focusing specifically on how disciplinary cultures can affect the socialization of men and women. Chapter 8, by Catherine Millett and Michael Nettles, deals with the interconnection of the doctoral experience and marital status. Chapter 9, by Rachelle Winkle-Wagner, Carla Morelon-Quainoo, Susan Johnson, and Lilia Santiague, then speaks to the doctoral experience in regard to race.

Part five goes beyond socialization, seeing the doctoral experience as one that also changes students in very personal ways. Chapter 10, by Susan K. Gardner, speaks to psychosocial, identity, and cognitive development in doctoral education. Carol Kasworm and Tuere Bowles in chapter 11 then discuss adult learning and its connections to doctoral education. Finally, in chapter 12, Dawn Shinew and Tami Moore discuss how students in one doctoral program experienced epistemological development.

We conclude the text with an overview of the complexity of the doctoral experience and the recommendations by our authors, then again revisit our five students and how they can resolve their challenges.
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INTRODUCTION


A Brief History of the Ph.D. and Research Enterprise in the United States

The first doctorate was awarded by Yale in 1861. Then, Johns Hopkins University opened in 1876 pioneering research-oriented Ph.D. degrees in the arts and sciences, supporting students with fellowships (Rudolph, 1962). At the end of the century, other undergraduate universities started their graduate programs as well, such as the University of Chicago, Stanford University, Harvard University, and Columbia University. By 1900, a total of about 3,500 doctorates had been granted. Funding for graduate schools and research normally came from undergraduate teaching and philanthropic donations and, in some cases, from the government through scientific bureaus promoting research mainly in agriculture and engineering according to identified national
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needs (Geiger, 1986). Many of the faculty in these early doctoral programs obtained their doctorates in Europe, mainly in Germany. By one estimate, some 10,000 U.S. citizens took German degrees during the nineteenth century (Berelson, 1960). Not surprisingly, most of the characteristics of the Ph.D. program in the United States resembled the German model whereas undergraduate education was based on the British model. In the twenty-first century, these features are still the cornerstone of Ph.D. programs in the United States. (Gumport, 2005).

The German model of graduate education emphasizes scientific inquiry and the expectation of faculty members’ engagement in active research. In the early years of the Ph.D., research became a prestigious endeavor sought by the best minds. Upon graduation from undergraduate programs, doctoral students entered a community of scholars devoted to research and scholarship through graduate seminars and one-on-one teaching with faculty. Another program requisite included passing language and comprehensive examinations. The few that passed the comprehensive examination had to submit a thesis, which was subjected to the scrutiny of a faculty committee. The normal length of the Ph.D. program was two years. Upon graduation, Ph.D. graduates embarked in a professional career working closely with faculty in mentor-like relationships until achieving the status of faculty (Walker, Golde, Jones, Conklin Bueschel, & Hutchings, 2008).

Between the late 1800s and 1930s, specialization in science proliferated mainly in the social and natural sciences, which led to the formation of disciplines and departments. As such, doctoral education programs were homed within disciplines and within departments. As disciplines matured, national associations around these disciplines emerged and became the most important referent for faculty scholars. These associations delineated standardized guidelines for doctoral programs and scholarship, facilitating the proliferation of Ph.D. programs and research. Also, the disciplinary specialization and corresponding consolidation of national associations gave faculty greater authority and autonomy over academic matters and scholarship. Resources for research at this time normally came from benefactors such as the Rockefeller Foundation and the Carnegie Corporation. This philanthropic sponsorship helped universities to institutionalize graduate education and research as interdependent endeavors (Geiger, 1986; Gumport, 2005).

Those universities that had the resources to support promising Ph.D. programs became leaders and pioneers to which other universities aspired. In
1900, 14 presidents, representing a selective group of successful universities with doctoral programs, came together to form the Association of American Universities (AAU) to address issues of quality and prestige, especially in relation to their European peers. Since then, AAU institutions have been a prestigious set of elite research universities not only nationally, but across the globe. Today, AAU members include 60 private and public American universities and two Canadian institutions (Gumport, 2005; Walker et al., 2008).

At the end of World War I, the National Research Council (NRC) was created to coordinate the scientific organizations that emerged during the war. It represented the merging of basic and applied research as well as the acting research force after the war, setting the new landscape of the American science for the decades to come. Philanthropic foundations were still major stakeholders in the American scientific endeavor between the two wars and in the expansion of university research. These foundations also fostered the formation of units within universities and facilitated research through postdoctoral fellowships and direct support (Geiger, 1986).

During the second decade of the twentieth century, the need for research became an important aspect of universities’ missions, and so, universities responded by implementing mechanisms such as lowering teaching loads, instituting sabbatical leaves, revolving research funds, and the creation of graduate assistant positions. Philanthropic support to graduate students grew, both in public and in private institutions. As a result, graduate education enrollments soared, allowing considerable flexibility in the handling of teaching loads of faculty, and therefore, improving their research opportunities. Industrial research also grew substantially during the 1920s, and doctoral graduates from universities were actively recruited by these industrial laboratories. Some industries promoted fellowships to increase scientific manpower in areas that were important to them. In addition, some professors consulted with corporations in exchange for contracted funds for their departments (Geiger, 1986).

Federal investment in applied research rose during the 1930s, leaving almost nonexistent the involvement of the federal government with basic research. However, during this decade, despite the hardships brought by the Great Depression, the top research universities made substantial commitments to sustain the research enterprise with “hard” budgetary allocations. Thanks to these efforts, American research reached parity with that of the leading scientific nations of Europe. By the 1940s, a different kind of relationship emerged as the central paradigm of research created ties between universities
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and industry. This new relationship was based on the large and successful firms in technology-based industries like chemistry, pharmaceuticals, and telecommunications looking to university research for theoretical knowledge that would supplement and enrich their own internal investigations (Geiger, 1986).

Federal grants became more significant during World War II as the government contracted massive amounts of university research, starting with the Manhattan Project. After the war, there was a general dissatisfaction with the concentration of war research in a handful of firms and universities. President Roosevelt directed the Office of Scientific Research and Development (OSRD) in 1944 to advise him on how the wartime government experience in sponsoring scientific research could be applied after the cessation of hostilities. The recommendations by Vannevar Bush, the director of OSRD, were crystallized with the creation in 1950 of The National Science Foundation (NSF), whose main mission was to support basic research and graduate education and to appraise the impact of research upon industrial development and general welfare (Geiger, 1993; Thelin, 2004). Despite the efforts of Vannevar Bush to protect basic research, the Cold War called for a U.S. commitment to develop the hydrogen bomb and to plan for a vast rearmament plan. This pressing national interest mobilized a network of scientists engaged in defense-related research. In the meantime, foundation support to universities in the 1950s was mainly directed at the medical and health sciences, a variety of activities to strengthen universities (such as graduate and postdoctoral fellowships, physical plant endowments, and libraries), and support for the social and behavioral sciences (Geiger, 1993).

When the Soviet Union launched Sputnik I on the October 4, 1957, the U.S. government realized that they were in a race for space against the Soviets. As a result, the government founded the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) a year after. NASA quickly became another federal agency with significant involvement in university research. In 1950, there were six federal agencies sponsoring academic research: The Department of Health Education and Welfare, the Department of Defense, the Atomic Energy Commission, the Department of Education, NSF, and NASA. By 1968, federal support increased even more, with more emphasis on basic research, marking the golden age of research universities (Geiger, 1993; Thelin, 2004). Support for graduate education also increased significantly, mainly to train scientists in science and engineering. This support for graduate students came in the form of direct financial aid, fellowships, and assistantships through
research grants (Gumport, 2005). At this time, almost every field in higher education experienced a shortage of teachers and researchers. Those with doctorates found employment easily, and universities reduced teaching loads in order to retain faculty members. University budgets also grew substantially; access to research funds increased significantly in all fields; some professors founded institutes and research centers; the federal government fueled research in technical fields to keep up with the demands of the Cold War; and top universities became national leaders in science and technology (Kerr, 2002). During this time, the main features of doctoral education as we know them today were consolidated, such as the interdependence of research sponsorship, faculty research agendas, and doctoral education; reduced teaching loads to allow faculty to develop their research; and increased responsibilities to doctoral students as research and teaching assistants (Thelin, 2004). In the 1960s, there were more than 550 fields in doctoral education. By 1965, doctorates in engineering, the physical sciences, and life sciences accounted for half of the doctorates granted. About 20% of doctorates were granted in the social sciences and psychology, about 20% in the humanities and about 15% in education (Gumport, 2005).

By the 1970s, the golden age of American higher education began to end due to population shifts, inflation, and government fiscal deficits. As a result, funding for academic research started to decrease as global markets began to emerge (Altbach, Berdhal, & Gumport, 2005; Slaughter & Leslie, 1997). Additionally, the ideology in support of basic research started to vanish as access to higher education became the main concern in the baby-boom age (Geiger, 1993). The student movements of the 1970s demanded universities to account for their responsibility to society, including research useful for the public well-being. Therefore, research universities in the 1970s faced a decline of support for graduate students, with questions raised about the quality of graduate education, and the market for junior faculty members became stagnant. However, given the massive expansion of undergraduate enrollments during the decade, teaching assistantships proliferated among doctoral students (Gumport, 2005). Many faculty members no longer received research support, and equipment was aging to the point of inadequacy. As a survival strategy, departments started to specialize in order to show their relative strength and to compete for increasingly shrinking research support. Departments also admitted to be moving toward applied research as a way to attract sponsors. This marked the beginning of an unprecedented relationship
with industry and a drift away from the paradigm that flourished in the 1960s based on faith in basic research (Geiger, 1993).

At the height of the biotechnology boom of the 1980s, universities found themselves in a global economical context where American industry was losing competitive ground. Federal support for research and graduate education decreased significantly. Stipends for assistantships declined when they became reconfigured as taxable pay for work instead of tax-exempt educational subsides in the Tax Reform Act of 1986. Consequently, since that time, doctoral students have been graduating with increasingly larger amounts of debt. In addition, as national support for research and graduate education declined and the number of doctoral graduates increased, the labor market for recent doctoral graduates shrunk, especially in those fields with fewer career opportunities outside academia, such as in the humanities and social sciences (Gumport, 2005). As a result, more and more graduates landed in postdoctoral, nontenure track, and nonacademic positions. The faces of doctoral students also changed considerably during the 1980s and 1990s, especially in terms of gender. Forty percent of doctorates awarded to women in the twentieth century were awarded in the last decade; and about half of the doctorates in science and engineering in the 1990s were awarded to international students. However, less than 10% of American minorities obtained doctorates in this period (Walker et al., 2008).

Since universities needed funds and industry was losing competitive ground in the global market in the 1980s and 1990s, both sectors were in need of each other. Economic competitiveness and technology transfer became the cornerstones of an emerging consensus on university research at the end of the twentieth century. This imperative toward the commercialization of research induced a drift in the direction of more practical work (Geiger, 1993). Thus, faculty members and universities moved toward greater participation in the market (Slaughter & Leslie, 1997). Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, science and engineering fields became more entrepreneurial and involved with technology. Leaders of large corporations, heads of universities, and political leaders developed policies and organizations to promote the growth of centers and institutes that involved partnerships between academia and industry around new technologies (Gumport, 2005; Slaughter & Rhoades, 2004). Under this scenario, higher education became an important source of national wealth-development through applied research rather than primarily
a means for liberal education of undergraduates and warfare research. Subsequently, state leaders have stimulated programs around innovation through industry–government–academia partnerships led by industry, held together by government, and serviced by universities (Slaughter & Leslie, 1997).

At the start of the twentieth century, about 500 Ph.Ds were awarded each year; by 1960, annual production exceeded 10,000. Now, as the twenty-first century begins, more than 60,000 doctoral degrees are awarded each year (Snyder, Dillow, & Hoffman, 2009), adding to the more than 1.36 million doctorates granted by U.S. universities during the twentieth century (Walker et al., 2008). Universities have become key agents in the global economy as research centers for the development of competitive products and as training institutions of skilled labor for the global economy (Slaughter & Leslie, 1997). Today, society expects higher education to prepare the workforce of today’s corporations, which has to be more highly trained and educated than in the industrial society. Moreover, product innovation depends heavily on university-educated personnel, and persons with doctoral degrees almost always fill managerial positions (Campbell & Slaughter, 1999). Despite the significant role of higher education in the global economy, federal and state funding have been steadily decreasing in the last years, pushing higher education institutions to seek other sources of revenue in order to survive, thus giving rise to interdisciplinarity and academic capitalism. As discussed in the chapters by Holley and Mendoza in this book, doctoral education has been affected in mixed ways by these trends (Holley, 2009; Mendoza, 2007; Slaughter, Campbell, Hollernan, & Morgan, 2002).

Graduate education in the United States has clearly undergone significant changes since its inception in 1876; however, the old adage still pertains: Plus ça change, plus c’est la même chose. Berelson (1960) commented, “The graduate school has always been accused of abnormal resistance to change by those who had a reform to introduce” (p. 40). Graduate education has changed its structure insofar as eliminating certain program requirements and the changing demographics of its students, but it still remains an institution focused on producing knowledge and research (Council of Graduate Schools, 2005). The Ph.D., however, has also become the focus of much of this strife as it has struggled to define itself in the midst of changing societal shifts and demands. It is often through trying to define the purpose of the Ph.D. that the controversy begins.
The Purpose of the Ph.D.

The doctoral degree is considered the terminal degree in many fields. The Survey of Earned Doctorates lists over 50 doctoral degree designations (Hoffer, Hess, Welch, & Williams, 2007), including the M.D., J.D., Ed.D., and the Ph.D. And, while many doctoral degrees exist, about 90% of all doctorates produced annually in the United States are those from the Ph.D. designation (Thurgood, Golladay, & Hill, 2006). It is the Ph.D., or the Doctor of Philosophy, that is the primary focus of this book.

The discussion of what purpose doctoral education serves has persisted since the inception of graduate education in the United States. While many posit the purpose of doctoral education to be the preparation to conduct original research (e.g., Council of Graduate Schools, 1990), others forward that the purposes of doctoral education should be further reaching, including training to teach (Adams & Association of American Colleges and Universities, 2002; Gaff, 2002), and instilling skills necessary for participation in the labor market outside of academia (Atwell, 1996; Jones, 2003). On one side of the discussion is the market-driven argument: to prepare the product directly for its subsequent use (Berelson, 1960). As the doctoral student may become faculty, researcher, or something altogether different, this “use” depends widely on the individual student’s career choice and the job market. On the other side of this argument, however, is the degree’s purpose existing as producing knowledge for “knowledge sake” (Berelson, 1960).

As previously stated, this debate over the purpose of doctoral education was particularly intense during the retrenchment period in the 1970s, where federal funding for research and development (R&D) diminished considerably and the job market for doctoral graduates shrunk. In fact, the National Board on Graduate Education was formed in 1971 to address issues of purpose and structure in graduate education nationwide. Interestingly, this board lasted three short years only, but issued six reports urging change in graduate education tailored toward national needs such as serving nontraditional students and the use of applied fields to solve national problems (Walker et al., 2008). Similarly, since the 1990s, several initiatives emerged to improve graduate education such as the Preparing Future Faculty Initiative, with the goal of exposing students to the various faculty roles in different types of institutions (Walker et al., 2008).
The Carnegie Initiative on the Doctorate was another major project aimed at improving doctoral education. It was designed as an action research program involving 88 departments in 44 universities across the country meant to evaluate, reflect, and restructure current doctoral programs across disciplines aligned with the present needs of society. These initiatives suggested that no clear directive on doctoral education or its mission exists, owing to a history of succumbing to societal demands, shifting emphases, and fiscal imperatives (Walker et al., 2008).

With no clear consensus on the purpose of doctoral education, we forward the definition given by the Council of Graduate Schools (1990): The Ph.D. “is designed to prepare a student to become a scholar, that is, to discover, integrate, and apply knowledge, as well as communicate and disseminate it” (p. 10). In other words, the purpose of the Ph.D. program is to prepare students to become scholars. Part of this preparation for the student generally includes mastery of content in the chosen field of study and, given the research focus of the Ph.D., the demonstration of independent scholarship. With this definition in mind, the Ph.D. is paramount to higher education and society, as it influences not only the students who enroll within its programs, but also the faculty they work with, the students they teach, the larger disciplinary context to which they contribute, and the society in which they will practice their skills and disseminate their knowledge. How and when these elements occur, however, can vary greatly depending on the field and the institution; it is here where doctoral education begins to show its complexity. Added to this complexity is the diversity of the students who pursue the degree. Much like Ling, Scott, Nate, Eva, and Jennifer, students bring myriad backgrounds and concerns with them, further complicating the study of the doctoral experience.

Ways to View the Doctoral Experience

A central component to understanding the life and experiences of the doctoral student is socialization. Socialization, generally defined, is the process through which an individual learns to adopt the values, skills, attitudes, norms, and knowledge needed for membership in a given society, group, or organization (Bragg, 1976; Golde, 1998; Merton, 1957; Tierney, 1997; Van Maanen, 1978). The concept of socialization as it relates to doctoral education and the students’ role in it is best understood through the lens of organizational
socialization. Van Maanen and Schein (1979) described organizational socialization as “the process by which an individual acquires the social knowledge and skills necessary to assume an organizational role” (p. 211). Organizational socialization typically occurs through two major stages. The initial phase is generally referred to as anticipatory socialization, and often begins before the individual makes the decision to join the organization as he or she learns about the organization through the recruitment and selection process (Tierney & Rhoads, 1994). After successfully gaining entrance to the organization, the individual enters the role continuance stage of socialization, which consists of the time when the individual experiences the socialization processes that will ultimately influence the decision to remain in the organization, and allowing the individual to adopt the values, attitudes, and beliefs of its culture (Tierney & Rhoads, 1994). Socialization of an individual occurs through experiences with various processes, traditions, relationships, and rules that govern the culture of the particular organization, be they formal or informal (Sherlock & Morris, 1967; Tierney, 1997; Van Maanen, 1978). In regard to professional socialization, or preparation for a particular professional role, an individual will learn through observation of others and through his or her own experience over time with policies, procedures, and traditions (Sherlock & Morris, 1967).

The Stages of Graduate School Socialization
Golde (1998) described the process of graduate school socialization as one “in which a newcomer is made a member of a community – in the case of graduate students, the community of an academic department in a particular discipline.” She continued, “The socialization of graduate students is an unusual double socialization. New students are simultaneously directly socialized into the role of graduate student and are given preparatory socialization into graduate student life and the future career” (p. 56). Tierney and Bensimon (1996) further elaborated on how the socialization process functions for all newcomers in academe: “The beliefs one holds about the academy inevitably frame how one acts in a postsecondary institution” (p. 5). It is this understanding of how to act, what role is to be played, and how that role relates to others that is an inherent part of the socialization process for graduate students. Taken together, socialization is integral to the success of the doctoral student and to his or her progression through the degree process (Turner & Thompson, 1993).
The socialization of graduate students tends to occur in stages or developmental phases. Lovitts (2001) offered a four-stage model of graduate student development, beginning with Stage Zero, or anticipatory socialization into the degree program, to the first stage, occurring simultaneously with the first year, as the period of Entry and Adjustment. In the Entry and Adjustment Stage, the transition is made as the student moves from the feeling of being an outsider to that of an insider in the system. Stage Two, the Development of Competence, also corresponds to the second year of the student’s program, and persists through the completion of all course and examination requirements, or candidacy. Finally, the Research Stage constitutes Stage Three, and encompasses the time period from the beginning to the completion of the dissertation, where the student decides upon a dissertation topic, organizes a doctoral committee, completes the research work, and finally writes and defends the dissertation.

Lovitts’ (2001) model parallels that of Weidman, Twale, and Stein (2001) and their theory of graduate student socialization. Weidman et al. (2001) described graduate student socialization as “the processes through which individuals gain the knowledge, skills, and values necessary for successful entry into a professional career requiring an advanced level of specialized knowledge and skills” (p. iii). According to Weidman et al. (2001), socialization for graduate students occurs in four developmental stages: Anticipatory, Formal, Informal, and Personal Stages.

The Anticipatory Stage occurs primarily as students enter the program, and need to learn new roles, procedures, and agendas to be followed. These students will tend to seek information and listen carefully to directions. This stage can be described as the student becoming “aware of the behavioral, attitudinal, and cognitive expectations held for a role incumbent” (Weidman et al., 2001, p. 12). In other words, in this stage the student comes to understand the roles and expectations that are expected of other graduate students. The Formal Stage is characterized by the graduate student observing roles of incumbents and advanced students, while learning about role expectations and how they are carried out. Students in this stage are primarily concerned about task issues, and communication at this stage is informative through course material, regulative through embracing normative expectations, and integrative through faculty and student interactions. The Informal Stage is described as the stage in which “the novice learns of the informal role expectations transmitted by interactions with others who are current role incumbents”
(p. 14). At this stage, the graduate student receives behavioral cues, observes acceptable behavior, thereby responding and reacting accordingly. Accordingly, the students’ cohorts are those with whom most interaction occurs. The student will begin feeling less student-like and more professional at the Informal Stage. The final stage, the Personal Stage, is characterized as the time when the students’ “individual and social roles, personalities and social structures become fused and the role is internalized” (p. 14). During this final stage, the graduate student accepts a value orientation and adjusts his or her behavior to meet the expectations that exist. The conflict that exists between the former graduate student identity and the new professional identity is resolved, and the graduate student will be able to separate from the department in search of his or her own identity.

Finally, Tinto (1993), while known primarily for his work on undergraduate student persistence, also developed a working theory of doctoral persistence, which aligns with existing models of graduate student socialization. His theory is implicitly linked with socialization, implying that successful socialization results in persistence on the part of the graduate student. Tinto’s theory of graduate persistence includes three stages. The first stage, Transition, typically covers the first year of study. During this stage the “individual seeks to establish membership in the academic and social communities of the university” (p. 235). This stage is shaped by social and academic interactions, especially those interactions within the graduate department. Persistence at this stage is marked by the student making a personal commitment to the goal of completion, which will depend upon the desirability of membership and the likely costs and benefits of further involvement. The second stage, Candidacy, “entails the acquisition of knowledge and the development of competencies deemed necessary for doctoral research” (p. 236). This stage will depend greatly upon the success in the individual’s abilities and skills as well as the interactions with faculty. The final stage, Doctoral Completion, “covers that period of time from the gaining of candidacy, through the completion of a doctoral research proposal, to the successful completion of the research project and defense of the dissertation” (p. 237). At this stage, the nature of the interaction with faculty shifts from interacting with many faculty to interacting with few; as in the case of the dissertation advisor. Tinto asserted, “The character of the candidate’s commitments to those communities, such as families and work, and the support they provide for continued study may spell the difference between success and failure at this stage” (p. 237).
As presented in the following chapters, many have begun to question these modernist and positivist views of the socialization process (e.g., Tierney, 1997), seeing prevailing models as only one-directional. New ways of viewing the socialization process include consideration of how the individual, or in this case, the student, can also influence and change the organization (see McDaniels, chapter 1 for further discussion). More research has yet to be conducted on how socially-constructed and postmodern views of socialization can characterize the graduate student experience.

**Conclusion**

While all of these models assist us in understanding how doctoral students experience their induction into graduate school and their future professions, there is still much to learn. As we position ourselves in the twenty-first century, a host of recent empirical evidence indicates that we must rethink how we structure doctoral education. Growing evidence demonstrates that as other nations continue to strengthen their graduate programs, the United States is still struggling with unacceptable attrition rates in graduate school, where about half of students enrolled in doctoral programs leave without a degree. In addition, stakeholders continue to question the currency of doctoral programs for the needs of today’s society (Council of Graduate Schools, 2004; Nettles & Millett, 2006; Walker et al., 2008). The purpose of this edited book is to provide both empirical evidence and specific recommendations to enhance doctoral education in the United States based on the needs of our present students and society at large.
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Scott is just beginning his coursework in child psychology and is very thankful for the prestigious and generous fellowship he won because he can now fully concentrate on his studies. Nevertheless, Scott regrets not being able to find a teaching assistantship. He really feels teaching is his passion but is dismayed that there is no formal training in the program. He is wondering if he can find a way to get some experience in the classroom. He will raise this issue during his next meeting with his advisor.

Jennifer is starting her doctoral program in English. Like her peers, she has been funded through a teaching assistantship in the department. One day in her shared office space, a more advanced peer talks about a recent job interview she had at a private, liberal arts college. According to this student, the interview didn’t go well. The committee expected a higher caliber of teaching and less focus on research, something that she and Jennifer agree that they haven’t had. The reality is that their program has never formally exposed students to teaching pedagogies. Filled with dread about her own future job prospects, Jennifer considers contacting a faculty member in the College of Education to help her think through these issues.

The purpose of this chapter is to review what is known about how doctoral students are socialized for the professoriate, with a particular goal of understanding how they are prepared for teaching roles. As is evident from the collection of chapters in this book, teaching is just one
of many important responsibilities that doctoral students may have in their role as faculty members. In addition to teaching, other faculty responsibilities often include research (see Weidman, chapter 2), service (institutional and disciplinary), and community outreach (see Ward, chapter 3). The multiple possible roles of faculty members are necessarily interconnected. However, the balance of these roles and the related performance expectations will vary depending upon the institutional and appointment types that aspiring faculty members may pursue. This chapter attempts to isolate what scholars, policymakers, and administrators have learned about the key components of the socialization process for teaching in postsecondary education institutions.

The term teaching includes a broad range of pedagogical activities. Too often, teaching is narrowly defined (Wulff, Austin, Nyquist, & Sprague, 2004) as interacting directly with students in face-to-face or online classrooms. However, other types of pedagogical activity exist, including advising; curriculum and program development; and classroom research and assessment at the individual, course, and programmatic levels (Gibson, 1992). In addition, many “micro-activities” of course instruction (grading, syllabus development, small group facilitation, lesson development) (McKeachie, 1994) require a different set of skills on the part of faculty members. In this chapter, I use this broader definition of pedagogical activity when describing the socialization of doctoral students for teaching roles.

In 1966, Brim defined socialization as “the process by which persons acquire the knowledge, skills, and dispositions that make them more or less effective members of society” (p. 3). This definition served as a starting point for scholars engaged in empirical research on graduate student socialization (Weidman, Twale, & Stein, 2001). Underlying this definition, and others like it, are the modernist assumptions (Tierney, 1997) that socialization is both a one-way process and a process by which a newcomer is molded by one monolithic professional and/or institutional culture. Other scholars have suggested, alternatively, that socialization is a dialectical process “through which newcomers bring perspectives, values, and ideas that interact with expectations within the organization” (Austin & McDaniels, 2006, p. 401). More postmodern perspectives on socialization thus embrace socialization as a two-way process by which a newcomer molds and is molded by an organizational or professional culture that is less monolithic and more complex. These theoretical variations allowed scholars of graduate education to recognize that socialization processes do not just “happen” to a graduate student.
Graduate students themselves are instrumental to ensuring the success of the socialization processes that will prepare them for their early careers in the college classroom. Graduate students also have the potential to impact the other members in the organizations (programs, universities) of which they are a part.

This chapter aims to do several things:

1. Provide a brief overview of how writing on this topic, by both academics and policymakers, has evolved over the past several decades;
2. Identify what socialization outcomes have been suggested as important for doctoral students aspiring to teaching roles;
3. Recognize the role that interested stakeholders have in the successful socialization of doctoral students for teaching, and suggestions for what role these parties might play in remedying gaps that still exist in doctoral student preparation for teaching roles.

Evolution of Scholarship on Doctoral Student Socialization for Teaching

The early conceptual and empirical work on the processes and outcomes of doctoral student preparation for teaching began in the mid- to late-1980s, and continued into the early 1990s, just as energetic policy debates were taking place about the growing use of teaching assistants (TAs) in the undergraduate classroom (Chism, 1998). Concerns about exploitation of teaching assistants, as well as the quality of undergraduate education, dominated this discourse. Leading scholars from the field of speech communication began to undertake research that led to the development of the first conceptual models depicting the stages of teaching assistant development (Sprague & Nyquist, 1989), as well as a framework that individual faculty members could use to reflect upon how they might support their graduate students in their development as teachers (Sprague & Nyquist, 1991).

In the mid-1990s, a team of scholars from communication and higher education undertook a four-year longitudinal study in which they followed approximately 70 Ph.D. and master’s students who aspired to become faculty members. The team wanted to learn more about how these graduate teaching assistants interested in pursuing careers as teaching scholars (Nyquist et al.,
1999) experienced their graduate programs. After amassing data from twice-yearly interviews, questionnaires, and pictures drawn by participants, this research team concluded that

1. much of a graduate student’s socialization occurs through observing, listening to, and interacting with faculty members;
2. graduate students are not given developmental and systematic preparation for their future roles as faculty members;
3. graduate students receive insufficient mentoring and feedback on their developmental progress; and
4. few opportunities exist for guided reflection.

Thus, the early empirical work on teaching assistant development was built upon by scholars who hoped to explore, more generally, how doctoral students are prepared for the range of roles and responsibilities as future faculty members. While study results indicated that doctoral students needed to be better prepared for the wide array of roles that faculty members are expected to undertake, other research indicated that a love of teaching was still the primary reason provided by graduate students for desiring employment as faculty members (Golde & Dore, 2001). These results suggest that positive socialization experiences for teaching roles have the capacity to influence the decisions of many talented young scholars to pursue academic careers or to leave the academy to pursue other careers. In addition to these empirical studies and conceptual projects, several nationwide policy initiatives (e.g., Carnegie Initiative on the Doctorate, Preparing Future Faculty) were introduced in the late 1990s and in the early years of this century to provide recommendations for large-scale changes to doctoral education. I share many of these findings, and how they specifically apply to how doctoral students are socialized for teaching roles, throughout this chapter.

Socialization for Teaching Roles: Outcomes

Literature on doctoral student socialization suggests that aspiring faculty members should develop a set of core competencies while in their doctoral programs to assist them in making the transition to successful careers as faculty members in 21st-century postsecondary institutions. In 2006, Austin and
McDaniels presented a framework in *Higher Education: Handbook of Theory and Research* that summarizes what the literature suggests are the desired outcomes of doctoral student socialization. After an extensive review of the theoretical and empirical literature on graduate student socialization, the authors concluded that graduate students aspiring to faculty roles would be well served if they developed sets of (a) conceptual understandings; (b) knowledge and skills in the core areas of faculty work; (c) interpersonal skills; and (d) professional attitudes and habits. I use this four-part framework as a guide to highlight what is known about the desired socialization outcomes related specifically to the teaching and instruction role.

**Conceptual Understandings**

A review of the doctoral student socialization literature reveals agreement that doctoral students, as a part of their socialization processes, would be well served to develop an understanding of (a) their professional identity as a teaching faculty member; (b) the discipline; (c) the wide array of institutional types in which they might find themselves working; and (d) the purposes and history of higher education (Austin & McDaniels, 2006).

*Understanding themselves: development of a professional identity.* One of the developmental milestones of a doctoral student’s graduate school career is to begin to develop an identity as a future member of the professoriate. Optimally, students will be given a series of increasingly more demanding teaching experiences that will help them “try on” the identity of a teaching faculty member. Hopefully, such experiences will encourage students to contemplate answers to such questions as

1. To what degree do I want teaching to be a part of my academic career?
2. At what elements of teaching do I excel?
3. What are my developmental needs as a teacher?

Doctoral students can then begin to visualize what being a teaching faculty member will entail. Thus, if successful, socialization processes can result in a doctoral student embracing his or her professional identity as a faculty member with teaching responsibilities.

*Understanding the discipline.* In order for prospective faculty members to maximize their chances of being successful in their teaching roles, they must first develop a foundation of knowledge in their disciplinary content area
This disciplinary knowledge must include the theoretical underpinnings of the discipline; the paradigms, traditions; criteria for excellence in the field; and methodological approaches accepted by disciplinary members. In sum, good teachers are experts in their fields of study.

**Understanding institutional types.** Prior to accepting a position upon graduation from a doctoral program, all students will be well served if they have developed an awareness of the impact of institutional mission, student population (size, degree level, preparation), and fiscal control on the amount and type of teaching expected by an institution's teaching faculty. Ideally, aspiring faculty should be able to make informed decisions about what academic jobs to apply for and accept if they understand how institutional type can impact

1. a teaching and advising load;
2. the instructional level of students (e.g., undergraduate or graduate);
3. the variety of courses (content/level) a faculty member will teach;
4. forms of instruction a faculty member will be asked to provide (e.g., lecture, lab); and
5. the reward system vis-à-vis teaching.

**Understanding the purposes and history of higher education.** Finally, a fourth conceptual understanding that the literature suggests doctoral students develop while in graduate school is an understanding of and appreciation for the purposes and history of higher education. As was noted earlier, in order to be successful at one's role as a teacher, a faculty member needs to be an expert in his or her discipline. However, that disciplinary expertise is not enough. A faculty member also needs to understand the role that colleges and universities play in the development of individuals who are critical thinkers and full participants (as professionals and citizens). Understanding this history will enable future teaching faculty to think about how they contextualize the disciplinary content knowledge they deliver in the classroom, and how to encourage higher-order thinking among students they teach and advise.

**Knowledge and Skills in the Core Areas of Faculty Work**

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, pedagogical activity is one of four areas of faculty work, each of which demands the development of
knowledge and skills to carry out responsibilities in each of these domains. Thus, a second outcome of doctoral student socialization for teaching roles can be a thorough understanding of teaching and learning processes (Austin & McDaniels, 2006). The literature suggests that prospective faculty should understand

1. the different ways students learn;
2. the usefulness of different teaching strategies to facilitate learning in a discipline;
3. how disciplinary differences impact methods and modes of inquiry, criteria for determining validity, as well as how problems are identified and solved in the field (Donald, 2002); and
4. the conceptual roadblocks that novices face in learning disciplinary topics.

There is also a growing need for teaching faculty to understand how instructional technologies can be integrated into a faculty member's disciplinarily informed pedagogical approaches (Mishra & Koehler, 2006).

**Interpersonal Skills**

A third desired outcome (or category of outcomes) of doctoral student socialization for teaching roles is the development of a set of interpersonal abilities that will allow them to use a variety of channels to communicate with a diverse set of students and colleagues (Austin & McDaniels, 2006). These interpersonal abilities include (a) written and oral communication; (b) collaboration; and (c) the ability to interact successfully with diverse students and colleagues.

**Written and oral communication.** Successful teaching faculty will need to be able to successfully communicate with students and faculty colleagues in both written and oral form. Good oral and written communication skills will enable teaching faculty to not just deliver content but to also differentiate important concepts from the less important, as well as frame topics for students in such a way that they start to make sense of the subject matter for themselves. The increasing number of online courses—and increased use of technology by students and colleagues—will require that aspiring teaching faculty learn how to most effectively use written and oral communication strategies in an online context, recognizing the influence that online tools (e.g., wikis, video,
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podcasts, blogs) will have on how, and to what extent, they make use of oral and written communication strategies.

Collaboration. In order to excel in the multiple dimensions of teaching practice, aspiring teaching faculty will need to cultivate their ability to collaborate with others. The increasingly interdisciplinary nature of knowledge has demanded more collaboration among faculty members in instruction, curriculum design, and assessment. In addition, future faculty who are interested in working at an institution with graduate programs will need to be able to collaborate with graduate students who work with them via teaching assistantships. Furthermore, faculty often find themselves working with colleagues on pedagogical projects such as curriculum redesign and program development.

Ability to interact successfully with diverse students and faculty colleagues. The college student population continues to grow increasingly socially diverse, as is evident in the following trends:

- An increase in the number of students ages 25 and older;
- An increase in the number of first-generation college attendees;
- An increase in the racial/ethnic diversity of student populations; and
- A change in educational expectations on the part of students and parents, including an increasing consumer orientation (Gappa, Austin, & Trice, 2007; Schuster & Finkelstein, 2006)

Doctoral students interested in pursuing teaching opportunities need to understand the impact of an increasingly diverse student population on both curricular and instructional implications activity. In addition, the professoriate in the 21st century is also becoming more diverse, as more women, racial and ethnic minorities, and foreign-born faculty (Schuster & Finkelstein, 2006) join the faculty ranks. The trend toward an increasingly diverse faculty population suggests that an important goal of doctoral student socialization should be to make prospective faculty aware of the impact of gender and cultural diversity on faculty collaboration in instruction and/or curriculum design (see Sallee, chapter 7, and Winkle-Wagner, Johnson, Morelon-Quanoo, & Santiague, chapter 9, for more discussion on gender and race among graduate students).
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Professional Attitudes and Habits

Finally, emerging from the literature is a fourth category of desired outcomes for doctoral student socialization. Austin and McDaniels (2006) found that students would be well served if they started to develop a set of attitudes and habits, while in graduate school, that will provide a foundation for ethical conduct in all faculty roles, an appreciation for life-long learning, and an awareness of the importance of balancing one’s passions and one’s own life outside of work. In the next several paragraphs I will focus on those attitudes and habits as they relate to the faculty teaching role.

Ethics and integrity. A key component of the socialization of doctoral students for teaching roles needs to include at least an introductory understanding of the ethical issues related to teaching such as appropriate student–faculty relationships and academic honesty. Of course, each institution has its own set of codes of student conduct, and new faculty members will be well served to familiarize themselves with these guidelines upon arrival in their new campuses. In addition to teaching students about the content of the discipline, aspiring faculty will most likely have the opportunity to introduce students of all levels to research and scholarship in the discipline. In order to have the ability to teach students how to become ethical researchers, doctoral students will have to have a comprehensive grasp of issues related to the ethical conduct of research in their discipline, including the protection of human subjects and animal rights, and strategies for avoiding conflicts of interest vis-à-vis research projects (see Weidman, chapter 2, for more discussion on research socialization).

Ongoing professional development and cultivation of teaching network. The one thing that is certain about faculty careers in the 21st century is change! The existence of rapidly changing institutional and disciplinary environments almost guarantees that the roles and activities of teaching faculty will not remain the same throughout their professorial careers. Therefore, it will be imperative for aspiring faculty to understand and commit to ongoing professional development in support of their teaching roles.

Nurture teaching passion while maintaining life balance. Research has shown that doctoral students name a love of teaching as one of the primary reasons for pursuing faculty careers (Golde & Dore, 2001). Therefore, doctoral students who teach are often deeply committed to the quality of their teaching and to their students. What doctoral students (and faculty at all
career stages) need to learn is how to nurture their teaching passion (and other professional responsibilities), while maintaining balance in their lives. The challenge of setting boundaries between one’s teaching (e.g., students) and one’s life and other responsibilities has become increasingly more challenging in an era of instant messaging and 24-hour-a-day “access” that students have to their faculty members. Doctoral students will be well served by learning to set clear expectations with students about how quickly messages and assignments will be responded to or returned.

Socialization for Teaching Roles: Roles of Different Stakeholders

The literature on the socialization of doctoral students for teaching roles identifies five stakeholders who have an important role to play in supporting the preparation of aspiring faculty for their future teaching duties. These individuals, groups, and institutional stakeholders are (a) doctoral students; (b) individual faculty members; (c) academic departments (and their leaders); (d) postsecondary institutions (and their leaders); and (e) external agencies (and their representatives). In the remainder of this chapter I discuss the potential contributions that each of these parties can make to a doctoral student’s preparation for teaching.

**Doctoral Students**

Doctoral students have a significant role to play in their own successful socialization for teaching roles. They are not merely “actors” in a larger sociocultural process; they have agency and can have a significant influence on the socialization processes they experience in graduate school. Doctoral students can

1. get direct teaching experience by taking advantage of teaching opportunities offered by faculty members, departments, or institutions, or create their own opportunities if none are formally offered to them.
2. gather information by determining what resources can provide them with information about both how to teach and what a teaching career entails. Resources may include
   - curricular or cocurricular opportunities (e.g., courses/workshops on teaching),
   - campus-based teaching centers (e.g., workshops, consulting, literature),
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- online teaching resources, and
- informal conversations with others, including peers, faculty, and other professional mentors (Austin, 2002; Nyquist, Woodford, & Rogers, 2004).
3. observe others by seeking out models (Austin & McDaniel, 2007) of excellent teaching and watching other doctoral students and faculty members run class sessions.
4. engage in planning with an advisor to create a development plan for his or her own teaching improvement.
5. attend meetings of associations committed to the development of teaching and learning in specific disciplines (e.g., American Association of Physics Teachers) and read journals published by these associations (e.g., Journal of College Biology Teaching).
6. reflect upon one’s own development as a teacher by
   - requesting feedback from students, peers, and faculty mentors, engaging in systematic reflection upon one’s development as a teacher (Allen, 1991; Nyquist et al., 1999);
   - creating and maintaining a teaching portfolio to document one’s development as a teacher.
7. provide feedback to trusted faculty or administrators about improving the way a department/institution prepares doctoral students for teaching roles.

Faculty Members

Not surprisingly, individual faculty members have the potential to have a tremendous impact on doctoral students as they prepare for roles as teaching faculty. They can

1. provide students with teaching experiences by
   - inviting doctoral students to be formally or informally involved in their own teaching and
   - offering students teaching experiences that gradually require more responsibility over time.
2. provide students with information about how to develop their teaching skills by
letting students know about formal teaching opportunities currently available to doctoral students in their degree program. If formal opportunities are not available, individual faculty members may talk to interested students about what opportunities (e.g., teaching postdocs) they might take advantage of, prior to pursuing full-time positions as faculty members;

- letting students know about departmental and institutional resources available to help them learn more about teaching at a postsecondary level (e.g., course- or department-based orientation programs);

- engaging in impromptu or informal conversations with students about teaching; and

- communicating to doctoral students the value that he or she places on teaching.

3. recognize that one way doctoral students learn is by observation, and therefore recognize that students will play close attention to what faculty say (and actions they take) about their teaching responsibilities (McDaniels & Austin, 2006). As a result, doctoral student observations about the value their programs place on teaching can negatively or positively impact the processes and outcomes of their socialization for teaching roles.

4. provide opportunities for students to reflect upon their own teaching by

- listening carefully to what students say about the successes and challenges they encounter while teaching,

- providing feedback to students on their teaching performance, and

- providing feedback to students on the development of their teaching portfolios.

**Departments**

TA development was originally provided by departments, which is not surprising as the disciplinary context significantly impacts a doctoral student’s socialization for teaching roles (see Golde, chapter 4). Some departments provide course-specific training, whereas others provide training that is department specific (Ronkowski, 1998). The most extensive department-based training occurs in programs where teaching assistants carry a large percentage of the teaching load (e.g., foreign languages, writing). Departments are
served well when they collaborate with university-wide teaching development programs to develop programs with disciplinary relevance.

Departments can play a key role in the successful socialization of doctoral students for teaching roles. Specifically, they can provide

1. teaching experiences that are developmental in nature (Nyquist, Woodford, & Rogers, 2004; Pruitt-Logan & Gaff, 2004);
2. information on teaching by offering seminars on teaching in the disciplinary context (Golde & Dore, 2004);
3. opportunities for observation by soliciting volunteers on the part of faculty and more senior doctoral students to allow junior graduate students to observe class sessions; and
4. opportunities for reflection by
   ◦ adding required teaching seminars to the doctoral student curriculum and
   ◦ encouraging student participation in departmental and university-wide learning communities focusing on teaching.

Universities

Institutions can provide support to doctoral students through centralized structures such as TA development programs, teaching certification programs, teaching conferences, TA orientation sessions, courses and/or workshops on teaching, and English-language instruction for international students (Mintz, 1998). Each of these programmatic activities is a venue for doctoral students to gather information and reflect upon their own teaching practice.

Centralized teaching centers often collaborate with departments to supply discipline-specific training to teaching assistants. Finally, all of these programs that are supported centrally may be funded by units such as the graduate school or office of the provost.

External Agencies

Although government agencies and private foundations do not contribute directly to the socialization of individual doctoral students for teaching roles, they have served as advocates for improvement in the quality of graduate education, funding programs to develop strategies for enhancement of doctoral student preparation for the wide variety of roles that they may assume.
as faculty members. Disciplinary associations, such as the Modern Language Association (MLA) or the American Sociological Association (ASA), have written reports on the status of doctoral student preparation, and they present recommendations for policy change.

Conclusion

The literature on doctoral student socialization for teaching roles has increased dramatically since the 1980s and enhances the robust body of research on doctoral student socialization for all faculty roles. Desired outcomes of doctoral student preparation for teaching roles are quite clear. Student preparation for teaching faculty roles will be enhanced by more consistent efforts on the part of all stakeholders—students, faculty, departments, universities, and external agencies—to provide doctoral students with teaching experiences, information on teaching and teaching careers, and opportunities for observation and reflection about their development as teachers in a postsecondary context.
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Ling has been an extremely successful student her entire life. Very few have the opportunity to receive full funding to pursue a doctorate in the United States. She knows that success comes with great sacrifices and hard work, and so, when she started the program she knew that she had to continue working hard to succeed. Although she has all the energy and focus to spend long hours working in the lab, for the first time in her life she feels lost. She can’t understand why her advisor is not giving her specific instructions on what she has to accomplish. Moreover, he is asking her to come up with her own research questions and follow her instincts. This is radically different from what she is used to doing. She even has problems questioning previous research, which according to her advisor, she needs to do. She fears she is going to fail this time. She desperately needs guidance and cannot find it.

Now beginning her coursework, Eva is struggling to balance work, family, and her academic duties. After returning home from 12 hours of work, she makes dinner for her family and then tries to settle into reading and homework. This course has been particularly difficult as she is expected to complete a small study by the end of the semester. Every Sunday evening she breaks down and cries, “Where does the time go?” She is aware that she is falling behind and that she needs to do something quickly before it’s too late. She is considering taking an extended leave from work but wonders if her principal would support that.
This chapter addresses the experiences of doctoral students as they develop the capacity to do research that is recognized within academic fields and disciplines through publication. It looks at these experiences through the lens of socialization, namely, the processes through which doctoral students develop the knowledge, skills, and values that will equip them to be producers as well as consumers of research. Research productivity is a key dimension of a successful academic career in terms of both salary (Fairweather, 2005) and reputation/status as an academic. Although this has long been the case for faculty in upper-echelon research universities, it has begun to permeate the entire spectrum of graduate degree-awarding institutions as shown by a recent study documenting increasing pressure on faculty in comprehensive institutions to provide evidence of research productivity in order to gain tenure and advance in rank (Youn & Price, 2009).

The chapter begins with the general conceptual framework for socialization at the graduate level that frames the discussion, focusing on the longitudinal process and the aspects of institutional context, especially department/program and broader institutional support structures, as well as external disciplinary/academic communities that are key elements. Results from several recent studies of doctoral students are used to illustrate the nature of relevant socialization processes (Gardner, 2007, 2008; Gardner & Barnes, 2007; Golde, 2005; Golde & Dore, 2004; Nettles & Millett, 2006; Weidman & Stein, 2003). The concluding section suggests ways in which universities might facilitate doctoral student socialization for research.

Processes and Contexts of Doctoral Socialization

The general conceptual framework underlying the discussion is drawn from work with my former students on the socialization of graduate and professional students (Weidman & Stein, 2003; Weidman, Twale, & Stein, 2001) as well as the more general organizational socialization of students in higher education (Weidman, 2006). According to this framework, a student (a) enters a graduate program with a set of skills and predispositions about what is required to earn a degree and pursue a successful career after graduation, (b) is socialized through experiences occurring primarily within the normative context of the graduate program, especially those dimensions related to developing research capacity, and (c) completes the degree with the skills necessary for doing research that is valued in the discipline-field of study.
At the doctoral level, the primary institutional contexts for socialization of students are academic departments/graduate programs representing disciplines and/or fields of study that have their own particular knowledge base and norms/expectations for research. Significant normative influences are also exerted by disciplines/fields of study, both within the graduate institution and external to it through professional associations and academic journals (Gardner, 2007; Golde, 2005; Golde & Dore, 2004; Weidman & Stein, 2003; Weidman et al., 2001).

The beginning doctoral student has knowledge and some level of research skills developed in the course of prior academic degree work at the bachelor's and/or master's level. It should be noted that selection into a particular doctoral program is also based on these prior experiences and qualifications. Many higher education institutions encourage undergraduates to learn to do research. Common approaches include honors programs in which students are required to produce theses and provision of dedicated funds to support either individual research by undergraduates or joint projects with faculty. Master's graduates who write theses also tend to have more advanced research skills than do those whose programs require less formal products or even none at all.

As prospective doctoral students develop expectations about the requirements they might encounter in coursework, exams, and research, the process of “anticipatory socialization” begins before they even arrive on campus to start their programs (Bess, 1978). Doctoral students’ predispositions shape their expectations and experiences until they actually enroll in courses and begin engaging in the activities of the doctoral program. Socialization occurs through a variety of experiences that students have with faculty and peers within their academic programs as well as through their engagement in activities related to their particular disciplines/fields of study such as participation in conferences and professional associations.

It must also be noted, however, that academic disciplines are not monolithic entities. There is a great deal of variation within as well as between disciplines/fields of study, especially when they are differentiated by subspecialties (see Golde, chapter 4 of this book for more discussion). Institutional context, especially as reflected in the prevalence of research doctoral programs, is also very important. For instance, in a survey of 603 graduate students (including 357 doctoral students) in geography, Solem, Lee, and Schlemper (2009) found striking variations in climate by subfields within this particular discipline. Further, the type and status of the institution
in which the programs/departments are housed also make a difference. Using 
the term “professional development” rather than “socialization,” but basing 
it on the same general definition that is used in the present volume, these 
authors summarized the complex process as follows:

Professional development during graduate programs is a process influ-
enced by an interlocking set of factors related to individual attitudes and 
abilities, the overall social and academic dynamics in the department envi-
ronment, and the cultures of academic disciplines and institutions (Solem 
et al., 2009, p. 290).

Research activities also vary by academic disciplines and fields of study, 
again, both within and between disciplines. Natural sciences, such as chem-
istry, tend to be focused on laboratory research, whereas humanities disci-
plines, such as English and history, tend to focus on textual analysis and 
interpretation, each of which requires a different set of skills and techniques 
(Gardner, 2008; Golde, chapter 4 in this book; Golde & Dore, 2004). App-
roaches can also vary within disciplines. For instance, some social science 
departments emphasize quantitative approaches to research, whereas oth-
ers emphasize more qualitative approaches, sometimes complementing each 
other and sometimes including one at the expense of the other. To the extent 
that particular orientations predominate in disciplines and are reflected in the 
host departments of leading universities, they are sometimes characterized as 
“schools” of thought and research practice.

The next section of this chapter looks more closely at some of the more 
important ways in which socialization for research occurs during the course 
of doctoral programs. It draws primarily from selected studies of the doctoral 
experience that include academic field of study/discipline as a major variable.

Encouraging Development of Research Skills in Doctoral Programs

Doctoral programs routinely include courses in research design and method-
ology, but developing and honing research skills requires much more than 
coursework. From a socialization perspective, this includes interpersonal in-
teraction with faculty and peers, participation in professional activities related 
to the academic field of study, hands-on experience actually conducting re-
search, and practice in writing the kinds of work that is appropriate for 
aademic publication.
Studies of doctoral students that provide particularly cogent findings for understanding socialization for research include Gardner (2008), Nettles and Millett (2006), Millett and Nettles (chapter 8 in this book), Golde and Dore (2004), and Weidman and Stein (2003). For their comprehensive study of the doctoral experience, Nettles and Millett (2006) obtained survey responses from 9,036 doctoral students attending 21 of the top 60 doctorate-granting universities in the United States, sampled by institution and field of study. For the data analysis, responses were weighted in order to represent the entire national population of doctoral students and collapsed into five fields of study: education; engineering; humanities (English and history); mathematics and sciences (physical sciences—chemistry and physics; biological sciences—biochemistry, biophysics, and molecular biology); and social sciences (economics, political science, psychology, and sociology).

With respect to operationalizing research productivity (other than writing a dissertation), a multi-dimensional definition was used to develop a set of 22 survey items for a composite index that included presentations at professional conferences; publishing books, book reviews, chapters, and articles; submitting articles for publication; writing grant proposals; submitting applications for copyrights or patents; and the like. Nettles and Millett also included indicators of interaction among faculty and students, both social and academic, as well as with faculty advisers and mentors.

Golde and Dore (2004) reported results from a survey of 4,114 doctoral students in 11 arts and sciences disciplines. Disciplinary comparisons were presented for students in English (506 of total) and chemistry (574 of total). Data on preparation for research were presented on those respondents indicating an interest in “ever becoming a faculty member” (2,505 of total; 391 in English and 200 in chemistry).

Weidman and Stein (2003) surveyed 26 doctoral students in sociology and 24 in educational foundations at a single, research-intensive, public university. Their research productivity variable (participation in scholarly activities) was a composite index of 11 items that included critiquing fellow students’ work, attending a professional conference, making a presentation at conference, writing a grant proposal, submitting a paper for publication, having a paper accepted for publication, and more. Indicators of student–faculty and student–peer interaction as well as measures of departmental climate
(supportive faculty environment; department collegiality; encouragement of student scholarly activities) were also included.

**Participation in Research**

Somewhat surprisingly, Nettles and Millett (2006) found that just 51% of doctoral students reported having done at least 1 of the 22 activities comprising their research productivity scale. Across all five fields, research productivity was positively related to degree completion, but students who spent more time in their doctoral programs were also more likely to report research productivity (pp. 165–166).

An even higher proportion of Golde and Dore’s (2004) respondents reported research activities, with more than 80% having presented research findings at a conference. Among respondents indicating an interest in becoming a faculty member, 65% (56% in English, 71% in chemistry) reported they had been prepared for research and 43% (31% in English, 57% in chemistry) reported they had been prepared for publishing.

All of Weidman and Stein’s (2003) respondents reported at least one scholarly activity, with the entire sample reporting an average of four. Interestingly, doctoral students in educational foundations reported substantially higher scholarly participation than did those in sociology. These findings across a range of studies provide additional evidence that doctoral student participation in research and research-related activities varies considerably by academic discipline/field of study.

**Faculty and Peer Interaction**

Neither Nettles and Millett (2006) nor Weidman and Stein (2003) found that either general student–faculty or student–peer interaction within the academic areas/departments was significantly related to research participation, but in the latter study, a departmental climate that encouraged scholarly work by students was significantly correlated with their scholarly research activities. In both studies, however, faculty and peer interaction was related to doctoral students’ favorable perceptions of the general environment of their academic programs/departments.

Corroborating evidence is found in a qualitative study of 10 doctoral students in higher education by Gardner and Barnes (2007) that used Astin’s (1984) conceptualization to explore aspects of doctoral students’ involvement in local and national communities. This research pointed out that student
involvement at the graduate level tends to be much more focused on career and professional development than at the undergraduate level.

Focusing on degree completion rather than explicitly on research, Gardner’s (2007) qualitative study of 20 doctoral students in chemistry and history who were attending a land grant university also highlights faculty and student support in doctoral student socialization. She argued for the importance of providing a range of opportunities for interaction among students and faculty, including dedicated space if available.

**Faculty Mentoring and Advising**

A very important dimension of relationships with faculty related to student research productivity, mentoring, emerged in the Nettles and Millett’s (2006) study. Faculty mentoring increased the likelihood of research productivity by 2.2 times in social science disciplines, 2.1 times in humanities, 1.7 times in engineering, and 1.4 times in education and science and mathematics. Fully 70% of respondents reported having a mentor, the large majority found within the first few months of entering a doctoral program (p. 157). Faculty mentoring is mentioned by Gardner and Barnes (2007), and Gardner (2007) discussed the importance of advising and faculty direction of doctoral students’ progress throughout their entire graduate programs. Mentoring is also particularly important for students of color (Winkle-Wagner, Johnson, Morelon-Quainoo, & Santiague, chapter 9 in this book).

**Financial Support**

According to Nettles and Millett (2006), doctoral students holding research assistantships were more likely than their peers without support to report research productivity, by 2.0 times in education, by 2.7 times in science and mathematics, and by 1.8 times in engineering and social sciences. Gardner (2007) also highlighted the importance of financial support for doctoral student success. She pointed out that the chemistry doctoral students she interviewed tended to be funded, in the first year by teaching assistantships and then, subsequently, by research assistantships. In contrast, the history doctoral students she interviewed had less opportunity for receiving assistantships. Not only does overall student support vary widely by discipline and institution, but the type of support varies as well with research assistantships predominating in physical and biological sciences departments and teaching assistantships predominating in humanities departments. Although research
assistantships tend to facilitate the development of research skills and productivity, other types of support (e.g., fellowships and teaching assistantships) are also important. Lack of funding may be reflected in lower probability of completion and/or longer time to degree (Golde, 2005).

**Departmental Student Composition**

With respect to gender and race, underrepresented groups in engineering, science, and mathematics departments were less likely to report research productivity than their peers: males in engineering were 2.3 times and 1.3 times as likely as females in science and mathematics and African American doctoral students in science and mathematics were 2.5 times less likely than Whites to report research productivity. African Americans in social sciences were also 1.7 times less likely than Whites to report research productivity (Nettles & Millett, 2006, pp. 165–166).

Marital status of doctoral students is also related to several doctoral student socialization outcomes (see Millett & Nettles, chapter 8 in this book). Gender of students and gendered orientation of academic disciplines may also influence socialization to research (see Sallee, chapter 7 in this book).

In sum, socialization of doctoral students to research reflects a complex set of processes involving faculty and peers in the context of an academic degree program as well as external professional associations that define the norms for research and publication. Doctoral students learn to negotiate the demands placed upon them in order to fulfill expectations, primarily by faculty, for building a portfolio of research accomplishments necessary for the type of careers graduates are seeking. Fundamentally, the doctorate is a research degree, so doctoral student socialization tends to include a heavy dose of research-related activities.

**Recommendations**

- Doctoral students
  - Because having a faculty mentor is so important for developing research skills, try to match personal interests with a specific faculty member either prior to or within the first semester of entering a doctoral program.
  - Try to land a research assistantship to gain hands-on experience.
• Volunteer to help faculty members as an unpaid research intern. This may also be a way of earning graduate credits.

• Find out about available resources for supporting research-related activities in addition to assistantships such as attendance at professional conferences, expenses for data collection and analysis, and discounted computers and software.

• Faculty members
  • Be attentive to involving doctoral students in research activities not related to funded projects through unpaid research internships and other types of participation.
  • Develop seminars focused on the mechanics of doing research, proposal writing, and preparation of articles for publication.
  • Engage in activities that will improve capacity to serve as research mentors.

• Departments
  • Provide opportunities for doctoral students to learn about faculty research activities across the department through periodic seminars, brown bag presentations, or other venues.
  • Coordinate and/or provide information about research presentations and professional activities occurring at nearby universities.
  • Because travel expenses often exceed personal resources of students, develop sources of supplemental funding for students’ research presentations (e.g., pooling a portion of return money from research grants; renting a van for transportation to conferences within driving distance that generally costs much less than conventional commercial transportation; and organizing on-campus conferences). It is not essential that departments/schools cover full costs; rather, students and faculty can share at least a portion of expenses.

• Universities
  • Provide competitive funding for student travel to professional conferences. Some universities use a portion of graduate students’ activity fees for this purpose.
  • Provide competitive funding for doctoral student research. (With respect to anticipatory socialization, note that many universities provide competitive funding for undergraduate student research as well, often requiring joint proposals with faculty.)
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- Encourage establishment of programs to provide doctoral students with university resources that support research (e.g., free or discounted software, electronic library databases, and resources for data collection such as survey research centers).
- Assist departments and individual faculty with developing mentoring programs for doctoral students. There are a variety of models focusing on mentoring of junior faculty that are already in place and could be applied for doctoral students (Zellers et al., 2008).
- Capital campaigns should put greater emphasis on seeking funds for endowed scholarships, fellowships, and assistantships to support doctoral students.

External agencies

- Support programs conducted by professional associations, often in conjunction with annual conferences, to mentor and strengthen research skills of doctoral students.
- Expand support of summer programs providing training in the use of national and international statistical databases.
- Expand funding to support doctoral student research by both federal (e.g., Fulbright, NSF, and NIH) and foundation (e.g., Lumina and Spencer) sources.
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DOCTORAL STUDENT
SOCIALIZATION FOR SERVICE

Kelly Ward

Jennifer has taken it upon herself to get involved with the university’s faculty development center so that she can learn more about teaching and the faculty role. Today she is attending a workshop on service. Having heard a lot recently about service learning, Jennifer is excited to learn more. What she discovers at the workshop, however, is a conversation entirely focused on balancing service with teaching and research. She has never really heard anything before about service as it applies to a faculty position and feels a bit panicked. As she listens further to the faculty members in the workshop, she learns that there is whole lot more to the faculty role than she originally thought. She wonders to herself, “How could I have gotten this far in my program and never have heard anything about this?”

For Scott, working with communities comes naturally. In fact, the main motivation for pursuing his education in child psychology has been to ultimately give back to his African American community. As such, he has envisioned a dissertation that would contribute to the well-being of his people. He wants to make a difference and worries sometimes about being too detached from real applications in his academic work. He wishes his advisor understood better his desire to serve his community through concrete actions. Instead, Scott feels he spends too much time dealing with academic jargon far from the real world.

My first administrative job in higher education involved faculty development related to service learning (the connection of student learning and community needs). In this capacity I presented to
many different faculty audiences about the service mission of higher education and about faculty work to support this mission. I often started these presentations by asking faculty to tell me what they thought of when I said the word *service*. Inevitably, the response was, “Committee work.” The faculty with whom I worked generally saw their service work as bound to the campus and manifested in committee meetings. As a student of the study of higher education, including the history of higher education, as well as a faculty development administrator, I saw very clearly that faculty service went far beyond committee work. With this knowledge, I pursued my faculty development work mindful of a historically grounded and broad view of faculty service.

In the years since, my work has shifted from administration to teaching and research, but my focus on a fuller understanding of faculty work has remained constant. Even though campus rhetoric has shifted to talk about community engagement, campus outreach, and community service, faculty can still find themselves unclear about their service role, what it entails, and how it is rewarded. Furthermore, if faculty are uncertain about the service component of their jobs, to their graduate students it often remains a mystery. Effecting change in higher education calls for thinking about preparation and socialization of graduate students in new and different ways (Austin & McDaniels, 2006; Gaff, 2002; O’Meara, 2007). If graduate students learn about and adopt norms of faculty work as part of their doctoral student experience, they are likely to bring these norms and ideas to their faculty positions (e.g., Austin & McDaniels, 2006). This chapter proceeds from this idea.

Teaching, research, and service are common referents in campus mission statements and faculty handbooks, yet what each of these terms mean and how they are expressed on college campuses varies considerably. The teaching role tends to be viewed similarly by faculty, students, administrators, and other stakeholders. To profess is to teach. The teaching role conjures images of faculty members in the front of the classroom and interacting with students in an exchange and transfer of ideas and knowledge. Although the teaching role has evolved and changed in some ways with regard to how faculty teach and in what medium (see McDaniels, chapter 1), there is still common understanding about the teaching role of faculty (Fairweather, 1996; O’Meara, 1997). Teaching remains at the heart of what it means to be a faculty member in all types of institutions. Teaching is a “core function” of higher education that involves virtually all faculty directly or indirectly (Plater, 2008).
The research mission of colleges and universities differs from the teaching mission because it tends to be clearly understood on campus, but it is often less clear to those outside academe. Research activities are not always well understood by stakeholders beyond college campuses; yet among professors, especially those in familiar disciplines, there is some common understanding of the meaning of the research role. The research processes of inquiry, knowledge production, and dissemination are familiar to faculty and administrators and tend to be recognized and rewarded on all types of campuses (Fairweather, 1996; Weidman, chapter 2).

In contrast to teaching and research, the service role tends to be misunderstood, ill-defined, and often unrewarded (Neumann & LaPointe Terosky, 2007; Tierney & Bensimon, 1996; Ward, 2003). Although service is often equated with committee work, this is only part of the role; “service as committee work” tends to devalue the contributions faculty make to support their institutions and their disciplines. Service can include roles and responsibilities to the institution, the discipline, and/or communities beyond the campus. In spite of recent attention to service (e.g., Checkoway, 2001; Kezar, Chambers, & Burkhardt, 2005), and, in particular, external service as a means to fulfill community service and outreach initiatives, the service role of faculty and of graduate preparation continues to be overlooked.

If graduate students are to be socialized to the complexities of the academic role, this socialization needs to include all aspects of faculty work (Austin & McDaniels, 2006; Colbeck, O’Meara, & Austin, 2008; Gaff, 2002; Golde & Dore, 2001; Walker, Golde, Jones, Conklin Bueschel, & Hutchings, 2008). The goal of this chapter is to provide an overview of the intricacies of the service role, including an overview of the service mission of college campuses and service as part of the faculty role. The chapter addresses how service roles vary by institutional type and demographics and concludes with recommendations to faculty members and graduate students wanting to be cognizant of the service aspect of faculty work.

The Complexities of Service

Prior to addressing graduate student socialization to service it is important to first provide an overview of the service role of faculty and the service mission of higher education. Service is a concept that is bantered about with a fair amount of frequency in higher education and among its faculty, but what
the term means needs to be deciphered. Service to whom? For what? In what context? There are three areas of service I present here: service as part of the mission of higher education, faculty service within higher education, and faculty service beyond the campus.

The Service Mission of Higher Education

The majority of colleges and universities mention service in their mission statements (Lynton, 1999). Service is an outgrowth of colleges and universities being “in service” to their local, state, regional, and national communities, an extension of the covenant between universities and the various communities that sponsor and support them. Teaching, service, and research missions are interrelated in that campuses serve their communities through their teaching and research missions. At the campus level, service is not a stand-alone mission but rather a vehicle used to connect research and teaching to needs beyond the campus and to the improvement of society.

The teaching mission of higher education is part of the historical core of higher education (Fairweather, 1996; Plater, 2008). Teaching manifests in the classroom and beyond with the intent of developing the expertise of students in particular areas and fostering an educated citizenry. The student with a major in biology, for example, is not necessarily studying biology as an end unto itself but may be preparing for additional education to support a medical or research career. This career choice, in turn, contributes to society. The campus where this student was educated serves the community by preparing students who, in turn, become members of an educated citizenry (Fairweather, 1996).

The research role on the college campus is carried out through faculty, staff, and students working to create knowledge as a means to address societal needs. The history professor conducting research related to the Civil Rights Movement is not just conducting this research to satisfy individual curiosity (although that can play a part), she is also helping to identify the connections between that time and this, and helping to shed greater understanding on civil rights in society today. The same is true for the nursing professor studying palliative care. The professor is not just conducting this research out of personal interest or as an outgrowth of his clinical work with students, he is also conducting this research so that a general understanding of palliative care can improve nursing care for patients at the end of life, not just in his clinical setting, but in other settings as well.
The dissemination element of research plays an important role in communicating research findings beyond a particular campus setting. Faculty members carry out their research in laboratory, library, and office or other settings on- and off-campus, but it is through the process of writing and disseminating findings that the researcher is poised to contribute to the service role of a campus. As research results are shared with larger communities, the research and service missions of the campus are addressed.

The extension mission of higher education is often associated with land grant colleges and universities, which have a specific mission to “extend” the resources of the campus to communities beyond, as formalized in the passage of the Morrill Act of 1862 (Veysey, 1965). Land grant colleges and universities played a key role in establishing the service extension idea of higher education, and other campuses have used this model as well (Kerr, 1963). Leaders at the University of Wisconsin were some of the first to pledge campus resources to meet the needs of the state through research, teaching, and service (Veysey, 1965). This idea migrated to other land grant institutions and other types of campuses, public, private, large, and small. Through the land grant university promise to meet the needs of their states, the campuses received support from state and federal governments. Land grant universities continue to fulfill their mission of service through extension and have played a leadership role as other campuses strive to extend campus resources to multiple publics.

The service mission can also be enacted in other ways. The location of a campus within a particular community has an element of service. The presence of students, faculty, and staff contribute to a community economically, socially, and culturally (Fairweather, 1996). Economically, campuses serve their communities in many aspects. Historically, communities competed vigorously to host campuses, given the economic benefit of having a college or university and its faculty, students, and staff within a particular community (Potts, 1977). Campuses can be hubs of social and cultural activity as well. The infrastructure of a campus is well suited to host community events that benefit the campus and the community. For example, a community health fair hosted by Salish Kootenai College (a tribal college in Pablo, MT) certainly has benefits to the campus and may also have links to the campus through student and faculty participation, but the fair is created for a community purpose. The fair brings people together socially with the intent of sharing community health information. The multiple classrooms and common areas on campus are the ideal space for people to congregate. Campuses also often
meet the cultural needs of a community. The Andy Warhol art exhibit or the musical at a campus theater are sure to benefit student, staff, and faculty in a myriad of areas, but just as importantly they bring cultural enrichment opportunities to members of the community. As colleges and universities are called upon to be more accountable to their constituents and to make clear their utility to the public, it is particularly important for campus leaders to be mindful of the individual elements of teaching, research, and service as well as the integration and connection of these three missions and how they shape faculty life (Colbeck et al., 2008).

Faculty Service Internal to Campus and to the Discipline

There are two distinct elements to the faculty service role in higher education: the service faculty perform on campus to support the internal functioning of the campus and their discipline, discussed in this section, and the external service roles faculty engage in to extend faculty expertise beyond the campus and the profession, discussed in the next section.  

I use “internal service” to refer to the service faculty provide to support their campuses and also the work faculty do to support their disciplinary associations (e.g., conference work). I group these together under the rubric of internal service because activities associated with supporting the campus and supporting disciplines are focused on internal audiences familiar with faculty work and faculty roles. Although it is often overlooked as vital to success as a faculty member, internal service is important to help familiarize new faculty members with the dynamics of their campus and their discipline. Given the importance of internal service to success as a faculty member, graduate students need to understand the nuances of internal service activities. Unfortunately, this part of the faculty role is not one for which graduate students are very well-prepared (Golde & Dore, 2001).

Faculty involvement in service on campus contributes to the shared governance approach to decision making that exists on most campuses (Burgan, 1998; Plater, 2008). Shared governance involves faculty, staff, administrators, and sometimes students in contributing to management of campus processes. Faculty share responsibility for the success of the institution, and they enact this responsibility through their work on committees that range from hiring fellow faculty and administrators, to setting parking fees, to establishing general education requirements for the campus.
Finsen (2002) identified three areas of faculty service on campus: academic oversight (e.g., curriculum, faculty evaluation), institutional governance (e.g., strategic planning, administrator hiring), and institutional support (e.g., parking, alumni relationships). Faculty service to campus is also referred to as institutional or academic citizenship (Burgan, 1998; Fear & Sandmann, 1995) and is enacted through contributions to committee meetings, reports, and helping make decisions about particular directions of the campus. Faculty play a key role in maintaining the vitality, well-being, and institutional fitness of their campuses through participation in service to the campus (Berberet, 2002).

Another element of faculty service on campus that is included under the rubric of internal service is work that is done to support students. Typically, direct advising of students falls under the rubric of teaching (although it certainly has a service element), yet there are other aspects to working with students that can fall under the categorization of internal service. For example, if a faculty member provides oversight for a graduate student group in their college or an undergraduate interest group in their department, this area of contribution could be included in the service category.

Internal service can also be enacted through certain types of administrative and “quasi-administrative” positions (Berberet, 2002). Faculty often take on responsibilities for oversight of particular aspects of their programs. For example, the faculty member who is the graduate coordinator for his or her particular program can be viewed as carrying out internal service through this type of administrative role. The administration work is not the primary focus of the faculty position, yet through the service he or she carries out an important support function of the department. Faculty bring particular and unique perspectives that play an important role in helping their units. The expertise faculty bring from working directly in the areas of teaching, research, and student advising is needed to foster healthy decision making and functioning in departments. As campuses seek to do more with less and also respond to tight budgets and budget cuts, it is not unusual for faculty to take on increasing areas of campus and departmental service. Departments and their chairs rely on faculty support of particular function areas to help the departments run smoothly.

Another aspect of internal service is service to support the disciplines through association work. Like departments, disciplinary associations rely on the service of faculty from different institutions to support their functions.
Depending on the size and complexity of the disciplinary group, faculty members can play key roles in all aspects of running and managing their disciplinary organizations. While larger organizations (e.g., American Sociological Association, American Chemical Society) tend to have their own organizational structure with full-time leaders and support staff, many smaller organizations rely on the goodwill and expertise of their faculty membership to manage all aspects of the organization. Disciplinary service can include reading proposals and papers for conference presentations, editing journals and newsletters, and helping to organize the program for annual meetings.

All aspects of internal service can vary greatly depending on the career stage of the faculty member, individual inclination, the type of institution, and even particular areas of expertise. The key to this overview of internal service is to prompt prospective faculty and their advisors to think about graduate student socialization to faculty service roles as important work to be done with awareness about the nuances of internal service. Because of the nature of faculty meetings and departmental decision making, students typically are not privy to the inner workings of faculty service on campus, and they rarely witness faculty involvement in disciplinary service. The holistic socialization of graduate students involves making students aware of the internal service roles associated with faculty life. For doctoral students to be more fully prepared for faculty life, their preparation needs to provide understanding of the important role faculty play in shared governance and maintaining their disciplines (Plater, 2008).

**Faculty Service External to Campus**

Recent discussions of the civic mission of higher education (Checkoway, 2001), and the call for universities to contribute to the public good (Boyer, 1996; Kezar et al., 2005) bring attention to the continuing interest at all levels of academia to connect the resources of college campuses with the communities they serve. Such calls for community engagement also connect to faculty work because faculty are essential to carry out community-based missions of their campuses. Too often, however, faculty are not clear about what their role is or should be to support public service missions, and if faculty are unclear about their service roles then so are graduate students (O’Meara, 2007). While graduate students indicate an interest in the external service role of faculty, the majority of students are not clear about what this aspect of faculty work entails (Golde & Dore, 2001; O’Meara, 2007).
The external service role of faculty, just like the internal service role, has many nuances and complexities that faculty and graduate students would do well to recognize and understand. Most campuses have some type of public service or outreach mission that connects the campus to community and that contributes to the public good (Kezar et al., 2005; Lynton, 1995). Faculty play a key role in enacting the service role of their institutions. Faculty can share their disciplinary expertise with audiences beyond the campus through their external service roles. As calls have increased in recent years for colleges and universities to be more responsive to societal needs, and with an increased interest in the public service role of higher education, it is more important than ever to understand the dimensions of the external service role. If faculty and graduate students are to participate in external service, they need to have a better sense of what it is and how it is carried out through the faculty role.

The first step in defining the external service role is acknowledgment that it exists; the next is clarifying the terminology associated with external service. Lynton (1995) defined professional service as “work by faculty members based on their scholarly expertise and contributing to the mission of the institution” (p. 1). This definition assumes an outreach mission for higher education, because it is through professional service that faculty enact and realize; the outreach mission of their institutions. Public service, outreach, and engagement are all terms used to refer to different aspects of campus and community partnership and the ways the campuses extend their resources to meet the needs of the community (Ward & Moore, in press). That is, campuses serve their public, reach out to the community, and engage in the community. Regardless of the terminology, the service aspect of the higher education mission conveys connections between the knowledge and resources of the campuses and the needs of society. Given the current emphasis on public service and community engagement on many campuses, it is a topic that, in the words of Eugene Rice, has “soared to rhetorical heights” (as cited in Sandmann & Weerts, 2006, p. 182).

How is the service mission of the campus carried out by faculty? External service is not necessarily a stand-alone role for faculty in the same way as teaching or research. External service can be tied to teaching (e.g., service learning) and research (e.g., community-based research). One of the issues with ongoing integration of engagement is the continuing need to articulate what it means for faculty to do service and how that service intersects with the traditional tripartite faculty roles.
The original impetus for broadening understanding of faculty external service roles comes from Boyer (1990), who sought to expand the definition of scholarship to include more than traditional research. Boyer articulated four different types of scholarship: discovery, integration, application, and teaching. These categories transcend the traditional roles of teaching, research, and service by demonstrating that the four functions of scholarship he proposed are equally associated with research, teaching, or service. Boyer (1996) proposed a fifth function of scholarship: engagement. He called specifically for the harnessing of institutional resources to address issues and opportunities facing communities. Continued attention to what it means for faculty to be of service and what it means to engage is necessary to highlight the ways faculty can be scholarly and engaged with the community. Engagement as a form of faculty service is not so much about faculty doing more work in the service category as it is about working differently, thinking about how teaching and research may be used to connect with and serve communities outside of campus (Ward, 2003; Ward & Moore, in press).

An element of faculty involvement in external service that is often overlooked in higher education is consulting (Ward, Toma, & Gardner, 2004). Faculty involvement in consulting plays a key role in extending disciplinary-specific knowledge and expertise to corporate or community clients. The consulting activity of faculty falls under the rubric of external service and helps to support campus outreach and engagement missions by linking faculty expertise with community needs. The agricultural economics professor who meets with local farmers to talk about the economic benefits of new production techniques based on his or her research findings is meeting an important public service need and extending disciplinary expertise beyond the campus. In some fields, presentations to local and state government provide opportunities to extend faculty expertise into the realm of public policy and community decision making.

The Ph.D. is a research degree, and programs tend to emphasize research to the exclusion of other skills and abilities needed in the faculty role (Gaff, 2002; Golde & Dore, 2001; Walker et al., 2008), particularly its service aspect. Graduate students observe faculty teaching, they often see faculty researching or at least presenting the outcomes of their research (through journal articles or presentations), but the activities that faculty members engage in as part of their service responsibilities are not always apparent or transparent to their
students. The holistic development of graduate students requires preparing students for all elements of the faculty career.

The Difference That Difference Makes

All faculty members encounter the aspects of the service role to a greater or lesser extent. There are two factors that often affect the way that faculty experience and enact their service roles—institutional type and demographic characteristics—that merit additional consideration here. How does institutional setting shape faculty involvement in service? How do personal characteristics influence faculty involvement in service?

Institutional Type

The mission and culture of an institution shape service expectations for faculty in particular contexts. Much faculty work is driven by the mission of an institution, yet often conversations about topics related to graduate student socialization and faculty work neglect consideration and analysis of institutional type. Doctoral education takes place in research universities, so frequently topics concerning graduate socialization are discussed using the research university as a frame of reference, even though many students will not attain faculty positions at research institutions (Austin & McDaniels, 2006; Gaff, 2002; Golde & Dore, 2001; Walker et al., 2008). Graduate students pursuing faculty careers may find themselves working at research universities, but they might also find positions at comprehensive universities, liberal arts institutions, or community colleges. Each context offers a different palette of service roles.

The community college setting tends to emphasize meeting local needs through workforce development and responsive curricular offerings (Austin & McDaniels, 2006) that are based on local community needs. The mission focus of the community college is teaching. The service role for faculty has two areas of emphasis. External service roles are manifest through faculty involvement in creating connections for workforce development (e.g., establishing partnerships with local industry) and, increasingly, service learning (Elsner, 2000). The internal service roles of community college faculty are shaped by the large number of part-time and adjunct faculty, who generally have limited involvement in campus service, leaving full-time faculty to take on additional
responsibilities. In addition, these campuses often feature a managerial culture where administrators take a central role in decision making (Clark, 1987).

Liberal arts colleges are committed to undergraduate education, and faculty in these institutions maintain a focus on teaching and learning. The external role of service for faculty in the liberal arts college setting can be shaped by the small size and regional orientation of the campuses. Many liberal arts college campuses are located in small communities that create natural opportunities for faculty to work with students through research and teaching in community contexts (Prince, 2000). The internal service role of faculty in the liberal arts college is shaped by a collegial culture where faculty and administrators work together to create institutional policy (Tierney & Bensimon, 1996). Furthermore, the small size of many liberal arts colleges typically means that faculty work together in small units related to their specialization, which, in turn, can require more involvement in administrative service to support their disciplinary area.

Comprehensive colleges and universities have a strong commitment to their particular regions and their particular place in the community (Moore, 2008; Ramaley, 2000). Faculty involvement in external service, similar to the community college, is often related to workforce and community development. True to their name, comprehensive colleges provide a comprehensive education at the baccalaureate and master’s level. For faculty, this can mean an internal service role that includes involvement in academic decision making at the departmental and campus levels.

The research university is a setting where knowledge production and discovery are a priority, but where teaching and outreach are also part of the culture (Austin & McDaniels, 2006). Faculty in the research university setting can find themselves challenged to manage the tensions between teaching, research, and service. The external service role for faculty in research universities is often ambiguous. Research universities have played a leadership role in calling for increased connection between campus and community (Checkoway, 2001), but for the faculty members on those particular campuses it is not always clear how to reconcile requests for increased involvement in external service and calls to be productive in the research arena and to maintain effectiveness in the classroom. The internal service role for faculty at research universities is marked by involvement in institutional decision making and shared governance. However, internal service involvement tends to be an activity that evolves with the development of the career. Junior faculty members
are expected to limit involvement in service so they can establish themselves as scholars, with service being more prevalent after tenure (Neumann & LaPointe Terosky, 2007).

Where a faculty member works, including the type of institution, its location, and its level of prestige, can vary the service roles expected of faculty. As graduate students, and the faculty members who advise them, think about the faculty career, it is important to be cognizant of the different expectations for faculty work that exist in different types of institutional settings (Austin & McDaniels, 2006).

**Personal Characteristics**

Another area of difference to consider in any discussion of service (internal and external) is how personal characteristics shape involvement in service. Research findings related to different aspects of faculty life indicate that service roles vary depending on variables such as race/ethnicity and gender (Baez, 2000; Tierney & Bensimon, 1996). As campuses strive to diversify student and faculty ranks, faculty members from underrepresented racial and ethnic backgrounds and female faculty in disciplines that are traditionally male-dominated (e.g., engineering) can be asked to take on internal service responsibilities to “represent their group” on committees or service initiatives.

For example, if a search committee wants to increase diversity with a new hire, it makes sense to have a search committee that is composed of a diverse faculty. This poses a challenge for the faculty member who is “the only one”; not only is the individual asked to represent his or her specialty, but the faculty member is also called on frequently to represent the racial/ethnic group and/or gender on campus and disciplinary committees. This type of representative service is not experienced the same by all faculty and creates a hidden workload (Kolodny, 1998) and form of cultural taxation (Padilla, 1994) for underrepresented faculty.

There is a tension here for new faculty. On the one hand, female faculty and faculty of color are often called to academic work based on their convictions to create more equitable educational environments and involvement in service is one way to play a role in creating change (Baez, 2000; Winkle-Wagner, Johnson, Morelon-Quanoo, & Santiague, chapter 9). On the other hand, service, regardless of institutional type, tends not to be rewarded to the same extent as teaching and research, leaving the faculty member who becomes overinvolved in service behind when it comes time for annual reviews.
and promotion and tenure (Fairweather, 1996; Tierney & Bensimon, 1996). This aspect of faculty life can be vexing for graduate students considering an academic career. Delineating how much service is too much service can be a challenge for underrepresented faculty who want to be a contributing member to their campus and their racial/gender community and to be successful as a faculty member (Winkle-Wagner et al., chapter 9).

The component of external service for minority faculty can pose similar challenges. Research suggests that female faculty and faculty of color are more involved in community service learning and community-based scholarship (Antonio, Astin, & Cress, 2000; O’Meara, 2002). As campuses focus more on their outreach missions, faculty work in the community is often highlighted, but there is concern, especially in research universities, that faculty involvement in external service activities can jeopardize research productivity (Moore & Ward, 2008). As with internal service and faculty desire to create more diversity on campus, there is a similar challenge for minority faculty hoping to support their external communities. Faculty of color are sometimes called upon to support issues and concerns for communities of color (on-campus and off-campus), and they need to do so in ways that are consistent with their values and consistent with campus expectations for productivity.

As graduate students think about academic careers they need to be aware of the tensions that can be created by wanting to be involved in different elements of the life of the mind, the life of the campus, and the life of the community beyond the campus. Awareness of demographic differences and how they can shape involvement in service is important for all faculty to consider. Faculty who are White and male tend not to be called on to represent their ethnicity or their gender in the same ways as faculty of color or female faculty. It is just as important for a senior White male or female faculty member to be aware of how personal characteristics shape different aspects of faculty life, just as it is important for a junior African American female to be aware of how these characteristics privilege some and challenge others when it comes to managing workload and service responsibilities.

Institutional type and demographics are highlighted here because these are important variables that shape involvement in service, especially in the early stages of the faculty career, and they are important considerations for prospective faculty. Stage in career and discipline can also shape faculty involvement in service. Typically, faculty who are more established in their careers become more involved in service, and this is something faculty need
to be aware of as their careers evolve (Neumann & LaPointe Terosky, 2007). Discipline can also shape involvement in service, as particular disciplines (e.g., social work, education) have more of a community orientation and thus call on faculty members to be more involved in initiatives involving external service. Many different concerns influence what faculty do, both on a day-to-day and career-long basis (Diamond, 1999), and graduate students are not always aware of these factors and how they shape the faculty career. Efforts to socialize graduate students to the academic profession need to be mindful how context, personal characteristics, discipline, and stage of career shape faculty career development.

The goal of this chapter has been to highlight how the service role is manifest in higher education and how different variables influence involvement in service internal and external to the campus. Recommendations follow to help graduate students and the faculty and administrators who support them to think about graduate socialization and preparation to take on the service aspect of faculty life.

Graduate Students and Service: Recommendations for Practice

Create campus level workshops or classes that focus on faculty life and faculty development for graduate students from all disciplines to learn more about the specifics of faculty life. Topics to include in these workshops related to service include the following:

- Institutional type. Invite faculty who work at different types of institutions to talk about their service role and how it is incorporated into their faculty life in their particular campus setting. Provide opportunities for students to visit other types of campuses to see firsthand how this is done.
- Civic involvement. Present topics related to faculty work in the community and the civic mission of higher education. Invite faculty who do work in the community to present their work and how it is related to their teaching, research, and service.
- Documentation of service. Provide examples of how faculty document their work. Often faculty have very complex and integrated careers, but graduate students see only a glimpse of what it is that faculty do.
Workshops or class sessions can include specific examples of faculty vitae to see how faculty represent their internal and external service.

- Reward structures. Review examples of faculty handbooks and promotion and tenure guidelines from different institutions and disciplines, so graduate students can see the specifics of faculty work and how service is part of it.

Incorporate topics related to faculty development and the transition to the faculty career into departmental (or college) graduate colloquia, seminars, or orientations, so students can learn about the nuances of faculty life in particular disciplines. Suggestions for sessions include the following:

- Faculty examples. Faculty presenting their research that ties with community needs in the same way they would present a research seminar. If no faculty member in the department integrates the research with community issues, invite faculty from outside campus to present.
- Successful faculty. Recently tenured or promoted faculty presenting their dossier, so students can see how successful faculty represent their work (including service).
- Personal characteristics. Topics related to personal characteristics (gender, race/ethnicity) and how they shape faculty work in a particular discipline and specific examples of how faculty members have navigated the service aspect of their careers. If there are no faculty of color or female faculty who can speak to these issues, invite someone from another campus or a related discipline.

Encourage faculty to make the service aspect of their work transparent so graduate students can see what is involved in external and internal service. This can be done by

- appointing students to departmental, college, campus, and disciplinary committees. The nature of some committees (e.g., admissions) precludes student involvement, but other types of committees (e.g., curriculum revision, conference planning) could benefit from a student perspective. Such service would provide a student voice and let students see firsthand what is involved in internal service.
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- encouraging involvement in disciplinary associations/meetings. Many associations have opportunities for graduate students to participate. Share these opportunities with students, encourage them to participate, and support them to do so.

Include topics related to service in mentoring and advising sessions between faculty and graduate students. Topics to include are as follows:

- Incorporating service into a work plan. Encourage frank discussions between faculty and graduate students (and between junior and senior colleagues) about how to be a contributing member of the unit, participate in the community, and succeed as a faculty member.
- Discussing what it means to “just say no.” Faculty and graduate students are frequently advised to “learn how to say no” to succeed, yet this advice is not always realistic or easily applied. Graduate students and their advisors can gain from having conversations about service and what role service plays in career development.
- Document review. Detailed review of the curriculum vitae and dossier, so graduate students can see the complexity of the faculty career, how service is part of faculty life, and how it is documented.

Conclusion

Faculty involvement in service is important to help institutions to maintain vitality and to help campuses meet their societal obligations. Without faculty involvement in decision making and shared governance through internal service, campuses would be one-dimensional and lacking multiple perspectives. Campuses need the participation of faculty to be fit and functional to meet the needs of students, to create and disseminate knowledge, and to meet community needs. Faculty involvement in external service activities plays a key role in meeting community needs and realizing the public service and engagement missions of their campuses. In spite of their importance to the health and vitality of the academic profession and to colleges and universities, faculty service roles are often overlooked and ill defined.

If new cohorts of faculty are to take on their faculty roles with an awareness of what will be involved in their career choice, graduate student educators need to be attentive to all aspects of the academic career—teaching, research,
and service. Graduate students need to understand the dynamic and creative tensions and rewards that come from developing and maintaining an integrated view of the faculty career that involves service to the campus and profession as well as service to the communities beyond the campus.

Notes

1. I use my work from the monograph Ward, K. (2003). Faculty service roles and the scholarship of engagement. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, as the basis for the discussion about internal and external service roles.

2. The materials available from the Preparing Future Faculty program are a great resource to utilize for campuses moving in this direction (see http://www.preparing-faculty.org/ for more information).
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PART THREE

CONTEXTUALIZING
SOCIALIZATION
There is no more stunning fact about the academic profession anywhere in the world than the simple one that academics are possessed by disciplines, fields of study, even as they are located in institutions.

Burton Clark (1987, p. 25)

When their mutual friend Chris comes to town, Nate and Jennifer, both fourth-year doctoral students at Prestige University, meet for dinner. The three were undergraduates at the same college, and Nate and Jennifer both came to Prestige University to pursue Ph.D.s. Chris initially assumes that their experience as graduate students must be nearly identical, since they are students at the same university, but over the course of dinner they discover how different their lives in graduate school actually are. What accounts for this? One thing more than any other: Nate is a chemist and Jennifer is in the English department.

Nate recounts how thrilled he was when Professor Green agreed to take him into his organic chemistry group. Despite having what he thought was a strong undergraduate preparation, including two summers working in a lab, Nate confesses that he felt completely unprepared once he started graduate school. He had to work much harder than expected just to get average grades. Recalling his first year in graduate school, Nate tells Chris and Jennifer about his first (rather
unsuccessful) efforts to learn the experimental techniques used in the Green lab. One of the postdocs took Nate under her wing and coached him on the techniques and conventions of the group. For example, Professor Green had definite ideas how each student in the lab should be presenting work and giving each other feedback.

Nate confides that it took nearly a year for him to get the hang of his weekly meetings with Professor Green. “I just couldn’t figure out how to prepare. Now I know that he wants a one-page summary of the experiments conducted in the last week and three or four suggestions for what I plan to accomplish in the next week. Together, we refine that plan, which forms the basis for my report the following week. It has certainly taught me to keep making research progress.”

Hearing this, Jennifer is stunned. “You mean to tell me that you meet alone with your advisor on a weekly basis in addition to weekly group meetings, and that you’ve been doing this since you started graduate school?” When Chris asks about Jennifer’s relationship with her advisor, Dr. Cook, Jennifer explains that she came to Prestige in part because Dr. Cook was on the faculty, but without any assurance of working with her as an advisee. In fact, there were several other faculty members who also focus on 20th-century U.S. literature with whom Jennifer considered working. During her third year, after her qualifying exam, Jennifer remembers how nervous she was when she approached Professor Cook and asked if she would be Jennifer’s advisor. At the same time, Jennifer has composed the rest of her dissertation committee with another English professor and one from the drama department. “I meet with Professor Cook for about an hour two or three times a term, with each other committee member about once a term, and I’ve met with the entire committee as a group once so far. But unless I have at least 20 pages of new text to give her, which takes me at least two months, my advisor doesn’t want to meet with me. And honestly, I don’t know what we would talk about.”

That is just the start of the conversation. As dinner progresses, it seems like there isn’t a single part of their experiences that is similar. Teaching assistantships (Jennifer’s experience surpassed Nate’s), funding packages, presenting at conferences (Nate had to explain what a scientific poster was), coursework, relationships with the other students who had started when they did—none of them are remotely similar.

Not surprisingly, then, Nate and Jennifer also have different expectations for their futures. Nate is confident that he will be working as a research chemist, but he isn’t sure whether he is bound for a job in industry or academia. “Given that my research has biomedical implications, I know I’ll be able to find interesting work doing chemistry research. Part of my dilemma is figuring out what I really
want to do. I like to teach, but as a research chemist I would spend a lot of my time communicating and selling my work. I’m just not sure I am cut out for the tenure track.” Jennifer, on the other hand, yearns for a tenure-track faculty position. But she is not confident that she will get what she wants, despite the fact she will have a degree from Prestige and has gotten a lot of positive response to her work at a recent conference. When Chris asks what she would do if, given the economic downturn, she can’t find a faculty position, she simply looks anguished. She confesses, “I have no idea. I really don’t feel like I know how to do anything but be an English professor—spending my life teaching literature and writing books.”

By the time dinner is over, Jennifer and Nate feel like they are two alien species inhabiting two different planets. Chris can’t believe that their offices are actually located in neighboring buildings. The only thing they do have in common is that they both believe that they are getting a great education. Compared with other graduate students they know at other universities, both feel they are well on the way to being a full-fledged chemist and English professor, respectively.

This fictional account tries to illustrate a few of the ways in which doctoral programs are structured differently in different fields and how those structures both reflect and reinforce expectations and norms for how to be a productive member of a professional community. In other words, throughout their graduate programs doctoral students are socialized into being disciplinary professionals. And their view of the discipline and disciplinary competence is shaped by the experiences they have and the people they learn from.

Earlier chapters in this book have described how doctoral students are socialized into faculty roles and expectations in the arenas of teaching (see McDaniels, chapter 1), research (see Weidman, chapter 2), and service (see Ward, chapter 3). This chapter takes an orthogonal perspective, describing how graduate students become members of disciplinary communities, regardless of their career goals or destinations. Each of these communities has its own particular expectations for what it means to engage in teaching, research, service, and other components of professional life, whether inside or out of the academy. Regardless of the career path chosen by each student, in a well-structured doctoral program all students should be well socialized into the professional habits, norms, and practices characteristic of that field. (As other chapters in this book explore, a student’s experiences, identity, and preexisting values interact to influence their reaction to their educational
experiences. As a result, some students may adopt the normative values and behaviors more readily than do others.)

The next section of this chapter provides an overview of the ideas of disciplinary expertise and doctoral education, and the connection between them offered by socialization theory. The chapter concludes by returning to Nate and Jennifer and explaining their different experiences.

**Conceptual Underpinnings**

*Academic disciplines* have been defined as “a body of knowledge with a reasonably logical taxonomy, a specialized vocabulary, an accepted body of theory, systematic research strategy, and techniques for replication and validation” (Donald, 2002, p. 8). In addition to organizing and delineating bodies of knowledge, they are the primary organizing structure, along with institutional homes, that define the life of practicing academics. In fact, for many, disciplinary allegiances trump institutional affiliation (Clark, 1987).

As several researchers have demonstrated, disciplinary communities are complex social organizations (e.g., Becher, 1989; Becher & Trowler, 2001; Donald, 2002; Parry, 2007). They are distinct from one another. The knowledge, skills, and habits of mind expected of members in the disciplinary guild of historians are like those of other historians (for an excellent analysis, see Cronon, 2006) but are quite different from those of mathematicians, and both are quite different from those of neuroscientists. (Of course, various subfields have specific knowledge requirements, but broadly speaking, there are “shared ways of asking questions, interacting with each other and making sense of the world” (Cronon, 2006, p. 330.) Each field has its own “habits and practices;” they are quite “different worlds” (Clark, 1987, pp. 25, 44). In order to be a fully accepted member of a disciplinary community, disciplinary experts must possess more than content knowledge. “Being a member of the disciplinary community,” said Becher and Trowler (2001), “involves a sense of identity and personal commitment, a ‘way of being in the world,’ a matter of taking on ‘a cultural frame the defines a great part of one’s life’” (p. 47, quoting Geertz). So, logically, becoming a member of a disciplinary community requires learning how to think and act like a member.

Socialization theory can be applied to many organizational contexts, but this book focuses on the process (how) and outcomes (for what) of doctoral student socialization. *Socialization* is the “process through which
newcomers learn to fit an expected role and pattern of behavior” (Austin & McDaniels, 2006, p. 400). The outcome of socialization is “identification with and commitment to a professional role” (p. 399).

The outcome of this learning process is professional competence and confidence. Proficient members of disciplinary communities, competent professionals, have learned how to think like a member of the discipline, have developed technical proficiency in research and teaching, and have adopted the beliefs and attitudes of experts. Experts are able to ask important questions, to competently conduct research, to assess others’ work, to understand the important ideas of their field, to communicate what they know, and to apply their knowledge and understanding to solve important problems. This bundle of knowledge and skills was dubbed developing into a “steward of the discipline” by the Carnegie Initiative on the Doctorate (Golde, 2006, pp. 9–14). Expertise also requires facility with the tacit understandings, habits, and beliefs that underlie expert practice. This sort of savvy entails, for example, knowing how to talk in different settings (in a classroom or at a disciplinary conference or with classmates) and when to deploy each speaking style (Gerholm, 1990).

Learning any complex practice—such as becoming a midwife, tailor, physician, or historian—requires more than book learning. In general, those joining a community of practice must have many opportunities to actually try to do the work in real-world settings, and then get feedback from those more expert. This sort of learning, situated in settings of authentic practice, has been called legitimate peripheral participation. This term calls attention to the processes through which novices slowly develop the expertise necessary to become full participants in their community of practice. This sort of learning requires access to “a wide range of ongoing activity, old-timers, . . . information, resources, and opportunities for participation” (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 101).

For the purposes of joining a disciplinary community, the critical induction phase is the doctoral program. This is the training period during which novices become immersed in the formal procedures and informal customs of the intellectual community (Parry, 2007, p. 39). Doctoral education is a quintessential form of legitimate peripheral participation, and it differs from other forms of schooling that precede it. Learning is no longer classroom-centered. The development of doctoral students as researchers often relies on apprenticeship-learning principles. Advanced graduate students, Brown, Collins, and Duguid (1989) observed,
Acquire their extremely refined research skills during the apprenticeships they serve with senior researchers. It is then that they, like all apprentices, must recognize and resolve the ill-defined problems that issue out of authentic activity, in contrast to the well-defined exercises that are typically given to them in textbooks and on exams throughout their earlier schooling. It is at this stage, in short, that students no longer behave as students, but as practitioners, and develop their conceptual understanding through social interaction and collaboration in the culture of domain, not of the school. (p. 40)

This happens through immersion in the actual work of knowledge production and transmission—in the lab, the classroom, the library, the archive, the field site, departmental seminars, and professional conferences. Learning by doing is well suited to adult learners (see Kasworm & Bowles, chapter 11). It also has the benefit of teaching the culture. “By immersing doctoral students in the process of knowledge production, supervisors also immerse them in the dominant values and attitudes of specific disciplinary fields” (Parry, 2007, p. 56).

Doctoral study takes place over an extended period of time and allows apprentices (graduate students) to learn about membership in the community, what members do, what their everyday lives are like, and “what learners need to learn to become full practitioners” (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 95). Graduate school provides a setting in which graduate students have access to masters (faculty members), finished products (completed research projects, well-taught classes), and more advanced apprentices (other graduate students).

So, what are the salient features of doctoral education that contribute to the development of disciplinary expertise? Arguably, most of the experiences that a student has while enrolled in the program contribute to identity development. The formal requirements and curriculum have certainly been structured to teach necessary disciplinary content knowledge and skills. For most doctoral programs these requirements include coursework, candidacy or qualifying examinations, teaching requirements (in many, but not all departments), and independent research project(s) culminating in the written dissertation. In addition, much of the learning in doctoral programs takes place in activities that do not resemble formal schooling but in which students are generally expected to participate. Examples include participating in departmental seminars, reading leading journals, attending conferences, writing grants, making presentations, asking questions, and mentoring the
next generation of students. Many of the experiences, again, are adapted to the dictates of the field. Students may learn the most of all in one-on-one or small group settings where feedback is provided and advice is given: with the faculty advisor, with other faculty members, in lab group meetings, with more advanced students, and with other scholars beyond the confines of campus.

Connecting these two ideas—disciplinary communities are distinct cultures and one learns to be a disciplinary expert through doctoral study—leads to the conclusion that strategies for socialization must of necessity be different in each field in order to inculcate different habits and skills. The normative doctoral student experience is different from field to field but is similar within a field. There are similarities within an area: humanities students share some common experiences, but philosophers and historians will also have some different experiences. Of course, there are differences across programs, and indeed, among individual students. Nevertheless, a common disciplinary identity—that which makes a chemist a chemist and distinguishes a chemist from a physicist or a biologist or an historian—is forged during doctoral studies.

The argument of this chapter is this: within a given discipline most doctoral programs in the United States bear striking resemblance to one another, they are distinct from those in other fields, and these normative ways of structuring a doctoral program in a given field teach proficiency in disciplinary practice. In other words, the prevalent educational experiences in each discipline are not randomly occurring or haphazardly selected; instead, they are reasonable and pedagogically sound mechanisms to meet the desired outcome of developing disciplinary expertise, in all of its complexity.

Specifics and Examples

Returning now to the example of Nate and Jennifer, I will touch briefly on a few elements of each of their doctoral programs and show how these features prepare each of them for their future professional lives. I am restricting my discussion to a few elements related to the research enterprise and scholarly discourse. (A more comprehensive description would require a thorough ethnographic analysis.) I refer readers who are interested in this topic to the work of Sharon Parry (2007). I selected chemistry and English because these are two disciplines with which I am very familiar. Doctoral students in both
disciplines were included in the Survey of Doctoral Student Experience and Career Preparation (hereafter DSECP) conducted in 1999 and funded by The Pew Charitable Trusts (Golde & Dore, 2001, 2004). Both disciplines were part of the Carnegie Initiative on the Doctorate (CID); they were featured in a book of commissioned essays on the future of doctoral education (Golde & Walker, 2006), and faculty and students in CID-participating departments were surveyed as part of the CID (Walker, Golde, Jones, Bueschel, & Hutchings, 2008). Readers will recognize that many of the features of Nate’s chemistry doctoral program are similar to those of other laboratory sciences, and likewise Jennifer’s experiences echo those in other humanities fields.

What does it mean to be a chemist or an English scholar?

What are these lives to which Nate and Jennifer

Chemistry, often called “the central science,” is the atom-level view of matter. Chemistry involves making molecules, measuring their properties, and modeling their features and uses. The discipline has a practical bent and is connected to the chemical sciences industry. Knowledge advances incrementally through experiment; each small study builds on ones that came before. Knowledge building is also competitive, as researchers in other labs are working on the same set of questions; success demands speed, accuracy, and beating others to the punch.

Chemistry research is conducted in a team-oriented, laboratory-based setting. Labs typically have 6–20 members, faculty members, postdoctoral scholars, graduate students, technicians, and perhaps undergraduates. Most Ph.D. chemists work in industry, not academia: nearly 60% in industry, 33% in academia, and about 5% in government (American Chemical Society, 2002). The academic research enterprise is funded by research grants from federal and industry sources, and most faculty members spend much of their time in pursuit of grants to further their research and fund the students, staff, and expenses for their labs.

English studies is one of the classic liberal arts and is generally practiced only in academic settings. It embraces the study of the English language and literature of the English-speaking world. It is a relatively solitary scholarly pursuit that relies upon writing, reading, and interpretation to illuminate the human condition. “Good work in the humanities is judged by its completeness, subtlety, and insight. Doing work quickly, beating others to the punch, is
less important than getting it right and being thorough. The humanities emphasize the written word, so scholars value nuance and elaboration” (Golde, 2007b, p. 348).

Nearly all of the professional work of English scholars involves either teaching or writing. Engendering in others a love for literature and the written word is an important mission for most English scholars. Likewise, teaching others to write and communicate clearly is part and parcel of the work of the field. Doctoral study in English is geared to the preparation of future faculty, and the majority of Ph.D. recipients can expect a faculty position, although it may not be on the tenure track (MLA Ad Hoc Committee on the Professionalization of PhDs, 2002; Modern Language Association, 2003).

Keeping these outcomes in mind, I will now describe a few features of a typical chemistry and English graduate program and explain how they help prepare students for disciplinary practice. At the same time, the contrasts between disciplines are intended to make the case that fields differ both in their professional practice and, thus by necessity, their professional preparation.  

**Dissertations**

Today, most dissertations take one of two common forms, either the single study book or the multi-paper compilation (Lovitts, 2007, p. 35). The humanities, including English, use the book form, which is well suited to a field in which most scholars are judged by their ability to produce books. Books are the predominant form in fields that allow for a slower research pace in part because there are few instances of direct competition. Scholars are working in their own area, and a scholarly reputation comes from making a contribution that changes the conversation, not from scooping someone else (Parry, 2007, p. 59). Dissertations in English provide an opportunity for students to practice the dominant form of scholarly output under tutored conditions. Under ideal conditions, when a new Ph.D. enters a faculty position, the dissertation will be reworked into a book published by a university press. “Each chapter of the dissertation follows a particular line of thought; taken together, it forms a coherent whole, and the dissertation is, ideally, ultimately published as a book by a university press” (Golde & Walker, 2006, p. 352). Thoroughness, nuance, and completeness of argument are more important than speed. As a result,
the fact that it may take a student two to four years to write the dissertation is not problematic.

By the same token, but in a very different way, the dissertation in chemistry also provides apprenticeship in the dominant forms of scientific communication. A dissertation will comprise a set of articles, some of which may have already been published, with the remainder in various stages of the publication pipeline. Most will be co-authored with others from the student's lab and will in all likelihood carry the name of his advisor. The dissertation is likely to include a summarizing or introductory chapter that provides the scientific underpinnings and links the various articles. Collaborative authorship is common in lab sciences, because it accords credit to all of the members of the team. Over time, a student takes greater responsibility for the work, and moves up the authorship ranks. The work for which the student has primary intellectual responsibility will appear in the dissertation. Articles (not books) are the primary form of scholarly communication in the sciences. Articles communicate sufficient information to move the field forward incrementally. And, they have the added advantage of appearing in print quite quickly. So, the dissertation has evolved to reflect what is common and valuable. This is both efficient and teaches how to publish articles, which is a necessary skill. This is why coauthored articles are accepted in dissertations. This system has mutual benefits: the student is linked to the advisor's reputation, which certifies him or her as a rising researcher, and the advisor's vita continues to grow as well.

**Topic Identification and Development**

Just as Nate and Jennifer's dissertations will have different forms, they each have selected and developed their dissertation topics in a different way. Nate has developed the research projects in his dissertation while working in Professor Green's lab, and in close consultation with Green. The questions and experimental techniques he uses are part of the Green Lab’s research aims and approaches. In some measure, the projects in his dissertation will be “his,” he will have demonstrated some independence in asking a novel question or mastering a new technique. But his work will be within the boundaries of the research group. In the DSECP, 94% of chemists said that their topic related to their advisor’s work and only 43% said that their topic was solely of their own choosing.
This hierarchical dependence on the advisor’s line of research, funding, and intellectual expertise is well suited to a system in which research is resource intensive. As a result of being affiliated with a lab, students can embark on only those topics for which the necessary resources can be found. Parry (2007) called this a “production line ethos” and calls attention to the metric of efficiency. “Time is not wasted on topics that do not meet the research aims of the group, or those that cannot be funded” (p. 41). The highly competitive funding environment requires that resources (people, equipment, and chemicals) be prudently allocated in order to maximize results as quickly as possible. Expecting students to work within the parameters of the research group also teaches them how to run a group and how to shape research to the dictates of funders, which they will ultimately be called upon to do in the future. It is impossible to imagine being a chemist without a lab or multiple hands at the bench; even those teaching in small teaching-centered colleges involve undergraduate students as junior researchers. To many students, this university-based federally funded research system feels like indentured servitude: students are apprenticed in a lab and provide highly skilled but poorly compensated labor. The payoff for students is that they learn the ins and outs of lab management; students also get reputational certification. Nate will forever be known as one of Green’s students.

Jennifer looks askance at Nate’s experience, “No one handed me my topic,” she says. In English, a student is expected to develop an original topic and perspective. Their work may well relate to their advisor’s scholarship only by century, continent, or genre. Many students struggle to define the topic; in fact, the process of writing a project prospectus (English scholars “work on projects,” they do not have “research problems”) may take up to a year. One step on the way to defining the project is a comprehensive examination on a foundational “list” of 50–100 works (defined by the student consulting with the faculty committee) that the student has mastered. The examination tests the student’s understanding of the evolution of the literature, themes, and ideas; the broad contexts in which works are located; and the theories that motivate analysis. Students are guided at each step by their dissertation committee members who provide feedback on the evolving project. But the intellectual captain is the student; s/he is intellectually quite independent from the faculty. Among respondents to the DSECP, 43% said that their topic related to their advisor’s work and a whopping 96% said that their topic was solely of their own choosing.
Students develop a dissertation topic in the same way that faculty members create their projects. An English scholar conceptualizes a new project slowly, enlarging the argument through conference papers and articles over a period of several years until the project comes to fruition. Parry (2007) described this form of scholarly investigation as “highly individualized,” requiring “independence of mind from experienced scholars,” “often conducted in physical isolation,” and notes that it expects “intellectual independence” (p. 41).

The process of preparation for the comprehensive examination is a period of intensive reading and usually stretches over several months, if not an entire year. The experience of list creation, mastery, and examination on it has three well-understood purposes. First and foremost, students must self-define and defend their location in the field. To do so, scholars enter into the discourse and commentaries around the works of literature, which have grown and evolved over time. Mastery of the list(s) is one step along the way toward definition of a professional identity, which has instrumental purposes in terms of getting a job but is more importantly about entering into a disciplinary community. Second, the list and the examination on the list are explicit preparation for the dissertation. Third, the development of the list is intimately related to the ability to teach within a broad swath of the discipline (Golde, 2007a, 2007b). The iterative process of defining and writing a dissertation prospectus, with input from senior faculty members, is a chance for students to engage in authentic practice with some support.

Advising and Dissertation Supervision

The different relationships that Nate and Jennifer have with their advisors should be obvious. Doctoral studies in chemistry exhibit close but hierarchical relationships, whereas in English the relationships are less tightly bound but arguably more collegial. Again, this reflects not only the traditions of the fields but also their demands on faculty members and students.

Chemistry labs are hierarchical environments, with the faculty principal investigator (PI) as the head. Indeed, most chemistry students refer to their advisor as “my boss.” In the CID survey, 65% of chemistry students said that they had one faculty mentor or advisor, and 21% identified two (Walker et al., 2008, p. 95). Nevertheless, the relationship involves close collaboration and regular interactions from the start of graduate studies. Most faculty said that they met with their advisees (those within a year of graduation) either “two
to three times a week” (50% of respondents) or “daily” (20%) (Walker et al., 2008, p. 108). Parry (2007) described patterns of relationships in laboratory sciences this way: “meetings with supervisors may be frequent and fairly informal, with students being encouraged to learn from and be responsible to the research groups” (p. 50). There is a premium placed on visibility and presence. Students are expected to be present in the lab every day (and most weekends), to participate in weekly lab meetings, and to report regularly to the PI. Close communication also allows the advisor to adjust expectations to changing circumstances, such as an experimental difficulty or dead end, or a personal situation that renders a student less productive for a period of time.

This system of close supervision, more like a workplace than a classroom, is dictated by the research science system. Fast science demands speed and productive output. The advisors’ productivity, reputation, and ability to compete for new grants are all bound up in their students’ productivity. By the time a student has graduated, the PI (and the university) may well have invested over $100,000 in the student, who was funded on the PI’s grant for most of the student’s tenure in graduate school. The way science and students are funded closely couples the student and the advisor, and implies ownership of and personal responsibility for what most faculty members call “my students.”

Faculty-student relationships in English are likely to be more collegial than hierarchical. Faculty members tend not to supervise student scholarship closely. Instead, faculty take a hands-off posture; they are on call when a student needs advice. English faculty members responding to the CID survey said they typically met monthly with their advisees nearing degree completion (58%), others said “once or twice a term” (19%) or weekly (23%); none selected the more frequent response categories that predominated in chemistry (Walker et al., 2008, p. 108). Most English graduate students draw on a team of advisors; the most prevalent survey response was to identify two (30%) or three (33%) faculty advisors or mentors, and another 14% identified four or more advisors (Walker et al., 2008, p. 95).

This reflects the fact that the faculty members are not intimately familiar with the student’s niche of inquiry, since the project is more loosely linked to the advisor’s expertise than in chemistry. In addition, these guiding relationships presage professional relationships within the disciplinary community. Scholars are not directly in competition with one another to find answers; instead, they are part of larger scholarly conversations. Productive relationships are marked by supportiveness and by questions springing from curiosity.
Parry (2007) said of research in the humanities, “Ideas may be slow forming and the autonomous nature of research requires strong commitment to the doctoral topic and to its completion, as well as intellectual and emotional support from supervisors” (p. 49).

**Conclusion**

These three elements of a doctoral program—the dissertation structure, dissertation topic development, and relationships with advisors—are only three of many parts of a program. The foregoing discussion was merely a cursory overview; it does not reflect any of the three in depth. For example, advisor-student relationships change over time. However, these three elements illustrate how the structure and norms of a doctoral program shape doctoral students’ disciplinary identities. The entire program and the interactions among the elements, which reinforce each other, exert a powerful socializing force on students. They internalize the norms and the cultural assumptions of expert practitioners. They learn what chemists know, and they learn to do what chemists do. The outcome of a doctoral program should be the facility, comfort, and ability to do and be a member of the disciplinary community. It is intended to move them from students to scholars.

However, there is a shadow side to disciplinary socialization. For one thing, disciplinary perspectives can become disciplinary blinders. Overall-giance to a discipline can make it difficult to embrace new perspectives or ideas that come from other fields. Often the naïve-sounding question coming from nonspecialists can lead to new insights or techniques. Creativity often requires questioning prevailing assumptions or trying something hitherto rejected.

The socialization process can also seem to fail. A large proportion of doctoral students leave before completing the Ph.D. and many of these students leave because they cannot or choose not to meet the expectations of their doctoral program (Golde, 2005; Lovitts, 2001). For example, attritors express varying degrees of dismay and disinclination to assume the life of a research faculty member that they see around them. (Many currently enrolled students share these feelings; (Golde & Dore, 2001).) One interpretation of attrition is that those who leave were not cut out for the work. Others argue that the organizations (departments and disciplines) themselves should change. Optimistically, theorists contend that as new members enter organizations they help change the communities
they join. They maintain that socialization is not solely a one-way process but that students can help reshape their programs, and thereby help change the norms of their discipline (Austin & McDaniels, 2006). This means that students who are underrepresented in the academy (e.g., racial and ethnic minorities, women in STEM fields, working-class students) may be leaders in reshaping the norms of the academy or of their discipline. (See further discussion by Sallee in chapter 7 and Winkle-Wagner et al. in chapter 9.)

However, a strong system of socialization and intergenerational formation is also inherently conservative. Current practices for disciplinary socialization may be maladapted for present or future needs. One place to see the tensions and fault lines is in reports and recommendations for changes in practices of doctoral education. For example, the field of chemistry has struggled with the dominance of the single advisor. On occasion, students can be very badly treated, resulting in disaffection or, more tragically, even suicide (Brennan, 1999; Hall, 1998). It is also alleged that this system does little to spur creativity. Looking within the field for suggestions shows suggestions loosening the dependence of students on one advisor or one line of inquiry (e.g., Moore, 2002; Stacy, 2006). In English, to take another example, it is debated whether students should learn to work in collaborative and interdisciplinary teams (e.g., Lunsford, 2006; MLA Executive Council Task Force on Graduate Education, 1999).

The world around doctoral education may be changing more rapidly than the programs that prepare the next generation are evolving in response (indeed, that was one premise of the recent Carnegie volume by Walker and his colleagues, 2008). It behooves those who administer doctoral programs to be on the lookout for new ideas in an ever-changing environment. Ideas can come from other disciplines, from other departments, or from students.

I have one final thought about disciplinary socialization. It is difficult to imagine doctoral education that is not firmly grounded in a field of study. Generic or homogeneous study at the doctoral level is an inherently inconsistent idea. However, it is possible that the stark disciplinary differences, and the attendant emphasis on the development of a disciplinary identity, may begin to erode a bit in the face of increasingly levels of interdisciplinary inquiry. It is entirely possible that as disciplinary boundaries blur and overlap, that strong disciplinary socialization will come to be seen as doing a disservice to students or even to the future of the discipline.
CONTEXTUALIZING SOCIALIZATION

Note

1. These descriptions are drawn largely from the descriptions of chemistry and English in Golde & Walker, 2006, *Envisioning the future of doctoral education* (pp. 135–139 and 351–355). The citations in those sections provide the underlying data.
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Ling has a B.S. and an M.S. in Physics. However, most of her peers and professors are engineers and chemists. Thus, although her graduate work in China was in applied physics, she finds it difficult to follow her classmates’s and professors’s approach to research and academic tasks in general. Not only does she use different terms and nomenclature, but she also tends to be too mathematical and see problems too idealistically when compared to her colleagues. She worries that by trying to catch up with all the different approaches involved in a given problem, she is giving up depth in understanding. Her engineering peers keep telling her, “Don’t worry, it doesn’t have to be elegant; you don’t have to understand it all. What matters is that it works.” This is something hard to swallow for a physicist like her.

Nate’s advisors call him on a Sunday afternoon to share the great news that they got the multimillion National Science Foundation (NSF) grant to start a neuroscience center with the medical school and a newly formed biotechnology company. His advisor tells him that they need to start right away with the first phase of the project and asks him to become familiar with the articles he just emailed for their meeting on Wednesday. Nate starts reading the articles right away and discovers that he can hardly understand a word. “This is like a different language! How am I supposed to learn how a neuron works in three days?” He goes to the library and starts browsing the neuroscience section and sighs, “These are going to be the three longest days of my life . . .”
Over the last three decades, interdisciplinary degree programs have become increasingly commonplace across American colleges and universities (Brint, Turk-Bicakci, Proctor, & Murphy, 2009). Such curricula include self-designed undergraduate courses of study, interdisciplinary master’s degree programs planned with a focus on professional development and application, and doctoral education that incorporates coursework from multiple disciplines. For doctoral curricula, the concept of an interdisciplinary program is a paradox within the historical and cultural norms that dominate American higher education. Long considered a disciplinary endeavor, the goal of doctoral education is to produce scholars with an extensive depth of knowledge within a well-defined field of inquiry. By acquiring knowledge of the field and contributing research that furthers the advancement of the discipline, students become members of the disciplinary community (Golde, 2005). In contrast, the goal of interdisciplinary education is to produce scholars capable of engaging with multiple communities of practice. These individuals possess facilities with a range of disciplines, and focus on the integration of knowledge to advance a problem or topic. The challenge of interdisciplinary doctoral education is the balance required between the depth of disciplinary knowledge and the breadth of interdisciplinary engagement.

The interest in interdisciplinary doctoral education can be traced to calls for universities to produce scholars capable of participating in the emergent knowledge-based society (Council of Graduate Schools, 2007). Certainly, a symbiotic connection exists among American graduate education, knowledge production, and social needs. An inherent value to the graduate model is its provision of highly trained experts and leaders in a host of fields. Since the end of the Second World War, the federal government, private foundations, and research universities have invested in doctoral programs to extend economic competitiveness, social advances, and the public good (Geiger, 2004; Kezar, 2004). The rigorous training provided through doctoral education, however, is not always seen as capable of supporting the flexibility and innovation needed for a 21st-century society. A near-universal consensus exists regarding the disparity between the training provided in graduate school and the kinds of future activities in which scholars engage (Austin & McDaniels, 2006; Golde & Dore, 2001). This consensus suggests that the challenges of modern society demand faculty capable of crossing socially constructed disciplinary boundaries in their thinking and application of ideas. The question of how
to produce interdisciplinary scholars through the existing doctoral model, however, is less clear.

In this chapter, I examine the question of doctoral student socialization in an interdisciplinary field. I begin by briefly outlining the implicit assumptions of disciplinarity that have shaped models of socialization, focusing on the significance of knowledge acquisition, investment, and involvement (Weidman, Twale, & Stein, 2001). I then present a sociocultural perspective regarding the components inherent to interdisciplinary doctoral student socialization. I conclude with examples from doctoral programs in a range of fields that provide implications for interdisciplinary practice.

The Disciplinary Influence on Doctoral Student Socialization

Any discussion of academic knowledge and degree programs must begin with the role of the disciplines (see Golde, chapter 4, for further discussion). I emphasize the role that disciplines play as a key anchor for academic behavior, knowledge production, and institutional logic. “Bodies of knowledge variously determine the behavior of individuals and departments,” Clark (1989, p. 4) observed. Areas of disciplinary differentiation are evident in hiring and tenure decisions (Baldi, 1995), communication patterns among scholars (Lee & Bozeman, 2005), patterns of grant funding (Abrams, 1991), engagement in teaching (Neumann, 2001), and the dissemination of research (Cole & Cole, 1973). When examining doctoral student experiences, the question of “socialization to what?” is always answered in relation to the disciplinary field of inquiry (Becher & Trowler, 2001). For doctoral students, their experiences in graduate school require the acquisition of formal and tacit knowledge related to disciplinary norms. Doctoral education not only shapes an emerging scholarly identity that differentiates scholars in English from their colleagues in chemistry or engineering but also provides a community of practice that validates knowledge and behavior. Students engage in extensive courses of study, working alongside established faculty scholars and like-minded peers. The traditional view of doctoral education has assumed that, upon degree completion, these students will assume faculty careers, continuing the promulgation of disciplinary behavior (Clark, 1989; Golde, 2005).

Through knowledge acquisition, investment, and involvement, doctoral students develop a commitment to their particular field of practice, and align their work and beliefs in support of this commitment (Weidman et al., 2001).
Knowledge acquisition occurs as students move through the formal doctoral curriculum. The curriculum identifies those concepts, authors, and bodies of literature most salient to the field. The acquisition of specialized knowledge, held by only a few, contributes to the development of a professional identity. Students admitted to a doctoral program in physics may choose to specialize in astrophysics, experimental nuclear/particle physics, atomic physics, or theoretical nuclear/particle physics. Those in astrophysics further specialize in the study of compact objects or cosmology, which is also differentiated by a range of foci: optical, radio, x-ray, and so on. Participation in these small research groups contextualizes the socialization experience and encourages the development of a professional identity (Holley, 2009). The formal curriculum is supplemented by the research experience, where students work closely with a faculty advisor. Tacit, informal knowledge is shaped through interaction with disciplinary peers and other colleagues, all of whom contribute to student understanding of the discipline and the expected role of scholars within it.

Doctoral student investment as part of the socialization process transpires as students commit their time, financial resources, intellectual energies, and alternative career options to graduate education. Moving through the doctoral curriculum, and passing such milestones as qualifying or comprehensive exams, the dissertation proposal, the end of formal coursework, data collection, and the dissertation defense, requires increased responsibility on the part of the student and faculty. “During the informal and personal stages of socialization,” Weidman et al. (2001) concluded, “more specialized knowledge is acquired that creates an even greater investment” (p. 17). Investment in the field occurs as students become more involved in the discipline. This involvement is facilitated not only on the departmental and institutional level but also through the network of scholars that comprise the discipline. Increasingly, graduate students are expected to participate in formal acts of knowledge production, such as conference presentations or journal articles. These expectations entail participation in academic meetings and dialogue with journal editors.

The disciplines, of course, should not wholly be viewed as monolithic scholarly communities (Donald, 2002; Lattuca, 2001; Toma, 1997). Disciplines are also defined by the pluralistic diversity of scholarship within their boundaries. Many disciplines overlap with neighboring fields, and scholars can frequently find greater kinship with researchers in other disciplines than their own. Disagreement exists even among those individuals in the same area
related to epistemologies, paradigms, or the implications of research. Inquiry paradigms or theoretical models fall in and out of favor with community members. A unique characteristic of the academic discipline is the accepted cultural channels through which members articulate their differences: journal articles, conference presentations, and the like (Hyland, 2004). These channels are normative in nature and provide a point of reference through which scholars can understand and participate in the community. Areas of specialization are many for those affiliated with the field, and although some areas carry more social privilege than others, all coexist within the disciplinary umbrella.

Challenges Related to Doctoral Student Socialization in Interdisciplinary Fields

Since the socialization process for doctoral students is largely experienced as a disciplinary endeavor (Clark, 1989), the question of how to facilitate interdisciplinary socialization is an uncertain one. This uncertainty can in part be attributed to the multiple definitions of the term. In the truest example of *Humpty Dumpty language*, where words can mean only what the speaker intends them to mean, the term *interdisciplinarity* is frequently reduced to a popular catchphrase, synonymous with all things progressive, innovative, and creative. An observer of contemporary U.S. higher education would be hard-pressed to find an institution that is not engaged in some sort of interdisciplinary project, in whatever ways the parameters might be defined. Borrowing from Newell and Green (1982), I consider interdisciplinarity as “inquiries which critically draw upon two or more disciplines and which lead to an integration of disciplinary insights” (p. 23). The process consists not only of the integration of multiple disciplines but also the application of this knowledge toward a shared problem, topic, or theme (Klein, 1990; Lattuca, 2001). While the disciplines can be defined as a body of knowledge or a collection of like-minded scholars, interdisciplinarity is an active, deliberate process that relies upon resources and people from separate communities.

Unlike multi-disciplinary or cross disciplinary endeavors, those researchers involved in interdisciplinary efforts seek to foster understanding related to an area not served by traditional structures of inquiry. Interdisciplinary work can be accomplished by a single individual, or by teams of researchers working in collaboration. Klein’s (1990) typological analysis highlighted the
degree of integration between bodies of knowledge as a hallmark of defining interdisciplinarity. The application of knowledge of one area to another is at the center of interdisciplinary inquiry. Also, the outcome of interdisciplinary work is an important indication of the activity. To what end do scholars engage in interdisciplinarity? Klein noted the external motivations for such work concluding, “Interdisciplinarity is not a theoretical concept, but a practical one, one that arises from the unresolved problems of society rather than science itself” (p. 42). The interdisciplinary area of women’s studies is but one example. The field developed from the interaction of scholars who did not feel that their respective disciplines provided an appropriate foundation for studying issues of gender and society. Through the interaction of selected methodological and cognitive tools from such disciplines as sociology, economics, and English, a more focused study of gender can be fostered.

Developing this type of engagement requires scholars to connect with researchers, literature, and topics outside their own field of study. For doctoral students, the nature of disciplinary silos can prove to be a formidable obstacle for participating in interdisciplinary work. The graduate model for higher education isolates scholars structurally and culturally. This isolation is, to some extent, by design. In the spirit of situated learning (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989), developing disciplinary expertise requires immersion in the community of practice. The clustered nature of doctoral education renders the vast landscape of the university more manageable, and makes intellectual and financial resources easily available to scholars. Disciplines provide order to the inherent complexity of higher education organizations, although they do little to foster engagement across boundaries. The skills needed to participate in interdisciplinary work are not wholly compatible with the design and intent of doctoral education. Where such programs develop specialization, interdisciplinary scholarship requires the skill of integration and collaboration. In the following sections, I consider the challenges of interdisciplinary socialization related to knowledge acquisition, investment, and involvement for doctoral students (Weidman et al., 2001).

**Knowledge Acquisition**

A significant challenge for interdisciplinary doctoral education relates to the skills and knowledge needed to successfully integrate multiple fields of inquiry. Students entering a doctoral program have typically proceeded down an increasingly narrow path throughout their educational career, culminating
in the intensive study of a particular area. Individuals engaged in interdisciplinary work are required to possess a facility with multiple ways of knowing. Klein (1990) referred to this dilemma as the “burden of comprehension,” noting that interdisciplinary scholars must possess a basic understanding of how ideas are used in their original context before applying them in a new setting (p. 88). Understanding the cognitive map of each contributing discipline allows scholars to make reasoned applications of ideas, concepts, and paradigms from one field to another. Such a skill recognizes that ideas do not exist in isolation, but rather take shape in the unique context and history of the discipline. The more complex an interdisciplinary problem is, the more depth of knowledge a scholar is required to possess in order to actively engage in problem solving. The skill of borrowing necessary for this work is twofold: first, evaluating the strength of concepts in their original disciplinary context; and second, determining how best to apply those concepts to an interdisciplinary topic. When compared to the initial years of the doctoral curriculum, which are structured to develop foundational knowledge and expertise in a single or primary area of inquiry, the gap looms large.

The challenges of language and communication are embedded in the interdisciplinary experience. Perhaps all scholars at one time or another have experienced the sense of discomfort associated with reading a journal from a neighboring field, replete with its own language, cultural artifacts, and norms. These differences underscore the language researchers use to describe a study as well as the constructs through which such studies are assembled. For example, the sociologist begins a study of school children by considering them individual agents within overlapping social and cultural settings, while the economist begins a study by defining the same children as a collection of state expenditures or an example of human capital. Terminologies assume unique meaning based on the disciplinary boundaries in which they are applied. These differences change the way in which researchers convey ideas and meaning in their work. Interdisciplinary researchers are skilled in translating these multiple interpretations of the world, are aware of the pitfalls associated with doing so, and work on developing a common interdisciplinary vocabulary. Ultimately, in any academic community, language serves as a boundary object (Bowker & Star, 1999), mediating interactions between groups of people by providing a shared point of reference. Doctoral students are challenged to develop skills that enable communication and application between multiple disciplines.
Investment

Investment for doctoral students occurs on multiple levels—to the discipline, to the profession, and to a research topic or agenda. A challenge for interdisciplinary researchers is the length of time and investment of resources required to facilitate an interdisciplinary research agenda (Rhoten & Parker, 2004). Traditional norms of the academy do little to accommodate the time or effort needed to develop interdisciplinary or collaborative skills. Reflective of the changing influences which dominate faculty life, the mandate of “publish or perish” also permeates the culture of graduate education. While some debate exists over the demands placed on young scholars early in their career, students in traditional disciplinary programs have the advantage of a well-defined set of scholarly outlets. Students may attempt to model the career of a faculty advisor, or be encouraged by their advisor to attend particular disciplinary conferences from the beginning of the graduate school experience. Academic journals and conferences serve as disciplinary landmarks, helping to orient an emerging scholar’s perception of the field.

Interdisciplinary scholarship creates unique connections among academic journals, conferences, and associations, requiring researchers to create and evaluate their communities as they proceed with their work. Such a commitment is often a detriment for developing interdisciplinary scholars, who can perceive negative consequences for their endeavors because they lack a defined set of disciplinary guideposts in terms of scholarly activities. In addition, the challenge of integrating disciplines may impact scholarly productivity relative to more traditional research. Not only does interdisciplinary research often take longer to develop compared to more established fields, but the work is also removed from a core community of like-minded scholars and researchers. Doctoral students may feel challenged to identify a network of peers who share research interests when they are not immersed in the daily activities of an institutional department. These networks serve as important sources of support for doctoral students in all fields (Golde, 2005). Rhoten and Parker (2004) highlighted “the tension between the scientific promise of the interdisciplinary path and the academic prospect of the tenure track” (p. 2046). Scholars pursue courses of action because of possible cognitive advances and social benefits as well as career advancement, recognition, and job security; that is, the academic profession holds both the reward of producing new knowledge and gaining personal benefits. The professional
costs of interdisciplinary research, either real or perceived, can be a deterrent to doctoral students seeking to establish a foothold toward an academic career.

**Involvement**

During enrollment in a graduate program, students become progressively more involved with faculty, peers, the institution, and the discipline. The university structure and culture facilitates this involvement. As one example, doctoral programs are commonly housed within a single building on campus, separate from other departments. The location fosters clusters of researchers around various topics and areas of knowledge. Informal gatherings among peers help students decipher cultural norms and engage in disciplinary activities. Involvement facilitates a disciplinary identity, which fosters a sense of shared networks among researchers. The process also differentiates one group from another. Doctoral students come to see themselves as anthropologists, for example, or biologists, which are distinct identities compared to other disciplines. For doctoral students interested in interdisciplinary involvement, an immediate challenge is the disparate and frequently far-flung nature of the interdisciplinary community. Students must often bear the responsibility of locating faculty in particular disciplines who can contribute to their interdisciplinary development, especially related to mentoring, an understanding of career options, and the acquisition of teaching skills (Holley, 2006). Involvement in interdisciplinary research can be particularly problematic. In natural and laboratory science disciplines, as one example, doctoral students frequently work under the close supervision of a faculty advisor. The research is typically grant supported, and students may take a part of a larger project for their dissertation work. The socialization process works through the network of peers and faculty associated with the research laboratory. The flexibility needed to identify an interdisciplinary research project and construct a unique course of action to pursue such questions is not a part of the common graduate school model.

Embedded within the challenge of involvement is the notion of an interdisciplinary identity. Because the interdisciplinary process relies on the integration of two or more disciplines, such scholars must construct a sense of self that is responsive to multiple communities. No single reference group exists to anchor the experience of doctoral students engaged in interdisciplinary
work, nor do clear expectations related to scholarly participation in the field operate as a guide to individual behavior.

Components of Interdisciplinary Doctoral Education

In order to meet the challenges outlined above and facilitate interdisciplinary graduate education, faculty and administrators must understand the disciplinary structures that dominate the contemporary academy. In this section, I consider examples of interdisciplinary doctoral programs in U.S. research universities. Students interested in interdisciplinary work are frequently bound to their discipline or department through funding. Research and teaching assistantships are almost always departmentally based, requiring students to participate in teaching or research that is directly related to their field. The provision of funds to doctoral students in exchange for undergraduate course instruction positions students as integral members of the discipline fulfilling a crucial cultural role. Students acquire those disciplinary norms associated with pedagogical functions. Through research assistantships, students ideally work under the close supervision of a faculty advisor or mentor, acquiring those skills needed for a future research career. Graduate student assistantships operate as a basic exchange between the student and the department, and leave little room for interdisciplinary support. This exchange is inherent to the function and organization of the university, which delegates management for most daily tasks to the departmental level. The provision of financial support for interdisciplinary graduate education allows students to fully utilize an array of institutional resources, and also offers a symbolic commitment to this work.

As opposed to the graduate school model, which fosters specialization and a narrowing of interests, interdisciplinary work relies on integrative networks and a breadth of coordinated skills. Successful interdisciplinary programs recognize the multiple venues in which doctoral students acquire knowledge and become engaged with an academic community. Faculty, doctoral students, and administrators are well served to consider alternative ways in which these structures can accommodate interdisciplinary interests. Not only do students participate in a formal curriculum delivered in the classroom, but they also take part in research activities, informal peer interactions, and academic conferences. I consider each of these components of the doctoral student experience, highlighting examples from interdisciplinary programs, and conclude with implications for interdisciplinary practice.
The Interdisciplinary Curriculum

The curriculum provides a core reference point for all doctoral students as they progress through their program of study. Regardless of specific research interests or faculty relationships, students share a common learning experience that provides a foundation for their future participation in the discipline. Different curricular approaches allow for the type of student proficiencies needed for interdisciplinary work. One approach is for doctoral students to complete a course of study in a primary discipline, and also participate in a colloquium, seminar project, or supplemental course structure that focuses on interdisciplinary integration. This model not only prioritizes the disciplinary foundation needed for interdisciplinary work but also allows for facility with integrative topics and skills. At Texas A&M University, the Integrative Graduate Education and Research Traineeship program (IGERT) concentrates on next-generation computational and analytical tools for materials science. Sponsored by the NSF, the program requires doctoral students to complete a common core, which develops expertise in analytic and computational abilities. The program also features a two-semester interdisciplinary core that prioritizes the language and concepts needed to communicate across the various participating disciplines.

Another model for interdisciplinary graduate education requires the construction of an integrative core curriculum supplemented by student-selected elective courses from relevant disciplines. In neuroscience programs, doctoral students commonly complete an interdisciplinary core curriculum during their first year of study. For example, the interdisciplinary training program in cognitive science at Duke University features a first-year immersion structured around an intensive seminar, workshops, and discussion groups. The seminar introduces students to fundamental concepts related to cognition and brain function, including anatomy, memory, vision, and the nervous system. Faculty identify key areas of neuroscience research, and supplement those areas of the curriculum with related workshops or discussion groups. The curriculum is designed to cultivate an interdisciplinary foundation for participation in the neuroscience community. During the second and third years of the program, students complete elective courses specific to their research interests, supplementing their interdisciplinary foundation in the field. A similar approach is evident in doctoral programs that concentrate on area studies, such as gender or race/ethnicity. The interdisciplinary doctoral program in gender studies at Indiana University in Bloomington requires five core courses that examine...
feminist theory, concepts of gender, and sexuality while the Ph.D. program in ethnic studies at the University of California, Berkeley, demonstrates a comparable structure, requiring students to complete an interdisciplinary core sequence before selecting elective courses relevant to research interests.

While the curricular models may appear similar, each presents a unique philosophical approach toward interdisciplinary behavior. To what degree does interdisciplinary scholarship rely on expertise and integration of the disciplines, and how much depth of disciplinary expertise should scholars possess to facilitate this scholarship? The answers to these questions are particularly problematic for doctoral students, who lack the depth of disciplinary expertise relative to more established scholars. Students also lack the cultural competencies necessary to navigate the institutional structure in pursuit of resources relative to interdisciplinary work. Each model not only offers an advantage for interdisciplinary development but also presents a negative consequence. For example, requiring doctoral students to complete an interdisciplinary core curriculum detracts from the depth of knowledge associated with a particular field of study, a depth that has long been assumed to be at the core of the graduate school experience. Students who enter an interdisciplinary graduate program without exposure to the multiple constituent disciplines lack the basis to understand and integrate the information presented in such a curriculum. As one example, students in a neuroscience program may be expected to understand fundamental neurological behaviors and brain functions. But without basic proficiencies in brain anatomy, the relationship between various components would be unclear. These obstacles are countered by a more disciplinary approach, which facilitates interdisciplinary proficiencies through elective courses and supplemental instruction. The distinction between an interdisciplinary student and a disciplinary peer, however, is blurred. How can the unique process of interdisciplinary socialization be fostered when the student is embedded within the disciplinary structure? In this case, particular attention is required toward research activities and other interdisciplinary learning opportunities outside the classroom in order to cultivate a holistic interdisciplinary curriculum.

**Interdisciplinary Research Opportunities**

Developing proficiencies as an interdisciplinary researcher requires participation in an institutional culture that values such work. For doctoral students, an initial challenge is identifying a faculty advisor and research topic that
allows for engagement across disciplinary boundaries. Students in graduate programs rely on socialization by faculty to develop a rigorous and realistic research agenda. The model common in the laboratory and natural sciences, where doctoral students assume a grant-funded research assistantship in a laboratory, socializes students to work as a member of a research team. The skill of collaboration is particularly valuable for interdisciplinary research, which often necessitates networks among institutions, academics, and industry. When doctoral students work as part of a research team, they acquire valuable skills in the purposeful act of cognitive integration so crucial for interdisciplinary work.

The interdependent nature of academic science, however, does not necessarily equate to an interdisciplinary nature. For instance, doctoral students in a range of scientific disciplines participate in laboratory rotations during their initial years of study. These rotations provide some exposure to various research topics, and also permit students to work closely with faculty before selecting a permanent advisor. Students who participate in the research/rotation model enable interdisciplinary connections by carrying research topics and techniques from one laboratory to another, serving as a bridge between faculty researchers. However, as I outlined earlier in this chapter, the process of interdisciplinarity is not one that happens solely by circumstance. Students must be engaged in making explicit connections between bodies of knowledge by an active and deliberate process, a need that is not always reflected in the attitude toward laboratory rotations (Holley, 2009); that is, rotations might be primarily viewed as a way for students and faculty to sample fit and compatibility rather than an introduction to an array of research topics and skills.

Doctoral students across disciplines must also identify faculty advisors, mentors, and committee members with the requisite expertise and stance toward interdisciplinary research. Interdisciplinary researchers must ultimately master the steep learning curve associated with participation in multiple disciplines. This challenge is particularly acute for doctoral students, who are expected to produce a dissertation that is assessed by its contribution to a disciplinary field of study.

A push toward interdisciplinary research training is increasingly evident across a variety of higher education institutions, although largely evident in traditional scientific fields of study. The examples of interdisciplinary research at the doctoral-level principally focus on collaborative teams or research networks. The computational science and engineering program at the University of California in Santa Barbara, as one example, places students as part of
research teams, who work on integrated questions related to micro-scale engineering, complex fluids, and computational science. The Bioinformatics and Computational Biology doctoral program at Iowa State University functions through a collaborative faculty network, where students work on projects that span an interdisciplinary structure. Also common is a postdoctoral interdisciplinary research training fellowship that builds upon proficiencies gained in a graduate program. The Center for Interdisciplinary Research on AIDS at Yale University provides fellowship support, as does the program in interdisciplinary informatics at the University of Minnesota. The goal of these programs is to build upon disciplinary expertise gained through a doctoral program. Outside the natural and laboratory science disciplines, however, interdisciplinary research is frequently an individualized endeavor. Doctoral students may construct an interdisciplinary dissertation through a committee composed of faculty who represent multiple disciplinary perspectives. Others may pursue an interdisciplinary studies doctoral degree.

Conclusion

Existing research on the doctoral experience has demonstrated the significance of peer support and participation in scholarly communities to student success (Weidman et al., 2001). When scholars go outside the boundaries that define disciplinary communities, the established network of peers is greatly diminished and much less accessible. Interdisciplinary graduate programs should supplement formal curriculum and research experiences with informal, social groups that celebrate like-minded interdisciplinary researchers. Since the traditional departmental structure is frequently absent from these sorts of programs, a proactive group of faculty and administrators should assume responsibility for these processes.

Academic disciplines serve a crucial function in the vast landscape of higher education. As a community of practice, they provide for training of future scholars as well as advancement in terms of bodies of knowledge. Yet, even as the boundaries between knowledge become increasingly blurred, disciplinary structures remain a restriction on the engagement of academics with each other. Interdisciplinary socialization for doctoral education requires attention to the elements of knowledge acquisition, investment, and involvement that are inherent to the U.S. graduate education model. Fostering interdisciplinary development entails recognition of the work as an active,
deliberate process. Bringing doctoral students from different fields together does little to facilitate conversations across the disciplines, unless an integrative framework and plan for engagement is put into place. The framework for interdisciplinary doctoral education should concentrate on the curriculum, providing students with a knowledge foundation adequate for participation in multiple fields of study. The curriculum should be complemented by opportunities to partake in interdisciplinary research. Students should complete assistantships with established interdisciplinary scholars, and also be afforded the opportunity to acquire techniques and methodologies associated with a range of constituent disciplines. Recognizing the formative nature of the doctoral experience for a student’s future academic career, fostering interdisciplinary socialization requires deliberate attention to the processes of learning, research, and service inherent to the graduate model.
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Ling’s main source of funding for her research assistantship comes from a company. Although the material she is working on has some interesting properties from the physics perspective, she is disappointed by the lack of interest on the part of the industry representatives. They simply don’t seem to be interested in the basic science behind this material. All they care about is that it responds properly under certain conditions so they can patent it. Ling fears that the company is not going to let her publish the properties that she has discovered in this material. Her only hope is that her advisor can convince them to allow publishing the basic science behind the material in a timely manner; otherwise, her graduation may be delayed up to six months.

Nate has a new office in the new neuroscience center at the University’s industrial park downtown. After being on campus for a year, he was used to having his weekly lab meeting with other students and faculty all from the chemistry department. Now, his lab meetings are with industry representatives, physicians, as well as faculty and graduate students from several disciplines. Although the meetings can be chaotic at times and difficult to follow, given the variety of perspectives and expertise involved, Nate highly appreciates the opportunity to interact with scientists from outside academia and from other departments. Each time they meet he learns something new about the world in industry, in medical research labs, and in other disciplines. He is excited about the job opportunities that he anticipates from these interactions. However, he complains about the amount of work that he has to do now, especially because of the quarterly reports
for the company and the anxiety of industry representatives for fast, concrete results. Sometimes he misses the ability to let go and follow science for the sake of science.

Many faculty and doctoral students are heavily involved in research with potential commercial applications in fields such as engineering and biotechnology, and in many cases, through industry-sponsored research. In some cases, doctoral students become involved in patent applications and spin-off companies (e.g., Campbell & Slaughter, 1999; Gumport, 2005; Krimsky, 2003; Slaughter, Archerd, & Campbell, 2004; Slaughter, Campbell, Hollerman, & Morgan, 2002). In 1997, Slaughter and Leslie published a groundbreaking book titled Academic Capitalism: Politics, Policies, and the Entrepreneurial University, inspiring a host of scholars with new ways to conceptualize these current trends affecting higher education as the global economy continues to dominate. Slaughter and Leslie defined academic capitalism as the new competitive environment in which universities engage in market-like behaviors competing for external resources. Later in 2004, Slaughter and Rhoades developed the theory of academic capitalism to explain the process by which higher education integrates into the new economy. This theory sees faculty, students, administrators, and academic professionals as actors using public resources to participate in the new economy. In the United States, academic capitalism has been promoted by the federal government since the 1980s through a series of policies and laws that can be synthesized into three categories: (1) commercialization laws that allow universities to patent and sell knowledge developed by their faculty and graduate students as well as to start spin-off companies; (2) federal financial aid policies that give funds to students rather than universities increasingly in the form of loans; and (3) copyright and information technology laws and policies that provide universities with opportunities to commercialize curricula and develop new programs through distance education. On the basis of the knowledge I have gained through my own research, in this chapter I focus on commercialization of research because these trends have direct implications for doctoral students and their socialization (Mendoza, 2007a, 2007b, 2009; Mendoza & Berger, 2005, 2008; Mendoza, Kuntz, & Berger, forthcoming).
Doctoral Socialization and Academic Capitalism

Doctoral students impacted by academic capitalism are those who work in research sponsored by industry or in areas that might lead to patents. The life of doctoral students affected by academic capitalism resembles the life of Nate in chemistry (see Golde, chapter 4). In these fields, research is expensive and faculty heavily depend on grants from the government, foundations, or the private sector to advance their research agendas. These research agendas are conducted in teams of doctoral students, postdocs, and even several scholars around well-defined problems. Doctoral students also depend on this funding for their dissertation research, usually in the form of research assistantships, which limits their research options to those groups with funding available. Unfortunately, this could discourage students to continue pursuing their doctorates (Golde, 1998). The same way doctoral students in these fields depend on research funding to complete their doctorate, faculty also heavily depend on doctoral students hired as research assistants to advance their research agendas. From the firm’s perspective, research assistants are more than just labor but potential future recruits. In fact, having students working on a project directly related to a problem faced by the sponsoring company offers a unique opportunity to assess the skills of the student and educate her in areas of interest for the company (Mendoza, 2007a; Mendoza & Berger, 2008). These mutual benefits for faculty and firms were well articulated by Slaughter et al. (2002) in their quote, “Graduate students [as tokens of exchange] were the faculty members’ ‘gifts’ to industry; industry’s gifts to the faculty were resources for research, ranging from equipment to money, which was most often attached to the support of graduate students” (p. 285).

Faculty with industrial grants are likely to have to conform to contractual agreements involving specific deliveries in a relatively short period of time (up to a year), which means that doctoral students, the working bees of these grants, might end up being pushed for results in a timely manner and involved in several projects of this kind throughout their doctorate (Gumport, 2005; Slaughter et al., 2002). Moreover, secrecy of knowledge is still a delicate issue in establishing relationships with industry. Patenting and secrecy of knowledge is critical for the competitiveness and viability of private firms, while free dissemination of knowledge and the peer-review process are cornerstones of the academic profession. However, given that there is always basic, general science behind products and technologies, faculty in these collaborations
tend to focus on the basic science that is too general for product development and, hence, focus away from intellectual property issues. Generally, there is a contractual agreement between faculty and the sponsored firm in which the latter has the right to file patents before publication, which might delay publications for up to six months. Doctoral students might be co-authors of such publications or even dissertations, which might represent delays in graduation or inability to show a publication record while on the job market. However, in all my interviews with faculty and students (Mendoza, 2007a; Mendoza & Berger, 2008; Mendoza et al., forthcoming), these delays are rare and normally students are not affected by intellectual property issues. In some cases, students are hired by the company that sponsored their dissertation research, boycotting any intellectual property complications.

There is a common downside of industrial funding, which is the short-term nature of industrial grants due to fiscal constraints of the sponsoring companies. While federal grants tend to cover at least three years of funding, industrial grants might be one-year long in best cases and as little as months in some instances. There have been cases where industry abruptly cut funding, leaving students halfway through their dissertations (Mendoza, 2007a; Mendoza et al., forthcoming). This discrepancy in funding timelines creates a challenge for faculty members who have to support doctoral students for at least four or five years, which is the normal duration of doctoral programs in these fields (National Science Board, 2008). The short-term nature of industrial grants also interferes with the longer timelines in academia, where results take longer than industry representatives desire due to the additional obligations that both students and faculty must assume such as teaching, service, coursework, and examinations.

The negative implications of industrial sponsorship mentioned above are less likely to occur in departments or research groups with high prestige. Mendoza et al. (forthcoming) demonstrated that top-ranked departments within a given discipline have access to both high levels of symbolic resources (such as prestige) and material resources, which gives them a greater advantage attracting federal block grants, thereby allowing them to conduct research in line with their professional and scientific interests. In these cases, faculty are in a better position to protect their core academic goals when negotiating the terms and conditions of contracts with industry. In some cases, they can afford to reject industrial money at odds with their scientific and educational interests. However, less advantaged departments or less established faculty
with fewer block grants are more likely to compromise core academic values such as the proper education of doctoral students and free dissemination of knowledge in exchange of restrictive industrial funds.

In sum, if faculty engage in collaborations with industry that do not jeopardize the core values of the academic profession such as academic freedom in inquiry, free dissemination of knowledge, the peer-review process, and education of the next generation of scientists, these collaborations offer benefits to both industry and academia (Mendoza, 2007a; Mendoza & Berger, 2008). By giving grants to faculty, industry gains access to a talent pool of potential recruits, expertise, basic knowledge related to the science behind their products, and scientific breakthrough for future technologies. Faculty obtain funds to maintain their research labs and support students, opportunities to learn about the scientific needs of industry as an inspiration for both their teaching and research, as well as educational and career opportunities for students.

Finally, the level of involvement of faculty and doctoral students in this form of academic capitalism varies across disciplines and types of institutions (Gumport, 2005; Isabelle, 2008; Mendoza, 2007a; Mendoza & Berger, 2008; Mendoza, 2009; Mendoza et al., forthcoming; Zusman, 1999). On the one hand, industry–academia collaborations and commercialization of research are more common in fields involved in research with direct research and development (R&D) applications. On the other hand, within disciplines, the level of involvement in academic capitalism by departments or even by faculty in one single department also varies. A variety of circumstances ranging from proximity to industrial hubs, specific departmental cultures, and personal characteristics influence the level of involvement in academic capitalism (Mendoza, 2009; Mendoza et al., forthcoming). In particular, some faculty and doctoral students are more interested in basic research than are others and some faculty and doctoral students are more interested in industry-sponsored research than their peers. Level of prestige also matters when assessing the impact of academic capitalism because it influences the ability of faculty or departments to attract funds in line with their scientific interests.

Parts II and III of this book discuss the socialization of doctoral students to all aspects of academic work, which are necessary to consider if we are to train doctoral students to the complexities of the academic profession (Austin & McDaniels, 2006; Golde & Dore, 2001). On the basis of these chapters, I discuss the implications for the socialization of doctoral students who are involved in academic capitalism.
Disciplinary and Interdisciplinary Socialization in Light of Academic Capitalism

In Golde’s chapter 4, she illustrates different ways in which doctoral programs are structured based on disciplinary norms and cultures. In her chapter, Golde narrates how doctoral students are socialized to the academic profession, but more importantly, to the specific habits and practices of disciplines beyond mere content knowledge. This socialization translates into a sense of identity for members of a given discipline as they internalize its culture. For complete socialization into a discipline, Golde argues that doctoral students should have opportunities to engage in real-world situations related to their disciplines. Thus, besides formal coursework, examinations, and the writing of the dissertation, students learn the ropes of their disciplines through informal experiences such as seminars, attending professional conferences, reading scholarly documents, as well as through interactions (formal and informal) with faculty, peers, and other scholars in the field.

In fields where research is inspired by application, industry-sponsored research as well as formal and informal interactions with industry representatives through these sponsorships are important ways in which doctoral students learn the ropes of their disciplines. This is true because, in these fields, peers in industry are part of the community of practice, and even the purest form of basic research in these disciplines is always motivated by applicability and technological innovations (Mendoza, 2009). Therefore, regardless of students’ career aspirations, the involvement with industrial research and industry representatives, if well managed, offers significant socialization opportunities for students (Debackere & Veugelers, 2005; Gluck, 1987; Mendoza, 2007a; Salminen-Karlsson & Wallgren, 2008; Stephan, 2001). The ties to industry in these fields are a natural source of inspiration for academic work to the point that it is common for students and faculty in these fields to work in industry a number of years before or after their academic careers (Mendoza, 2007a; Mendoza & Berger, 2008).

Academic capitalism is most likely to happen in interdisciplinary fields such as biotechnology, materials science, optical science, and cognitive science because most technological applications draw from several fields (Slaughter & Leslie, 1997). Holley, in chapter 5, discusses the increasing trend of interdisciplinarity in higher education and its effects on doctoral education. Interdisciplinarity in higher education is normally manifested in research centers of
networks of scholars from different disciplines focusing on a single problem or technology. In less common instances, doctoral students engage in a dissertation that requires knowledge and committee members drawing from several disciplines. According to Holley, the main goal of interdisciplinary education is to produce scholars capable of engaging with multiple communities of practice and respond to scientific problems that depend on several disciplinary perspectives. The challenge with this approach is to balance depth versus breadth of knowledge given that interdisciplinary education requires the acquisition of knowledge, skills, practices, and habits in more than one discipline.

For example, materials science is an interdisciplinary field concerned with the properties of matter and its applications to various areas using applied physics and chemistry as well as chemical, mechanical, civil, and electrical engineering. It originated in the 1970s from industry employers who needed graduates with the skills to apply science and engineering to the understanding and creation of materials. In recent years, the field has been at the forefront of nanoscience and nanotechnology, which have the potential to create many new materials and devices with wide-ranging applications in medicine, electronics, and energy production. Clearly, scholars in fields such as materials science have ample opportunities to engage in research with technological applications competitive in the global market, including with doctoral students. And, so, doctoral students in these fields are likely to experience the challenges of interdisciplinarity as described by Holley, such as breadth versus depth of knowledge and dealing with different cultures and habits from various disciplines. In particular, Mendoza (2007a) found difficulties among doctoral students in materials science interacting with their lab members and faculty with different disciplinary backgrounds in terms of not only different knowledge bases but also related to different ways of thinking and approaching a research problem.

Socialization to Research in Light of Academic Capitalism

Becoming an independent researcher is considered the hallmark of doctoral education (Gardner, 2008; Lovitts, 2008). Normally, doctoral programs are designed to turn students into researchers, and, so, most of the students’ time is devoted to activities related to research or knowledge necessary to conduct research. Weidman, in chapter 2, discusses the different ways in which students
are socialized into research, including courses in research design and methodology, interpersonal interaction with faculty and peers, including mentoring, participation in professional activities related to the academic field of study through associations, and hands-on experiences actually conducting research either through research assistantships or through dissertation work. These are essential components needed to socialize students into research, but as Golde explains in chapter 4, there are important differences among disciplines that need to be acknowledged.

Furthermore, I argue that even within disciplines, there are significant differences in the socialization of doctoral students in light of academic capitalism. These differences depend not only on the characteristics of advisors but also on the source of funding for dissertations. In other words, two doctoral students in the same discipline, in the same department, and with the same advisor can have very different socialization experiences with research if the support for one student comes from a block, unrestricted governmental grant and the support for the other student comes from a company expecting specific deliverables within established deadlines. This scenario is plausible in certain fields involved in academic capitalism given that faculty normally have several sources of funding at the same time. In sum, as I illustrate in this section, within disciplines and academic departments and even with the same advisor, those students socialized through research aligned with academic capitalism are subject to a set of unique experiences in addition to those emanating from specific disciplinary characteristics (Mendoza, 2007a).

Without doubt, the idea of faculty entrepreneurs engaging in research with commercial potential, starting spin-off companies, or simply partnering with the private sector in the research and development of products competitive in the market clashes with the traditional, Mertonian (1957) notion of faculty members engaged in research for the sake of pure scientific curiosity. Moreover, the idea of betraying the value of free dissemination of knowledge by keeping knowledge secret through patents in the name of monetary returns is also an image that contrasts the ideal of altruistic scientists, at least in the materialistic sense. Questions have been raised about the values that doctoral students might acquire socializing in environments engaged in academic capitalism (Gumport, 2005; Mendoza, 2007a). For example, are students in these contexts being socialized to value more secrecy of knowledge over free dissemination? Are they becoming more interested in research that would lead to profitable products than in basic science without palpable, immediate
results? Are they internalizing a business-like culture of habits and practices emphasizing managerialism, bottom-line results, and material rewards? As these students enter the academic profession, are we seeing a shift in the academic culture in those fields engaged in academic capitalism?

The answer to these questions depends on the specific academic context of the doctoral student involved in industry-sponsored research as well as on the individual characteristics and goal aspirations of both faculty and students. For example, for doctoral students interested in careers in industry, working in industry-sponsored projects and interacting with industry representatives offer advantages for their training as future scientists in industrial settings such as learning about scientific problems relevant to industry and the culture in industry. These opportunities allow students to learn first-hand about potential job environments after graduation and to be exposed to job opportunities. In fact, many students in these fields end up being hired by the companies that sponsored their dissertations (Mendoza, 2007a; Mendoza & Berger, 2008; Mendoza et al., forthcoming). For these students, these benefits are likely to shadow potential issues around the ability to publish their dissertations due to intellectual property conflicts or research too focused toward applied ends. By the same token, the opposite is true for doctoral students working on industry-sponsored research who want to pursue careers in academia. In this case, publishing, inquiry in basic science, and socialization to academic roles become a priority, which can be undermined by working on industry-sponsored projects (Mendoza, 2007a; Mendoza & Berger, 2008; Slaughter et al., 2002).

In addition to these personal preferences related to career goals, level of prestige or recognition of students’ departments and advisors play a role in shaping their socialization in light of academic capitalism. For example, those students who work for an advisor who is successful at attracting funding for research, especially from the federal government in the form of unrestrictive block grants, and who has a strong commitment to education, are likely to engage in research with an educational component. This is possible in great part due to advisors’ intentional protection of these students from the pitfalls that may occur when students’ research projects are sponsored by a private company. Such pitfalls may include overemphasis on applied research and intellectual property conflicts (Mendoza et al., forthcoming). These successful faculty members have enough funds and leverage to delineate the terms and conditions of collaborations with industry protecting the core values of
the academic profession and doctoral education (Mendoza, 2007a; Mendoza et al., forthcoming).

On the other hand, given the high costs of research in these fields due to the need for expensive equipment and facilities as well as intensive labor (normally by postdocs and doctoral students), faculty with low levels of prestige and recognition are more likely to engage in contractual work with industry in projects of little scientific value due to their disadvantage in securing block grants to sustain a research program. In these cases, doctoral students end up caught in work with little academic value and away from their dissertation. This type of contractual work is normally closer to actual specific products, which require significant secrecy of knowledge and applied research, thereby continuing to undermine the educational and career opportunities for graduate students. Unfortunately, for many doctoral students in these less prestigious institutions or with less established advisors, this is the only way they can fund their doctoral degree. The exploitation of doctoral students documented in the literature (e.g., Campbell & Slaughter, 1999; Slaughter & Leslie, 1997; Slaughter & Rhoades, 2004; Slaughter et al., 2002, 2004) is likely to happen under these circumstances (Mendoza et al., forthcoming).

Socialization to Teaching in Light of Academic Capitalism

The literature on academic capitalism has mainly focused on its potential negative influences on teaching. For example, Gumport (2005) argued that in these cases, faculty behave more like project managers and supervisors pushing for results than as mentors and educators. Another concern has to do with the additional time that faculty have to spend finding resources to sustain their research writing grants or establishing trustworthy relationships with private sponsors (Mendoza & Berger, 2008; Mendoza et al., forthcoming). This burden might deter faculty from time spent teaching and advising students (Lee & Rhoades, 2003).

However, if we expand and elaborate the definition of teaching using the framework presented in McDaniels’ chapter 1, it becomes clear that under the right circumstances, industry-sponsored projects are an effective means to socialize doctoral students into teaching roles in their respective fields. Given that research in fields engaged in academic capitalism is inspired by use, having doctoral students formally working on projects with real-life industrial applications is an effective mechanism for socializing them to the conceptual underpinnings of applied research in their field. This corresponds to the first
desired outcome in McDaniel’s framework, which refers to students’ conceptual understandings about their role as scholars as well as their disciplinary and institutional differences within which the academic profession takes place. In fact, students reported that those faculty who have close ties to industry have the ability to easily incorporate that practical knowledge into their teaching, which makes their classes and advising more engaging and relevant to their career aspirations (Mendoza, 2007a). Thus, doctoral students as future teachers benefit from learning first-hand about “the real world” if involved in research and interactions with industry representatives. However, to make this opportunity an educational and socializing experience for doctoral students, advisors should choose carefully projects or aspects of projects sponsored by industry in which doctoral students will be involved, making sure that there is enough basic science and room for the development of skills essential in the profession in these projects.

Also, the interactions of doctoral students with industry representatives have been identified as one of the primary benefits of industry–academia collaborations for students, especially because students are exposed to the culture in settings that are likely to be students’ future employment as well as to different ways of communication and collaboration (Mendoza, 2007a; Stephan, 2001). Even if students aspire to academic careers, these interactions are useful to learn how to interact with industry representatives for their future careers as sources of inspiration and funding for research. Clearly, these benefits relate to McDaniel’s third component of her framework related to the development of interpersonal skills, such as written and oral communication skills, collaboration skills, and ability to interact with diverse students and colleagues.

**Socialization to Service in Light of Academic Capitalism**

Ward, in chapter 3, offers a broader view of the role of service in the academic profession beyond the well-understood committee work that faculty do in the name of shared governance. According to Ward, service includes a variety of roles and responsibilities to support faculty members’ institutions, disciplines, communities, and society at large. Faculty service to the mission of higher education is normally tied to the mission of universities in their local, state, regional, and national communities. In this sense, both teaching and research are part of that social service through the generation and dissemination of knowledge and education of the youth and a skilled workforce. In addition,
Contextualizing Socialization

Universities, especially land grant institutions, fulfill more specific social service through outreach programs to communities. Finally, an indirect form of service is the fact that universities are normally engines of economic growth and cultural and social activity to their surrounding communities.

This approach to service clearly agrees with what proponents of academic capitalism have argued to fuel commercialization of research, spin-off companies out of faculty research, and industry–academia collaboration (Geiger, 2004). In fact, the main motivation for the federal government to promote academic capitalism was based on the belief that universities partnered with the private sector in the development of knowledge with direct technological implications and products competitive in the global market, which are all powerful engines of economic growth (Geiger, 2004; Slaughter & Leslie, 1997). This logic is also the main justification for university administrators and faculty to engage in these activities beyond the obvious monetary rewards from these activities. For academic administrators, academic capitalism is a major form of service to society, not only because of the creation and transfer of knowledge for immediate societal and economic needs but also as a means to prepare the scientists who will create the technological advances of the future. For example, University of Florida’s President Machen made a recent announcement meant to seek public support in the state for higher education. He said:

Florida faculty bring into the state an estimated $1.2 billion annually in federal and private research grants. That money does far more than pay for the purchase of equipment or the salaries of graduate students. It leads to innovations that become the seeds of new startup companies and expansion of existing companies. That boosts high-skilled, high-paying jobs and helps Florida stay in front of important industry trends. For example, biotechnology—and especially now, green energy technology. (University of Florida, 2009, p. 14)

However, critics have argued that service defined in purely economic terms undermines the social charter between higher education and society (Kezar, 2004; Kezar, Chambers, Burkhardt, & Associates, 2005; Newman, Couturier, & Scurry, 2004; Slaughter & Rhoades, 2004; Teixeira, Jongbloed, Dill, & Amaral, 2004; Tierney, 2006). In a nutshell, the argument against academic capitalism is that it places an overemphasis in applied research that
is guided by the specific needs and objectives of corporate America neglecting other pressing social issues that do not represent monetary gains.

One of the hallmark programs from the U.S. government to encourage industry–academia collaborations are the Industry/University Cooperative Research Centers (I/UCRCs) sponsored by the National Science Foundation (NSF) since the late 1970s. These centers start with a seed grant to a faculty member to create partnerships with industry between his or her department and relevant industries. Doctoral students are active participants of these venues. Normally, industries become members of the center via a fee that is then directed to support research in the department. Through formal and informal venues such as conferences, workshops, and meetings, the center grants industries access to the expertise and science of their faculty and doctoral students as potential recruits. Also, through these interactions, faculty are more likely to secure research funds for research and research assistants. The Canadian government pioneered a different approach to foster these interactions through its Canadian Networks of Centers of Excellence (NCE). While the American I/UCRC program normally supports regional research centers between one academic department and several companies, the NCE networks are nationwide webs of different types of organizations such as universities, hospitals, governmental agencies, nonprofit organizations, and companies around common technologies. For example, the Canadian Advanced Food and Materials Network is concerned with the development of food and the health implications of genetically modified foods as well as the factors affecting consumer acceptance of these foods with regard to moral, religious, and cultural issues. These ideas resonate with the concept of social entrepreneurship, which focuses on the social gains of the entrepreneurial endeavors typical of academic capitalism, such as benefits for communities in terms of quality of life (Mars & Metcalfe, 2009).

Mendoza (2007b) argued that networks of knowledge such as the Canadian approach are a better model to promote the social service of higher education and socialize students toward a scholarship of engagement as explained in Ward’s chapter and also by Ramaley (2005). Doctoral students’ socialization through research projects in networks of knowledge is likely to engage them in projects less focused on the bottom line and specific corporate needs and more oriented toward societal needs. Also, with less emphasis on research directed to products, students and faculty are less likely to have
intellectual property issues and overapplied research. In addition, these networks have the potential to expose doctoral students to a greater variety of organizations and thus gain broader educational and career opportunities.

Recommendations

Academic capitalism affects doctoral students and faculty as well as departments, universities, and other external agencies, such as the federal and state governments. In this section, I provide recommendations to each of the above about how to engage in productive and meaningful ways for collaborations with industry for both the private and the public good.

Recommendations for Doctoral Students

- If options are available, join a research group with the right balance of federal and industrial grants according to your professional goals. In other words, if your goal is a career in industry, you will have better opportunities to advance if you choose a group heavily involved with industry, but if your career goal is an academic career, it is more desirable to work in a research group mainly supported by unrestricted block grants such as those from the NSF or the National Institutes of Health (NIH). However, keep in mind that regardless of your career goals, it is good to be exposed to both types of funding and research because both are interrelated and depend on each other in many ways.
- If you work in an industry-sponsored research and have to interact with industry representatives, do not feel intimidated or frustrated by their different practices and habits. Instead, frame your interactions with industry representatives as an educational experience. Pay attention to their culture, their communication styles, and to the scientific problems they are facing as an inspiration for your own work, even if your goal is an academic career. Remember that industry might become a significant source of funding and research projects throughout your career.
- If your career goals are in industry, do your best in your work and interpersonal skills when working on an industry-sponsored research. The sponsoring firm might be interested in recruiting you after graduation and it is likely to be assessing your fit in the company both as a researcher and as a potential colleague throughout the duration of the research project. Even if you are not interested in working for that
particular firm sponsoring your research, the community of practice is normally small and so you should always be professional in all your interactions with them.

- It is important to establish clear criteria, goals, objectives, and deliverables with associated timelines from the beginning with the sponsoring firm. Intellectual property agreements regarding publications should also be clearly established from the beginning. In doing so, work with your advisor in finding balance between what the firm wants from your research and what is required to complete your dissertation and other scholarly milestones. Also, with your advisor, reach a comfortable agreement with the company about intellectual property issues including what you can publish and within what parameters.

**Recommendations for Faculty Members**

- Diversify your grant portfolio maintaining a healthy balance of unrestricted grants (such as those from NSF or NIH) and restrictive funding with specific deliverables and focused on applied projects. Various sources of funding and types of funding avoid overdependence on one single granting agency and give you greater flexibility to juggle your scientific interests and funding opportunities for students.

- Recruit doctoral students for your research whose career goals match the type of research available for funding. Ideally, students should be exposed to projects relevant to industry and technological applications but with sufficient basic science. However, basic science is more important for students interested in academic careers.

- Stay true to your academic goals and values. If possible, reject collaborations with industry that compromise your ability to properly educate students involved in those collaborations or that undermines your scientific interests, your ability to publish, or your academic freedom.

- Given the different objectives, cultures, and practices between industry and academia, it is important to establish clear parameters, boundaries, goals, and deliverables from the beginning. For this, you must be clear in your early negotiations with industry representatives about your broader responsibilities as a faculty member, which involves educating students and other commitments such as teaching and service that may translate into longer timelines of work than in industry. Make industry
realize that processes in academia are slower given the other demands and challenges that faculty and students face. By the same token, be mindful that students are apprentices and are likely to take longer to obtain results, even more so if they are still in the midst of coursework and doctoral examinations.

- Realize the educational and employment benefits of industry–academia collaborations for students. Find opportunities for students to directly interact with industry representatives and learn about the world of industry through visits to companies, presentations to industry representatives, and other formal and informal ways of interaction. Highlight for students the importance of learning the ways industry interacts and operates as well as the real-life applications of research that these interactions offer. Stress the importance of professional interpersonal skills to students when interacting with industry representatives and assist students in polishing those skills.

Recommendations for Departments

- The development of healthy and productive industry–academia collaborations involve a considerable amount of time networking, establishing trustful relationships, and developing contracts that protect the values and interests of all involved, including doctoral students. Departments should provide support and resources to faculty members to facilitate the development of these collaborations such as full-time staff dedicated to identify potential partners and arrange the nuances around the establishment of these relationships. Other support mechanisms include assisting faculty negotiating contracts that protect the core mission of academic institutions as well as creating venues to facilitate encounters with industry such as in-house conferences, symposia, open-house days, and newsletters.

- Departments can establish consortiums modeling the I/UCRCs around the knowledge base of given technologies, in which industries become members by means of a fee. The resources collected from that fee can be used as seed money to support faculty research. In return, industry members have access to doctoral students and the expertise of faculty and to a variety of structured venues such as workshops and conferences.
• Establish mentoring programs where established faculty mentor junior faculty on ways to establish partnerships with industry. Also, established faculty can be encouraged to invite junior faculty to collaborate with industry.
• Establish rewards and incentives for faculty members who have successfully partnered with industry while maintaining the integrity of the academic profession, including providing educational and job opportunities for doctoral students and for those who actively mentor and assist junior faculty in establishing healthy industry–academia collaborations.

Recommendations for Universities
• Facilitate the development of industry–academia collaborations with adequate resources and support for departments and faculty including staff dedicated to help the development of these relationships.
• Reward those departments and faculty members who have successfully engaged in collaborations with industry while protecting the integrity of education of doctoral students, academic freedom, free scientific inquiry, and free dissemination of knowledge.
• Provide specific mechanisms to assist junior faculty in establishing healthy collaborations with industry.
• Implement intellectual property policies that do not impede the formal establishment of collaborations with industry by carefully assessing the real returns of commercialization of research versus attracting funds from industry (Mendoza & Berger, 2005). In considering this, university administrators should weigh whether it is worth losing industrial sponsorship because of restrictive intellectual property policies designed to cash in royalties in the future from potential successful licensing options.

Recommendations for External Agencies
• Federal R&D policies should be designed not only in the name of economic prosperity but also to foster scientific and technological innovation to improve broader societal needs as well as adequately train scientists and a skilled workforce in those technologies.
Initiatives such as the I/UCRCs are successful in promoting industry–academia collaborations. However, the federal government should consider expanding these types of programs to networks of knowledge, such as the ones in Canada, including nationwide interdisciplinary and interorganizational webs around critical technologies and societal issues.

Government programs should reward and encourage collaborative programs that protect the public good of higher education while bringing economic prosperity to communities, regions, and nations.

While supportive of R&D collaborations between the private and the public sector, the federal government should continue investing in basic research through block grants to help scientists develop their research agendas with full academic freedom, detached from contractual arrangements with private firms. A healthy stream of unrestricted grants for research from the federal government improves the ability of faculty members to establish contractual arrangements with industrial sponsors that do not compromise the pillars of the academic profession and the education of doctoral students.

The federal government should increase the level of federal research funding in order to guarantee equal opportunity of access to these funds across different types of institutions. If federal grants are concentrated in a few institutions, those departments with less federal funding might be compromising their core values in order to service industrial sponsors in exchange for industrial funds that compromise the values and goals of the academic profession.
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PART FOUR

INTERSECTING SOCIALIZATION AND DEMOGRAPHICS
THE INDIVIDUAL AND THE INSTITUTION

Socialization and Gender

Margaret W. Sallee

Ling has been at Flagship University for over a year now. While she has adjusted to the expectations of her polymer science program and her assistantship, she is admittedly having a hard time meeting people. Being one of the few women students in the program, much less her entire college, she often feels excluded from her peers' conversations and get-togethers. While she knew she would have trouble finding other women faculty, she was surprised at how few other women students she has met in the sciences. When coupled with the language and cultural challenges she is facing, Ling feels isolated and often lonely. This is particularly problematic when it comes to group work. Most of the male peers get together on a regular basis to work on their coursework and constantly help each other with their respective experiments and issues they may face in research. However, things are different for Ling. Her lack of peer support means that she generally has to figure out things on her own, sometimes resulting in academic performance lower than that of her peers. She wonders if she made the right decision in coming to this country.

When asked how he feels he is doing in his program, Scott, now in the second year of his child psychology degree at Ivy U, just shakes his head slowly and sighs. One of the first things that come to mind for Scott is the attitude of his male buddies questioning his masculinity as they try to figure out why is be in such a "girly" field. As one of the few male students in his area of child psychology, and one of the few students of color, he often wishes he could be with other men. Scott
doesn’t know with whom he can talk about this, so he starts looking around at other psychology programs in his college, hopefully with more males.

In this chapter, I describe the ways in which socialization is a gendered process that compounds differences between men and women in different disciplines. I explore gender at both an individual and an institutional level. Every individual will have a different experience in his or her doctoral program; some of those differences may be attributed to gender. In addition, men and women may be found in different disciplines that have different norms and expectations. We can say that such differences are gendered. For example, women do not have different experiences in science and engineering because they are inherently less capable than their male counterparts, but rather because the disciplines create a culture that promotes a particular set of masculine norms.

I begin the chapter by providing an overview of the status of men and women in doctoral programs. I then turn to a brief discussion of the gendering of disciplines before further exploring how particular disciplines are more welcoming to students of one gender than the other. I then consider how three features of doctoral education—advisor–advisee relationship, type of assistantship, and time-to-degree—play a critical role in students’ success and the degree to which such elements differ by discipline. I conclude with recommendations for different constituencies interested in creating a more welcoming climate for all students. To illustrate the differences both by discipline and by gender, I draw upon examples from a recent study (Sallee, 2008) on the experiences of doctoral students in two disciplines—aerospace and mechanical engineering (AME), a male-dominated discipline, and English, a female-dominated discipline. As the literature suggests and the experiences of these students illustrate, gender—both of individual students and of a discipline—shapes students’ experiences and trajectories through their programs.

Gender Across the Disciplines

Over the past 30 years, women have moved from representing a fraction of all doctorates earned to nearly half of all doctorates earned. In 1976–1977, men earned 76% of the 33,126 doctorates conferred across all disciplines in the United States. Fifteen years later, in 1992–1993, the total number of doctorates conferred rose to 42,132. Of these, men accounted for only 62%
of the total. In 2006–2007, men and women had reached parity in terms of the number of doctorates earned. Of the 60,616 doctorates conferred, women actually accounted for a slightly higher number of the 60,616 doctorates conferred: women earned 30,365, or 50.1%, of all doctorates (Snyder, Dillow, & Hoffman, 2009).

While these numbers signal good news for those interested in promoting gender equity in the academy, men and women have still not reached true parity. The professoriate continues to be dominated by men, who accounted for 58% of faculty across all ranks in the United States in 2007. While women and men are represented in near equal numbers at the assistant professor rank (men accounted for 53% of all assistant professors), men outnumber women at the full professor rank by a margin of nearly three to one (Snyder et al., 2009). Although the focus of this chapter is on the experiences of doctoral students, the representation of male and female faculty play a critical role in shaping students’ experiences in their programs.

Although men and women are now earning doctorates in equal numbers across the academy, disaggregating by discipline reveals inequities. Table 7.1 highlights the differences in doctoral degree completion by selected fields.

As the table indicates, men and women are earning doctorates in disproportionate numbers in various disciplines. Some fields mirror the national data. For example, approximately the same number of men and women are earning doctorates in the biological and biomedical sciences as well as the social sciences. Yet, there are other disciplines where the percentages are far more unbalanced. Women account for only 21% of doctorate recipients in engineering and only 29% in philosophy and religious studies. Similarly, women are overrepresented in the fields of psychology, accounting for 73% of all doctorates earned, and in education, earning 68% of all doctorates. They also hold a slight majority in English, accounting for 59% of all doctoral degrees in 2007. These disciplinary differences are significant, not only because they point to the continued inequities in outcomes for male and female students but also because they lead to the creation of gendered disciplinary cultures that privilege distinct sets of gendered values.

Gender in Organizations and Universities

Early scholarship in organizational studies assumed that organizations were gender-neutral. Since men composed the majority of employees in the workplace, the male perspective was taken to represent the human perspective
TABLE 7.1
Doctorates Conferred by Gender and Selected Fields of Study, 2006–2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fields</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>60,616</td>
<td>30,251 (49.9%)</td>
<td>30,365 (50.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture and natural resources</td>
<td>1,272</td>
<td>768 (60%)</td>
<td>504 (40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological and biomedical sciences</td>
<td>6,354</td>
<td>3,221 (51%)</td>
<td>3,133 (49%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>2,029</td>
<td>1,188 (59%)</td>
<td>841 (41%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>8,261</td>
<td>2,681 (32%)</td>
<td>5,580 (68%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>8,062</td>
<td>6,377 (79%)</td>
<td>1,685 (21%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>1,178</td>
<td>478 (41%)</td>
<td>700 (59%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics and statistics</td>
<td>1,351</td>
<td>949 (70%)</td>
<td>402 (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy and religious studies</td>
<td>637</td>
<td>453 (71%)</td>
<td>184 (29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical sciences and science technologies</td>
<td>4,846</td>
<td>3,317 (68%)</td>
<td>1,529 (32%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>5,153</td>
<td>1,382 (27%)</td>
<td>3,771 (73%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social sciences</td>
<td>3,037</td>
<td>1,627 (54%)</td>
<td>1,410 (46%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Snyder et al. (2009).

(Acker, 1991). Little scholarship considered the degree to which gender identity influenced the experiences of employees. As women entered the workforce in greater numbers, feminist scholars such as Kanter (1977) called attention to the challenges that women faced in the workplace and the degree to which they were expected to assimilate to male norms. Kanter’s work led to a transformation of organizational studies, leading to work by many scholars (e.g., Acker, 1991; Collinson & Hearn, 2005; Hearn, 2002) who explored the gendered nature of organizations and the degree to which gender shapes organizational life.

Britton (2000) suggested that organizations are typically thought of as being gendered in three ways. First, an organization might be gendered to the degree to which it has been structured based upon a distinction between masculinity and femininity. Such organizational processes will continue to reproduce distinctions that privilege masculinity while marginalizing femininity. Second, an organization might be gendered by the extent to which it is either male- or female-dominated. For example, nursing is considered to be a feminized field, since women compose the overwhelming majority of
nurses. Similarly, as the number of doctorates conferred indicates, engineering is a masculine field. Finally, an organization might be considered gendered in that it is “symbolically and ideologically described and conceived in terms of a discourse that draws on hegemonically defined masculinities” (Britton, 2000, p. 420). The use of such discourse and symbols helps to explain the marginalization of women in fields that are not male-dominated. Although women’s representation has increased in a variety of organizations and careers, the majority of fields were designed to focus on the needs of the male worker. As a result, many organizational practices require employees to conform to particular norms that favor one definition of the ideal, masculine worker.

Like organizations, universities too can be thought of as gendered either to the extent that they are dominated by men or women or to the extent that they adopt practices that replicate a distinction between masculinity and femininity. As highlighted earlier, men continue to outnumber women in the ranks of the faculty. Given this disparity, we might expect that female faculty and students assimilate to the norms established by the male majority. My argument here is not just that men and women have different experiences but that women in engineering will have different experiences than women in English due to differences in disciplinary cultures and expectations.

The Impact of Gendered Disciplines on Doctoral Students

As Table 7.1 illustrates, men and women populate different doctoral programs in different numbers. While roughly equal numbers of men and women pursue degrees in the social sciences, engineering and mathematics continue to be dominated by men. Such structural disparities create an environment that favors masculine norms and male students. Much has been written about the “chilly climate” in academe. First coined by Hall and Sandler (1982), scholars over the past 25 years have explored how the chilly climate has differentially impacted female faculty (Hagedorn & Laden, 2002) and female students (Crawford & MacLeod, 1990) in a variety of disciplines (Fox, 1998; Washburn & Miller, 2006). Most frequently, issues of chilly climate are noted among women pursuing doctorates in the sciences and engineering. In particular, scholars have found that women in these fields cite lower levels of self-confidence and satisfaction with their programs, issues of gender discrimination, and an emphasis on competition more than their male counterparts. I discuss these findings below.
While women and men are equally qualified to pursue their doctorates, several studies have indicated that women tend to have more negative experiences in their programs and lower levels of self-confidence. In her study of men and women in a chemistry doctoral program, Ferreira (2002) found that while students of both genders entered graduate school with similar undergraduate GPAs and levels of confidence, female students reported lower levels of self-confidence at the time of the study. Similarly, in their study of students in gender-balanced and male-dominated fields, Ulku-Steiner, Kurtz-Costes, and Kinlaw (2000) found that women in male-dominated programs reported more negative perceptions of their own competencies throughout their doctoral programs. These studies point to processes in doctoral programs that affect women’s beliefs in their ability to succeed.

Perhaps such self-doubt might be attributed to experiences with gender discrimination. While men may be oblivious to gender discrimination, women’s experiences suggest that the sciences are anything but gender-neutral. In a survey of 574 doctoral students in STEM fields at the University of Washington, Litzler, Edwards Lange, and Brainard (2005) found that women reported greater experiences with gender discrimination than did their male colleagues. While their results did not probe the types of discrimination experienced, female AME doctoral students in my research discussed the subtle—and not so subtle—ways in which they were discriminated against and propositioned in their departments. For example, they frequently found themselves targeted as their male colleagues’ objects of affection. Jenny told several stories about different men in the department who hit on her, including one who gave Valentine’s Day cards to multiple women in the same class:

It got to a really weird part where on Valentine’s Day or the day before Valentine’s Day or whatever, he gave us cards. But he gave me a card that, like a Valentine’s card and it had, you opened it up and it played music. It had like a little squirrel with an ice cream cone and hearts everywhere and whatever. And it said something disturbing I thought. It was like, “I love you all over!” And it was kind of like, I don’t know you at all.

While some might not construe this student’s actions as being discriminatory, they created an uncomfortable environment for Jenny and the other female students in the class. Female students also shared stories about finding out that male advisors in the department had different conversations with
their male advisees than they did with the women. I will return to these stories later in this chapter.

In addition to gender discrimination, women in the sciences and other male-dominated departments are also more likely to report a sense of isolation and a culture of competition in the department (Ferreira, 2002; Litzler et al., 2005). In the study of chemistry doctoral students, women reported that their advisors created a lab that promoted competition, leading to a sense of isolation particularly for the women (Ferreira, 2002). Many of the AME students in my own research echoed similar claims. However, both the female and the male students in the department criticized their advisors for trying to create a culture that promotes competition and minimizes collegiality. For example, Jeff described a lab meeting in which his advisor complained about the students’ lack of competition with each other:

He’s actually complained to us that we don’t argue. He’s like, “You don’t have a big enough ego.” Every semester, we have one or two meetings where he kind of complains about us . . . “What I want to see is more ego. You guys have to have more pride.” It’s kind of what we don’t like.

While advisors argued that the sciences require competition between scholars for success, the students had adopted a different set of norms. This example underscores my contention that gender is not simply a matter of differences between men and women but about different expectations that are associated with each discipline. While Jenny’s experiences being aggressively pursued by a male classmate suggest that women are indeed treated differently in engineering, Jeff’s story about an emphasis on competition suggests that the entire discipline is dominated by gendered norms—and perhaps outdated norms that may change as a new generation of scholars become faculty. I have briefly focused here on the ways in which the norms of a discipline might be gendered. I now concentrate on the ways in which men and women have different experiences within their doctoral programs.

**Doctoral Education and Gender Differences**

Although the numbers of women pursuing doctoral degrees have risen considerably over the past several decades, graduate school remains a difficult journey for many women. While all students are expected to navigate the
same obstacles, such as passing comprehensive exams and writing a dissertation, women often face a disproportionate burden off-campus. While women may not be more likely to be married or have children, they typically assume greater responsibilities for childcare than do their male counterparts (Mason & Goulden, 2004). Here, I focus on the ways in which the features of doctoral education influence women’s experiences, including three features that have been repeatedly cited as critical to students’ progress in graduate school: relationship with advisor, assistantships and methods of financial support, and time-to-degree. Each of these features is related and impacts the other. A student’s relationship with his or her advisor, for example, is shaped, in part, by the type of assistantship held; both the advisor–advisee relationship and the type of assistantship shape a student’s time-to-degree. While each is discussed separately, the areas are interrelated and indeed impact each other. I discuss each in turn, devoting attention to both the obstacles for all students and the way in which women are differentially impacted.

Advising Relationships

The faculty advisor plays a critical role in a doctoral student’s success (Austin, 2002; Baird, 1992; Golde, 2000, Golde & Dore, 2001). For example, Baird (1992) argued that “the graduate faculty is the critical agent conducting . . . socialization, serving as definers of knowledge and disciplinary values, models of the roles of academics in the discipline, and producers of practical help and advice” (p. 1). In a survey of 189 graduate students at UC Santa Cruz, Tenenbaum, Crosby, and Gliner (2001) identified three types of help that advisors might provide to students: instrumental help, psychosocial help, and networking help. Instrumental help focuses on learning how to do academic and research tasks specific to doctoral study (such as writing a paper). Psychosocial help focuses on care for the individual’s well-being. Finally, types of networking help include assisting the student in making contact with others working in the field. As I discuss shortly, men and women tend to receive different types of help from their advisors.

While scholars agree that good advising is important, there is less attention as to what constitutes good advising. Although students must learn the skills necessary to complete their dissertations, good advisors are not charged solely with teaching their students’ skills. Rather, good advisors provide emotional support as well. Golde (2000) suggested that good advising can be measured by the amount of time the advisor and student spend
together, the quality of the interactions, and a sense of investment and care in the student’s success. In part, good advising can be measured by student satisfaction. Tenenbaum et al. (2001) found that students who received more psychosocial help reported greater satisfaction with their advisors and with the graduate school experience in general. In another study, Girves and Wemmerus (1988) found that students who reported being treated as junior colleagues were more satisfied with their doctoral programs. In sum, the literature highlights the fact that students with positive advising relationships excel and feel more satisfied with their programs.

While good advising is critical to students’ success, the antithesis is also true: poor advising contributes to students’ failure (Golde, 2000; Moyer, Salovey, & Casey-Cannon, 1999; Nerad & Miller, 1996). Golde (2000) found that students who leave their doctoral programs often point to broken relationships with their advisor as a primary reason. Similarly, in their study of graduate students who dropped out of UC Berkeley, Nerad and Miller (1996) found that poor advising relationships contributed to students’ decisions to leave. One study found that women in the sciences are far more likely to leave doctoral study than are their male peers. Over a nine-year period, the attrition rate for female students averaged 45% compared with 30% for men (Ferreira, 2002). Doctoral education depends considerably on the advisor–advisee relationship. However, men and women report having different types of relationships with their advisors.

While positive advising relationships are an indicator of satisfaction with the doctoral program, research has indicated that women are less likely to have positive advising relationships than do men. In a survey of 154 graduates of York University, Seagram, Gould, and Pyke (1998) found that female doctoral students had less satisfactory relationships with their advisors than did their male counterparts. The women reported that their advisors had less interest in their dissertation topics and were more likely to report conflict with members of their dissertation committees. There is less agreement in differences in research preparation. Some have reported that women are less likely to conduct research with their advisors than men (Tenenbaum et al., 2001), whereas others (Schroeder & Mynatt, 1999) have found no difference in the numbers of publications produced by male and female students.

In addition to differences in academic preparation, scholars have found that women have different levels of social interaction with their advisors. Nettles and Millett (2006) found that male doctoral students in education
and engineering perceived social interactions with faculty to be better than that reported by female students. While this study does not disaggregate by gender of advisor, other studies do. Research by Schroeder and Mynatt (1993, 1999) indicated that male and female doctoral students have different experiences depending on the gender of their advisor. In a study of female doctoral students, Schroeder and Mynatt (1993) found that those who had female advisors reported higher quality interactions and felt that their advisors were more concerned with their welfare than did students with male advisors. In a later study, the authors found that female students with male advisors reported more negative psychosocial interactions than did female students with female advisors or male students with advisors of either gender (Schroeder & Mynatt, 1999). In my research, women in AME reported learning that their advisors interacted differently with them than with their male peers. While the women’s (male) advisors occasionally joked around with them, Vanessa told me that her male classmates said that the same advisors made off-color jokes in all-male settings. While one could argue that the female students were better served by not being subjected to inappropriate humor, the fact remains that the women had different types of interactions with the faculty than did the men.

In addition to different quality interactions, Schroeder and Mynatt (1999) found that male and female students reported meeting with their advisors at different levels of frequency. Students of both genders met with their advisors more in academic versus nonacademic settings. However, male students with male advisors met more frequently in nonacademic environments than did male students with female advisors or female students with advisors of either gender (Schroeder & Mynatt, 1999). The authors also found that same-gender advisor–advisee pairings interacted more frequently in nonacademic settings than did other-gender pairings. Many of the English students in my study reported occasionally meeting with their advisors to talk about academic matters. The men, however, described meeting with their advisors on a more social basis. For example, Eric was invited out to dinner with his male advisor. Joe described a typical meeting with his advisor, also a man:

We exchanged cigars. And we talked football and we talked about the paper that I’m writing now and if it’s ready for publication. He says it looks very good and . . . we also talked about a conference that I’ll be presenting at in the spring and gave me information for this other professor that might be able to help me with my work. I think we set up a date too, to go hang out at this bar and smoke more cigars.
As Joe indicated, his meetings with his advisor are both social and academic. They mix conversations about requirements for papers and conferences with discussions of football and cigars. Students and faculty in mixed-gender pairings may not have the same types of common discourse to draw upon, leading to an advising relationship that may be productive academically, but less so socially. Given that the frequency of advisor contact translates into increased satisfaction and retention, the literature suggests that men may be more likely to persist through their graduate programs than women.

**Assistantships and Methods of Financial Support**

While the advisor–advisee relationship shapes the doctoral student experience, it alone cannot account for the variation in student outcomes. Students’ trajectories through their programs are also shaped by their level of financial support and the ways in which they pay for their programs. Receiving encouragement from faculty is critical to student success. However, many students do not persist in their programs without financial support. Some report that low graduate student stipends affect students’ persistence (Maher, Ford, & Thompson, 2004; Moyer et al. 1999; Nerad & Miller, 1996). For example, Moyer et al. (1999) found that 38% of students reported stress during their doctoral programs due to low stipends and the process of acquiring funding. In their study of students who dropped out of graduate study, Nerad and Miller (1996) found that students also pointed to low levels of financial support as contributing to their decision to leave. As I discuss in the next section, adequate levels of financial support can play a significant role in students’ trajectories through their program. Maher et al. (2004) found that students who took longer to finish their degrees were more likely to have erratic sources of funding from both inside and outside the university than those who finished their degrees in a more timely fashion.

While some doctoral students rely on outside employment, many rely on university assistantships to pay for their graduate programs. However, different types of assistantships lead to different demands on students’ time and, indeed, different rates of progress through their programs. Nettles and Millet (2006) found that 67% of students were offered some form of financial support by their institutions at time of entry. The level of support differed by discipline; 90% of students in science and mathematics were offered an assistantship versus just 46% of students in education. However, the remaining 54% of
students in education were not without any financial support, but rather relied upon external sources of employment to finance their education. Students who are employed on-campus are more integrated into their degree programs than those with employment elsewhere. Girves and Wemmerus (1988) found that students who worked either as research assistants (RAs) or teaching assistants (TAs) reported greater involvement in their graduate programs and were more likely to persist to graduation than those without university employment. The type of assistantship differs by discipline. In Nettles and Millett’s (2006) study, 44% of students who were offered financial support were offered research assistantships while 60% were offered teaching assistantships. Sixty-nine percent of engineering students but only 26% of education students and 14% of humanities students were offered research assistantships. Significantly, the authors found no gender differences across all fields of study in assistantships; men and women were equally likely to work as RAs. The percentages of students offered teaching assistantships were fairly equal across fields, though only 41% of students in education and 44% of students in humanities received such support. In my study, the differences in type of assistantship were more attributable to discipline than to gender. For example, most of the students in AME worked as RAs while most of the students in English, both male and female, worked as TAs. Coupled with Nettles and Millett’s (2006) findings, this suggests that gender differences do not simply reside at the individual level, but at the institutional level as well.

**Time-to-Degree**

A student’s progress through his or her doctoral program is shaped by the factors already discussed: advisor relationship and type of funding. In their study of 160 female graduates of Stanford’s School of Education, Maher et al. (2004) found differences between women who finished their doctorates in under 4.25 years and those who took more than 6.75 years to finish their doctorates. Specifically, those who they classified as early finishers were more likely to report positive relationships with their advisors. The trends hold true for students of both genders. Ferrer de Valero (2001) found that departments with high completion rates and low times to degree were characterized by positive advisor–advisee relationships and more advisor involvement in doctoral education. Similarly, the type of assistantship also affects degree progress. Those with teaching assistantships take longer to complete their degrees than do those with research assistantships (Sallee, 2008; Seagram et al., 1998).
While teaching and research are both time-intensive undertakings, students employed as RAs are often able to work on research that informs their dissertations while a TA’s teaching responsibilities rarely facilitate research progress.

In addition to advising and source of funding, there is some evidence that time-to-degree differs by discipline and gender. Abedi and Benkin (1987) found that the smallest average time to doctorate was 6.8 years for students in the physical sciences. Students in education averaged the longest time to doctorate at 11.0 years. While discipline appears to make a difference, there is less agreement as to whether gender does. Nettles and Millett (2006) found no difference in their sample of degree completion between men and women. However, Abedi and Benkin found that women had a longer time-to-degree than men; women averaged 9.51 years, whereas men averaged 8.32 years to complete their program. Twenty years later, data from the 2007 Survey of Earned Doctorates Differences echo these claims. The survey reports that, on average, men earn their doctorates in 7.7 years while women take 8.2 years to earn their degree (Welch, 2008). In my research, there was little difference in rate of degree completion between men and women in each discipline. However, across disciplines, the rates varied wildly. The engineers typically finished both their master’s and doctorates in a total of five years, whereas the English students averaged eight to ten years to finish their Ph.Ds. These findings again point to the fact that while some have found slight differences in time-to-degree by individual gender, the larger differences arise from disciplinary differences, or institutional gender.

In this section, I have suggested that students’ trajectories through their doctoral programs are particularly influenced by three factors: the advisor–advisee relationship, type of assistantship, and time-to-degree. While the literature indicates that men and women indeed have different experiences, there is similar evidence that differences also extend across disciplines. The woman in engineering may have less in common with her female counterpart in English than her male counterpart in her own field. Such findings extend the conversation about gender from merely an individual analysis to an institutional analysis.

Suggestions for Practice

Given the individual and institutional differences outlined above, I conclude this chapter with suggestions for five key stakeholders who are interested in
improving the climate and experiences for male and female doctoral students across all disciplines.

**Doctoral Students**

- Find support networks. As this chapter has made clear, the advisor plays a critical role in doctoral student success. Doctoral students should aim to seek out an advisor who can provide guidance to help them successfully navigate their programs. Of course, different students have different needs; some students may feel that they need more emotional support than others. While advisors are designated to provide support, students should be encouraged to seek support from other sources as well, including other professors in the department or senior graduate students.

- Advocate for change if the culture is unfriendly. Too many studies have indicated that students fail to complete their doctoral programs due to poor advising relationships and perceptions of an unfriendly climate. While faculty and administrators are ultimately responsible for creating a friendly climate, doctoral students who feel that they are being discriminated against should not be complacent. Students are advised to seek out an ally—perhaps a professor or sympathetic administrator in the department. Other possible sources include faculty and administrators in other departments or members of the Graduate Student Senate.

**Faculty**

- Fulfill advisor responsibilities. Faculty advisors play the single most critical role to doctoral student retention and success. Being an advisor means more than simply chairing a dissertation. It entails advising students on potential classes to take, helping them refine their research interests, and providing them with opportunities for professional development. For some students, this may also include providing emotional support. Faculty who feel unable to provide all the support that a student needs should encourage students to seek out multiple mentors.

- Do not marginalize groups of students. As the data at the beginning of this chapter indicate, some departments contain equal numbers of
women and men while others are more heavily dominated by one gender or the other. Women in the sciences and engineering frequently report that they are marginalized or experience gender discrimination. Faculty are reminded to be cognizant of their behavior. While, of course, all faculty know to avoid sexual advances toward their students, gender discrimination takes more subtle forms, including socializing exclusively with students of one gender. Faculty should strive to treat all students equitably.

**Departments**

- Create opportunities for students to get to know faculty. Although students are usually assigned advisors, students can benefit from knowing multiple professors in the department. As the literature has indicated, students—particularly women in male-dominated fields—can benefit from having an advisor of the same gender. Male-dominated departments might consider creating a mentoring program to match female students with female faculty mentors. Where numbers of female faculty are particularly small, as they are in many science disciplines, departments may consider creating a joint mentoring program.
- Host monthly sessions to allow students to meet each other. Much of the literature reported that the female students complained that their science departments were isolating. Similarly, AME students of both genders in my research reported knowing few other students outside of their lab. Departments might consider offering monthly lunches to allow students to get to know each other. Such events would reduce isolation as well as create possibilities for collaboration on research projects.
- Be conscious of underrepresented groups. Men in the humanities and education and women in the STEM fields have a different experience in their programs than the other gender. Departments are encouraged to be cognizant of the needs of these underrepresented groups and to consider whether the culture discriminates against these students.

**Universities**

- Conduct periodic audits to evaluate gender equity of institutional and departmental practices. Such an audit might include attention to
the gender distribution of research and teaching assistantships. Are more men than women serving as RAs while women are primarily TAs? Such an analysis should be disaggregated by department as science and engineering students are more likely to be RAs while those in the humanities and social sciences are more likely to serve as TAs. Similarly, the institution should examine differences in time-to-degree by discipline and by gender. Regular audits will ensure that students of either gender are not being unduly discriminated against.

- Create rewards for excellent faculty advisors. Faculty tend to be rewarded for their research productivity and occasionally recognized for their work as teachers. However, the one-on-one mentoring that faculty provide is often overlooked. Institutions might consider establishing a program that recognizes and rewards professors who create research opportunities for students and otherwise facilitate academic success. At the same time, institutions should also provide workshops and other assistance to help interested faculty develop the skills to become strong advisors.

**External Agencies**

- Professional associations should demonstrate their commitment to gender equity. Various disciplines take their cues from their professional associations, such as the MLA (Modern Language Association) for the humanities and AERA (American Educational Research Association) for education. Each professional association should issue a statement outlining its commitment to gender equity and the steps it will take to help women and men achieve parity in the field.

- Funding agencies might tie grants to demonstration of gender equity. Faculty in the STEM fields rely considerably on funding from NSF (National Science Foundation), NIH (National Institutes of Health), and NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration), among others. The federal government might issue guidelines that limit funding for departments and individual faculty members who have a history of attrition by female doctoral students. Departments might also be required to include a plan for how they plan to increase the representation of women.
Conclusion

Over the past 30 years, women have moved from representing a mere fraction of doctoral students to slightly over half. However, as the data illustrate, women have not yet reached parity in all fields—nor are men equally represented in others. To continue to ensure equitable outcomes for students of both genders, departments and universities need to pay attention to their practices and create a positive climate that enables all students to succeed.
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INTERSECTING SOCIALIZATION AND DEMOGRAPHICS


Scott began graduate school after he got married a few years ago. He feels he has adjusted well to his role in his marriage but now struggles with how to balance that with his graduate school peers. He is honestly surprised that his personal life would have any influence on his graduate education, but he finds that because he is married he hasn’t found the opportunity to interact much with his peers. These peers, who are almost all single, want to socialize at times when he is busy with family obligations and in places meant for singles such as bars. On top of this, his wife isn’t particularly keen on the idea of Scott hanging out with all the single women in his program. He gets the feeling that he is really missing out on a lot by not having this casual time with his colleagues in the program. In particular, he has realized that key information and insights about the program and how to be successful in the career are shared in these informal gatherings.

Eva is really excited about the program but is admittedly a bit worried about the isolation she already feels from her peers. Eva has found she is dramatically older than many of her peers, something she did not expect. Because of this difference in age and maturity she tends to shy away from much interaction with the other students in her classes. She has found, however, that she feels much more comfortable with her faculty members, who are closer in age and seem to
share similar life experiences. For now, while she feels a bit awkward with her classmates, she is happy that she at least has easy relationships with her faculty. She wonders to herself, which relationship is more important?

This chapter is based upon work supported in part by the Lilly Endowment, Inc., under Grant No. 950437; the Spencer Foundation under Grant No. 9980004; the National Center for Postsecondary Improvement under Grant No. R309A60001; and the National Science Foundation under Grant No. REC 9903080. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of either the Lilly Endowment, Inc., the Spencer Foundation, the National Center for Postsecondary Improvement, or the National Science Foundation.

No Road is Long With Good Company. ~Turkish Proverb

With the national median time-to-degree being 7.8 years and in some fields nearly 12 years (Welch, 2008), one might ask if the road to the Ph.D. is different for those who have good company—namely, a spouse or a significant other—as opposed to those who travel the road alone. The tasks that lie ahead for students who enter doctoral programs are twofold: first, they must gain mastery of their subject; and second, they must make a unique contribution to their field. Hence, each student ultimately undertakes a personal journey to earn his or her doctoral degree. In their day-to-day experiences, faculty and their fellow graduate students typically have a very strong influence on doctoral students’ experiences. Regardless of whether it is discussions during the structured hours of a seminar, discussions during a research team meeting, writing a paper with fellow students and/or faculty, discussing one’s work with faculty over coffee, attending a professional association meeting, or attending the annual department holiday party, students are always learning from faculty and their contemporaries what it means to be a doctoral degree holder in their field of study. This is how students are socialized into their professions.

When we began the research that led to *Three Magic Letters: Getting to Ph.D.* (Nettles & Millett, 2006), student marital status was not a central
interest. Our study began in our quest to answer such public policy ques-
tions about the doctoral student experience as “How do doctoral students
find the financial resources to support their academic interests and see them-
Selves through timely completion of their Ph.D. degrees?” Such demographic
matters as gender and race/ethnicity within a field were the primary lenses
through which we initially examined the data. Marital status emerged as an
interesting personal characteristic of doctoral student socialization, and for
this book we decided to take a closer look at this facet of doctoral students’
lives in relation to their socialization experiences. Two questions guide our
analyses of the doctoral experience:

1. What are the differences by marital status in doctoral students having
an academic advisor, a mentor, academic interactions with faculty,
academic interactions with their faculty advisor, student–faculty social
interactions, peer interactions, and plans for a faculty career after
completing their degree program?
2. What contributes to married or single doctoral students’ academic in-
teractions with faculty, academic interactions with their faculty advisor,
social interactions with faculty, and peer interactions?

The Literature on Marital Status

On the basis of his review of the work of Levin and Franklin (1984) and Heins,
Fahey, and Leiden (1984), Baird (1990) concluded that graduate students often
have nonacademic roles that are as important to them as their roles as graduate
students; many, for instance, are spouses or partners and parents. These
multiple roles may compete for students’ attention and may be accompanied
by numerous demands on students’ time and energy as well as financial
resources. Researchers have sought to determine the relationship between
marriage or partnership and success in doctoral programs (Feldman, 1973;
Hawley, 1993); marital status and productivity (Feldman, 1973; Price, 2005);
marital status and social interactions (Feldman, 1973); and marital status and
degree progress (Girves & Wemmerus, 1988; Price, 2005). It may be helpful
to review these studies in chronological order.

Feldman (1973) analyzed a Carnegie Commission on Higher Education
data set with responses from 33,000 mailed questionnaires from a spring
1969 sample of graduate and professional school students in 158 colleges and
universities. In his review of the productivity of students who planned a faculty career, Feldman concluded that the greatest difference in publication—presenting a paper or publishing an article—was between married men and married women, with married men being the most productive (19% vs. 10%). In questions about socialization, women of all three types of marital status (single, married, and divorced) reported higher rates of almost never socializing with their fellow graduate students than did men. In fact, single women (25%) had a higher rate of never socializing with fellow graduate students than did married graduate students (23%).

Girves and Wemmerus (1988) examined the correlates of degree progress in either master’s-level or doctoral-level programs in their 1984 single institution study of 948 graduate students from 42 departments across 12 colleges who entered graduate school at a Midwestern university in 1977. Students’ marital/couple status at the start of their program as well as getting married/couple status changed were included in the analytical models. Girves and Wemmerus determined that these two student characteristics were not related to degree progress for either master’s or doctoral students.

In Being Bright is Not Enough: The Unwritten Rules of Doctoral Study, Hawley (1993) drew on her career experiences and the extant research to provide a comprehensive overview of the journey that doctoral students take over the course of their graduate careers. At the end of the monograph, Hawley considered the impact of the graduate school experience on one’s relationships with spouses, family, and friends with an eye toward earning the doctoral degree and keeping relationships with family and friends intact.

Over 30 years after Feldman (1973) published his work, Price (2005) analyzed the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation’s Graduate Education Initiative data set of 11,435 students from the entering cohorts of 1982 to 1996 to determine whether graduate students who were married at the start of their graduate programs do as well as or better than students who were single at the start of their programs. Price was particularly interested in within-gender differences. He determined that married men had better outcomes than single men on degree completion, time-to-degree, likelihood of publishing, the number of publications, and obtaining a tenure-track job six months after graduation. Married women were at a slight advantage over their single women peers in publishing (both likelihood of publishing and number of publications) and completing their degrees in less time.
Methodology and Data Analyses

The research presented in this chapter is based on research that we conducted for *Three Magic Letters: Getting to Ph.D.* (Nettles & Millett, 2006). The original intent of our work was to examine gender and race/ethnicity differences within fields of study.

The sampling plan involved a three-stage design. The first stage involved selecting 21 doctoral-granting universities and inviting them to participate, the second stage involved selecting the 11 fields of study, and the third stage involved selecting a stratified sample of students from the participating universities and the relevant fields of study. Doctoral students who were beyond the first year of their doctoral coursework, and who were actively engaged in their programs in the fall of 1996, were selected from the following 11 fields: (a) biological sciences, (b) mathematics, (c) economics, (d) physical sciences, (e) education, (f) political science, (g) engineering, (h) psychology, (i) English, (j) sociology, and (k) history. For analytic purposes, the fields were collapsed into the following: education, engineering, humanities, science and mathematics, and the social sciences.

The 88-item Survey of Doctoral Student Finances, Experiences, and Achievements was developed for this study. The survey consists of seven sections: (a) application and enrollment process, (b) current doctoral program experience, (c) attendance patterns, (d) financing your doctoral education, (e) future plans, (f) undergraduate experiences, and (g) background. The sample had 9,036 doctoral students representing a 70% response rate. Men and women were equally represented in the sample. The distribution of the sample by race/ethnicity and citizenship was U.S. African Americans (10%), U.S. Asian Americans (9%), U.S. Hispanics (7%), U.S. Whites (58%), and international students (16%).

Important Analytic Variables

“Mentors, unlike advisors, cannot be assigned to specific students. Advisors may be mentors, but many advisor–advisee relationships never evolve to the mentor–protégé relationship” (Willie, Grady, & Hope, 1991, p. 72). The quote by Willie et al. rang true for us in our writing of the Survey of Doctoral Student Finances, Experiences, and Achievements. Willie was one of Catherine’s mentors during her master’s program. We wanted to learn more about the
experiences of today’s doctoral students when it came to advising and mentoring. For us, advising and mentoring are two distinct activities. We also sought to learn about students’ interactions with faculty and their fellow graduate students in a variety of settings. We developed four factors that cover the range of these different types of interactions: the Peer Interaction Index, Student Faculty Social Interaction Index, Academic Interactions with Faculty Index, and Advisor Interactions (see Table 8.1).

The conceptual framework for the study focused on how students navigate the doctoral experience, including their socialization experiences. The background characteristics include the student’s gender, race/ethnicity, age, parent socioeconomic status (a measure of education and occupation), marital or domestic partner status, household income, and whether the student has children under 18. Two admission credentials, GRE General Test scores (Verbal, Quantitative, and Analytical) and the selectivity of the undergraduate college, are included in each of the analyses. For predicting each outcome (interactions with faculty advisor, academic interactions with faculty, student faculty social interaction, and peer interaction), we selected from among a variety of doctoral program experiences including the following: whether the student was attending a public or private graduate school, whether the current program was the first/only choice doctoral program, whether the student had a master’s degree upon entry, whether the student ever had a fellowship, whether the student ever had a research assistantship, whether the student ever had a teaching assistantship, whether the student had a mentor, whether the student was always full-time, and whether the student expected the first job to be a faculty or a postdoctoral position.

Data Analysis

The statistical analyses are both descriptive and relational. The descriptive analyses include analysis of variance (ANOVA) for continuous outcomes and chi-squares (cross tabs) for dichotomous (binary) outcomes in order to reveal similarities and differences among the race and sex groups within fields of study on the various dependent measures (Table 8.2). The relational analyses consist of regressions by field of study (Table 8.3). At the graduate level, the norms and practices with respect to such issues as funding and scholarship vary considerably. Our goal is not to compare the experiences across the fields, but rather to observe whether there is parity within a field for single and married students. We performed separate regressions for each of the five fields (Tables 8.2 and 8.3).
### TABLE 8.1
Survey of Doctoral Student Finances, Experiences, and Achievements

Factor Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors and Survey Items</th>
<th>Factor Loading</th>
<th>Internal Consistency (Alpha)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peer Interaction (z-Scored)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3.2 It has been easy for me to meet and make friends with other students in my program</td>
<td>.642</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B15.1 Participated in an informal study group with other graduate students</td>
<td>.637</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B15.2 Participated in school- or program-sponsored social activities with other graduate students</td>
<td>.701</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B15.5 Socialized with graduate students of different racial/ethnic backgrounds</td>
<td>.706</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B15.9 Socialized informally with other graduate students</td>
<td>.789</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Student/Faculty Social Interactions (z-Scored)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3.5 It is easy to develop personal relationships with faculty in this program</td>
<td>.845</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3.6 There is a great deal of contact between professors and students out of class in program</td>
<td>.800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4.4 There is a collegial atmosphere between the faculty and students</td>
<td>.886</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4.5 Satisfaction with communications between faculty and students</td>
<td>.904</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4.7 Satisfaction with quality of overall faculty-student relations</td>
<td>.900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Academic Interactions With Faculty (z-Scored)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4.1 Quality of faculty instruction</td>
<td>.643</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4.6 Availability of the faculty to meet with students</td>
<td>.742</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
TABLE 8.1  
(Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors and Survey Items</th>
<th>Factor Loading</th>
<th>Internal Consistency (Alpha)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B4.8 Quality of academic advising provided by faculty</td>
<td>.840</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4.9 Quality of feedback on scholarly projects or academic progress</td>
<td>.840</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4.10 Quality of professional advising and job placement</td>
<td>.703</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4.12 Faculty interest in my research</td>
<td>.765</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advisor Interactions (z-Scored)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B8.1 Advisor is accessible for consultation</td>
<td>.797</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B8.2 Advisor offers useful criticisms of my work</td>
<td>.843</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B8.3 Advisor has concern for my professional development</td>
<td>.911</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B8.4 Advisor is interested in my personal welfare</td>
<td>.852</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Profile of Doctoral Students

As we indicated in the methodology, the students who completed our survey had completed the first year of their doctoral program. Our marital status measure may not be comparable to many prior studies because we included in our definition both students who were married and students who had domestic partners at the time that they completed the study. For ease of presenting and reading, we refer to this category of our sample as married, and both partners and spouses are referred to as spouses.

Across the sample, 54% of the doctoral students were married. The largest percentage of married students (62%) majored in the field of education (as one might expect from the higher ages of doctoral students in education), followed by humanities (54%), social sciences (52%), sciences and mathematics (50%), and engineering (49%). The only significant major field difference we observed in student marital status was between education and most other
### TABLE 8.2
Summary Table of Descriptive Analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptive Analyses</th>
<th>All Fields</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Engineering</th>
<th>Humanities</th>
<th>Social Sciences</th>
<th>Sciences and Mathematics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Having an advisor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advisor is same sex as student</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advisor is same race as student</td>
<td></td>
<td>Married</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having a mentor</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Married</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor is same sex as student</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor is same race as student</td>
<td></td>
<td>Married</td>
<td></td>
<td>Married</td>
<td></td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advisor is mentor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactions with faculty advisor</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic interactions with faculty</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student–faculty social interaction</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer interaction</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postdegree employment plans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:**
Blank indicates married and single students do not differ on this measure.
Married indicates that married doctoral students have an advantage.
Single indicates that single doctoral students have an advantage.
### Table 8.3
Summary Table of Relational Analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relational Analyses</th>
<th>Social Sciences</th>
<th>Sciences and Mathematics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interactions with faculty advisor</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic interactions with faculty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student–faculty social interaction</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer interaction</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- Blank indicates married and single students do not differ on this measure.
- Married indicates that married doctoral students have an advantage.
- Single indicates that single doctoral students have an advantage.

There are differences in the marital status of men and women in the other fields. When we viewed marital status by sex, we found that 68% of the men and 59% of the women in education doctoral studies were married. In the humanities, we observed a similar pattern, with 57% of men and 51% of women being married. In the sciences and mathematics, the percentages were reversed, with 53% of women married compared with 49% of men. Differences in the marital status of men and women in the other fields were minimal.

The spouses of doctoral students in our sample are best characterized as having a high level of educational attainment. Approximately 28% of the sample who were in domestic relationships had spouses whose highest attainment was a bachelor's degree; 45% of spouses had a master's degree, 16% had a Ph.D., J.D., or M.D., and 12% of the spouses of the doctoral students did not have a bachelor's degree. Although many doctoral students' spouses have attained high levels of education, many others are pursing their doctoral degrees at the same time. We can think of these as dual-graduate student couples. Among the students who were married, nearly one-third (29%) had spouses who were also students.

Among our sample, it appears that students are foregoing parenthood, at least temporarily. Nearly three-quarters of students reported having no
children under the age of 18. Two-fifths of married students had children under 18 compared with just 8% for single students. These differences held within each of the five fields of study.

The Socialization Experiences: Descriptive Analyses

We begin by examining the advising and mentoring experiences of single and married students and then examine each of the four socialization factors. The final section presents students’ career expectations after the degree program.

Advising and Mentoring

As we indicated, we asked separate questions in the survey about faculty advising and mentoring. The good news is that 92% of doctoral students reported that they have an advisor. Overall, single and married students reported similar rates of having an advisor. The only within-field difference that we noted is that married students in the sciences and mathematics reported slightly higher rates of having a faculty advisor (91% vs. 86%).

Nearly two-thirds of doctoral students had advisors who were their same sex. Among single and married doctoral students, married students reported slightly lower rates of having an advisor of the same sex compared with their single peers (62% vs. 65%). When we looked at the five fields of study, this pattern of married students reporting lower rates of having advisors of the same sex was found in the sciences and mathematics (64% vs. 70%).

Students also provided information about the race/ethnicity of their advisors. Nearly two-thirds of students reported that their advisor shared their race/ethnic background. Overall, single and married students reported similar rates of having an advisor of their same race/ethnicity. Education was the only field in which married students reported slightly higher rates of having an advisor of the same race/ethnicity (70% vs. 63%).

Nearly 70% of all doctoral students in our study reported having a mentor. Married students had a slight edge in mentoring compared with their peers in the overall doctoral sample (71% vs. 68%). A closer look within fields finds that married students retained their slight advantage when it came to having a mentor in engineering (74% vs. 67%), the humanities (78% vs. 71%), and the sciences and mathematics (73% vs. 69%). Doctoral students’ experiences of having a mentor of the same sex mirror their advising experiences. Nearly two-thirds of doctoral students had a mentor of the same
sex. Overall, there were no differences by marital status and only within the field of sciences and mathematics did married students report a slightly lower rate of having a mentor of the same sex (64% vs. 69%). Similar patterns were found when we examined having a mentor of the same race/ethnicity. Overall, slightly more than two-thirds of doctoral students had a mentor of the same race/ethnicity. Single and married students reported the same access to same race/mentors. As we saw in their experiences with advisors, married students in education had a slight edge in reporting having a mentor of the same race/ethnicity.

The doctoral admissions process bears some similarities to the marriage courtship ritual. Just as one seeks a good fit with one’s prospective life partner, graduate students as well as faculty need to be concerned about a good fit. When students and doctoral programs are courting each other in the admissions process, one of the key issues is having a good fit or match with regard to academic interests. Doctoral programs aim to match incoming students with the intellectual foci of their department overall as well as the academic interests of the particular faculty. One important reason for this is that students will need to recruit faculty to chair their dissertation committee or to serve on the dissertation committee. With this in mind, we asked students whether their faculty advisor and faculty mentor were the same person or two different people. Slightly more than 60% of students reported that their advisor and mentor were the same person. This held true for married and single students overall as well as within field of study.

We were curious as to how long it took students to find a mentor (within months, within the first term, within the first year, within the first two years, longer than two years). For the most part, doctoral students identified a mentor in the first term of their doctoral program (50%) and by the end of the first year that number rose to 70%. Single and married doctoral students reported some slight differences in the time that it took them to identify a mentor. Single students had somewhat higher rates of finding a mentor in their first term (17% vs. 15%) and within the first year (21% vs. 19%).

Aspects of Socialization

This section reports on the four factors that we developed for socialization. The first two are related to students’ academic experiences and the other two are related to their social experiences.
Interactions with faculty advisor. The factor we have called “interactions with faculty advisor” brings together all the student perceptions about their faculty advisor that relate to the accessibility, care, and interest that faculty display about their advisees’ welfare, progress, and careers. We found no differences in students’ experiences with their faculty advisor among the fields of study. When we compared married students with single students overall, married students had higher ratings of their interactions with faculty. This rang true in the fields of education and engineering. Conversely, in the social sciences, married students had lower ratings than did their single peers. Married and single students reported similar ratings in the humanities and the sciences and mathematics.

Academic interactions with faculty. The factor that we are calling “doctoral students’ academic interactions with faculty” combines all the aspects that relate to the quality of faculty instruction: faculty availability to meet with students, faculty academic advising, faculty feedback on projects and academic progress, faculty interest in student research and the quality of professional advising, and job placement by faculty. There were some variations by field in students’ ratings of their academic interactions with faculty. Students in the social sciences rated their experiences lower than did their peers in each of the four other fields. Overall, married students rated their academic interactions with faculty higher than did their single peers. These differences were found within the fields of education and engineering. We found no differences in the humanities, the sciences and mathematics, or the social sciences when it came to marital status and academic interactions with faculty.

Student faculty social interaction index. Our measure of faculty social interaction reflects the general relationships that develop between students and faculty outside of classrooms. The five items that comprise the faculty social interaction factor reflect student perceptions of the quality, ease, and satisfaction of doctoral student relationships with faculty in their program. Doctoral students in the social sciences reported the lowest scores for this index. Their scores were lower than those of their peers in education, engineering, and the sciences and mathematics. Engineering and sciences and mathematics students were relatively similar in their perceptions of the student–faculty social interactions. In the aggregate, married students had higher ratings of student–faculty social interactions. This pattern was also seen in the field of education, engineering, and the sciences and mathematics. In the social
sciences, however, married students had lower ratings than did their single peers. Married and single students in the humanities had similar views of their student–faculty social interactions.

Peer interaction index. Our peer interaction factor is broadly cast and includes five items that deal with the ease of meeting and making friends with other students, participating in informal study groups with other graduate students, participating in sponsored social programs, socializing with graduate students of different racial backgrounds, and socializing informally with other graduate students. When we look at doctoral students reporting on their peer interactions, students in education and engineering reported less positive experiences than did their peers in the social sciences and the sciences and mathematics. In a reversal of the patterns that we saw with faculty, overall, single students reported higher ratings for peer interactions than did their married peers. With the exception of the humanities, these differences held when we examined individual fields of study.

Postdegree employment plans. The final issue that we included in our exploration of married and single students’ socialization during their doctoral programs is their career expectations after they earn their degree. One set of analyses looked at whether students expected to hold a faculty or postdoctoral position compared with other types of jobs (e.g., industry, government, and self-employment). Slightly less than half the students reported that they expected a faculty or postdoctoral position, which is in keeping with national trends (60% in 2006) (Hoffer, Hess, Welch, & Williams, 2007). Overall, single and married students were similar in their expectations to hold a faculty or postdoctoral position. Within fields, engineering was the only field in which married students reported a higher rate of expecting to hold a faculty/postdoctoral position than did their single peers.

Relational Analyses

Having a Mentor

In planning our approach to the relational analyses for Three Magic Letters (Nettles & Millett, 2006), we decided that since doctoral students identified their mentors so early in their doctoral careers that we needed to limit our predictive variables to the information that faculty had at the time of admission. Although we know the marital status of students when they completed
the survey, we did not know whether it was the same at the time of admission. Therefore, we did not include marital status in the relational analyses for mentoring.

**Interactions With Faculty Advisor**

When we started the separate regression analyses by field to determine the important predictors of students’ interactions with their faculty advisor, we included students’ marital status. Our analyses found that when we held all other conditions constant, students’ marital status was not a predictor of interactions with faculty advisors in any of the five fields.

Because this book focuses on socialization we thought it might be useful to report on what we found about two other aspects of students’ socialization experience that contribute to students’ positive perception of their interactions with their faculty advisor. One notable predictor is having one faculty member who serves as both a student’s advisor and his or her mentor. With the exception of education, students who had the same person serving as both their advisor and mentor reported more positively on their interactions with their faculty advisor. Similarly, students in all five fields who aspired to a first job as either faculty or postdoctoral researcher compared with their peers with other initial career goals generally rated their interactions with their faculty advisor positively.

**Academic Interactions With Faculty**

This factor measures students’ opinions about the overall quality and performance of their faculty in teaching, research, and advising and how accessible they are to students. In the social sciences, married students rated faculty academic interactions lower than did single students. The opposite experience was found in engineering, with married students rating their faculty academic interactions higher than did single students.

The most important correlates to predicting academic interactions with faculty are having a mentor, attending one’s first/only choice doctoral program, expecting to achieve a faculty/postdoctoral position upon completing a degree, and spending less time progressing through their program. Having a mentor seems to be the key predictor of students’ feelings about their academic interactions with faculty. In all five fields, having a faculty mentor results in between .45 to .73 SD increase in the academic interaction with faculty index.
Student Faculty Social Interaction Index

Student–faculty social interaction is a measure of the relationships that develop between students and faculty outside of classrooms. The four items that comprise the measure reflect student perceptions about the quality and ease of their social relationships with faculty. In many respects, this factor is quite similar to academic interactions with faculty. Married students in the social sciences had less favorable social interactions with faculty.

A variety of other characteristics and experiences are related to positive student–faculty social interactions, with the most prominent being students having a mentor, being enrolled at their first/only choice doctoral program, and spending relatively little time pursuing their doctoral degree. In all fields, students with mentors reported strong student–faculty social interactions. In fact, having a mentor may be the key to positive student–faculty social interactions. The size of the increases in student–faculty interactions by virtue of having a mentor were larger than increases based upon any other attribute we studied. Students with a faculty mentor compared with those without a mentor reported an increase in student–faculty social interactions ranging from a .44 SD increase in sciences and mathematics to as high as a .63 SD increase in education. Students who expect to be college or university faculty or a postdoctoral position also had more favorable views of student–faculty social interactions in education, the humanities, and in sciences and mathematics compared with students with alternative career plans.

Peer Interaction Index

Peer interaction is a measure of the students’ experiences with their graduate school peers. It takes into account the nonclassroom experience with them. For the most part, marital status did not predict peer interaction. Only in the social sciences did married students report weaker social relations with peers. Expecting to have a career as a college or university professor or a postdoctoral position had a significant positive effect upon social participation in the humanities but a negative effect in education.

It should not be surprising that the type of funding doctoral students receive may contribute to peer interaction. In all fields except engineering, being a teaching assistant contributed favorably to students’ social participation. Likewise, in two fields, engineering and sciences and mathematics, being a research assistant contributed favorably to students’ social participation. A
common belief is that a byproduct of student participation as teaching or research assistants is a greater connection to their departments because students are likely to have office space and be required to conduct their assistantship assignments in their department. By contrast, fellowships have typically been viewed as funding vehicles that may require students to engage in little contact with the department, since students may not receive office space or be required to spend time in their department. Hence, we were surprised to see that in all fields except humanities, having a fellowship contributed favorably to students developing peer social interactions. It could be that the reduced workload of fellowship recipients relative to research and teaching assistants offers students more flexible schedules to establish peer connections, and perhaps even a greater sense of belonging to their academic programs. Another hypothesis is that engineering and sciences and mathematics students have more instances of working as part of a research group in their classes than do students in other fields and this spills over to other aspects of their relationships with peers.

Summary of Descriptive and Relational Analyses

Married students appear to be at an advantage on several aspects of doctoral socialization in the descriptive analyses. Overall, and in each field, with the exception of the humanities, single students have higher rates of peer interaction than do married students. In the humanities, the only difference appears to be that married students more often have a mentor than do their single counterparts. Married students also have a greater frequency of having a mentor overall and in engineering and in sciences and mathematics. Despite more often having a mentor of the same race in the field of education, married students in that field do not have a mentor more frequently than do their single contemporaries. Just as single students in education are dominant with peer interaction, married students lead in both academic and social interactions with faculty generally, and with their faculty advisor. These advantages for married students are prevalent in the fields of education and engineering. In the case of social interaction with faculty it also applies to the field of science and mathematics. Married science and mathematics students also reported having an advisor more often than did their single counterparts, but overall, and in science and mathematics, single students report more often having an
advisor of the same sex as their own. Only in the field of education do married students more often report having an advisor of their own race.

In the relational analyses, in which we were able to hold constant other aspects of the doctoral student experience such as other background characteristics, admissions attributes and criteria, funding during doctoral program, and graduate school experiences, married and single students appeared to have many similar experiences. One exception was that married students in engineering reported higher scores for their academic interactions with faculty. In contrast, single students rated their academic interaction with faculty, student–faculty social interaction, and peer interaction higher than did their single peers.

A Cautionary Note

Our two groups of interest in this chapter were married and unmarried students and their experiences with different dimensions of doctoral socialization. We must make a cautionary note that there may be a self-selection effect in which married students have unobservable characteristics (e.g., motivation and outgoing nature) that make them more likely to participate in socializing opportunities, which makes it difficult to determine causation. There may be a number of differences between students who are married during their doctoral programs that we are not able to take into account.

Doctoral Student Socialization is Not Just an End Point

In this chapter, we focused on the different components of doctoral student socialization, the related student background, and behavioral characteristics, and examined whether and how the experiences were different for married and single students. As we demonstrated, doctoral student socialization experiences, in turn, have an influence on other critical aspects of the doctoral student experience. The types of analyses presented in *Three Magic Letters* (Nettles & Millett, 2006) reveal how aspects of the doctoral experiences influence other experiences and outcomes. For example, although not in each of the five fields, faculty mentoring is a predictor of other outcomes of doctoral education such as presenting a paper at a conference, publishing an article, students’ overall research productivity, their rate of progress in doctoral programs, their degree completion, and their time to degree.
The relational analyses revealed a different story. Student marital status appears to make little difference in student achievement of the doctoral student socialization outcomes in education, the humanities, and the sciences and mathematics. In engineering, married students have an advantage in academic interactions with faculty. In the social sciences, the opposite pattern occurs, with single students having an edge over their married peers in academic interaction with faculty, student–faculty social interaction, and peer interaction.

Moving Research Into Practice—Implications for Doctoral Students

Our intent is for the research to inform students’ experiences. Here are some suggestions for doctoral students that are based upon the analyses conducted for this chapter:

Connect With Other Doctoral Students:

- In order to keep social pace with single students, married students need to accelerate their peer relationships. Typical strategies might include the following: form study groups, work on assignments, or write conference papers together.
- Married students: seek out other doctoral students in your program or at your graduate school with spouses or families. Help connect your family to other families at your university.
- Invite peers to review your course papers or work that you do as part of your research team. Provide feedback about the work that you are conducting as well as the areas that you can improve.

For Expanding Academic Relationships With Faculty:

- Join student campus groups.
- Join professional associations in one’s discipline.
- Join student–faculty committees on campus. For example, volunteer to serve on faculty or administrative search committees.

For Expanding Social Relationships With Faculty:

- Invite a faculty member for coffee. Explore common research interests and hobbies or social interests.
Meet with a faculty member during office hours to discuss assignments or to think about your future academic and professional activities. Prepare for the meeting ahead of time so that you have an agenda for what you want to discuss.

Sustaining Relationships With Advisors:

- Read and discuss the different stages of the doctoral degree (see Mendoza & Gardner, Introduction). Discuss activities of the profession that you plan to enter after your doctoral program. Consider each faculty member in the department on what he or she contributes to your development.
- Ask other students about their experiences with a prospective faculty advisor. Ask students if the faculty member has different expectations of married and single students.

Expanding Mentor Relationships:

- Consider selecting or changing advisors to someone who can also serve as a mentor.
- When possible, student research interests should be aligned with faculty research interests.
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“Why does everybody think that I am a genius?” Ling tells her mother over the phone with frustration. “I am just a hard working student. I make mistakes and fail sometimes too,” she continues. Ling explains that she finds the pressure of being the “model minority” overwhelming. Despite her success academically, she struggles to live up to the expectations that others have placed upon her, just because she is Asian. She wants people to see her as an individual, with qualities and defects, rather than as a representative of her entire race. Tomorrow she has a final exam, and as usual, she worries that she is not going to be able to sleep well because of the anxiety of not being able to get the expected “A.”

Scott is the only African American in the entire child psychology program right now. “It just feels lonely here,” he thinks to himself. The prospect of becoming a faculty member is even more discouraging. He recently learned that only a handful of African American faculty exist in the entire field, but he has yet to meet any. “Why should I even bother? I don’t belong here,” he says to himself often. Scott feels he is at the point of seriously considering not pursuing an academic career, despite the encouragement of his advisor to do so.

Eva has lived her entire life in South Florida close to her extended family. Indeed, family is the focus of Eva’s life, and so she spends most of her weekends with her relatives. This leaves her classmates frustrated because she is hardly ever available on the weekends to work on group assignments. In fact, her classmates
have a hard time understanding why it is so important for Eva to socialize with her extended family every single weekend. At the same time, Eva wishes that her classmates and instructors had more respect for her culture and values.

There is an increasing need for graduate or professional degrees. The National Center for Education Statistics (2008) estimates that 2.6 million students will be seeking advanced degrees over the next 10 years and many of them will be minority students. Yet, relatively few people actually earn advanced degrees—only about 2% of U.S. citizens earned master’s degrees in the past 10 years and only 1% of the U.S. population attained a doctoral-level degree (Bauman & Graf, 2003). This relatively small percentage shrinks even more when examining people from racially underrepresented groups (Redd, 2007).

There has been an increase in the number of students of color enrolling in doctoral degree programs, approximately a 7% increase in the past 10 years (Redd, 2007, p. 1). Yet, large disparities persist when students of color are compared with their White peers (Harvey, 2002). The majority of the advanced degrees earned by students of color were most recently earned by women (Hoffer et al., 2005). There are also disparities in the fields of study for students of color. For example, most of the advanced degrees earned by African Americans were in the field of education (Hoffer et al., 2005). Even for those students of color and women who do earn advanced degrees, research demonstrates that many are “rejecting academic careers,” for one reason or another, declining to pursue tenure-track or positions within the professoriate (Glazer-Raymo, 1999).

What leads to the “rejection of academic careers,” particularly for students from underrepresented groups? While there is burgeoning research on the graduate experience, scholarship examining the nuances of students of color in advanced-degree programs remains comparatively meager. Many students of color in advanced-degree programs learn that it is difficult to find academic, social, and emotional support during their degree programs (Gay, 2004; Howard-Hamilton, Morelon-Quainoo, Johnson, Winkle-Wagner, & Santiague, 2009). A growing body of evidence indicates that students of color are heavily influenced by a lack of faculty or peer support (Boice, 1992; Cosgrove, 1986; Cronan-Hilliix, Gensheimer, Cronan-Hilliix, & Davidson, 1986; Fox, 1984; Gay, 2004; Hancock, 2002). This gap in faculty support can lead to intellectual, physical, and cultural isolation (Gay, 2004).
Some of the other factors influencing the experiences and success of students of color in advanced-degree programs are a lack of socialization (Turner, Miller, & Mitchell-Kernan, 2002); involvement on campus (Gardner & Barnes, 2007); mentoring (Davidson & Foster-Johnson, 2001; Hinton, Grim, & Howard-Hamilton, 2009); religion or spirituality (Howard-Hamilton, Hinton, & Ingram, 2009); financial support, including assistantships, scholarships, and fellowships (Johnson, Kuykendall, & Winkle-Wagner, 2009); student–faculty interaction or a lack thereof (Hancock, 2002); marginalization/isolation (Beoku-Betts, 2004; Gay, 2004; Turner et al., 2002); and program culture and environment (Lovitts, 2004). The research findings presented here attempt to elucidate the factors that influence the transition and matriculation process (i.e., a sense of belonging) for first-year graduate and professional students into advanced-degree programs with particular attention toward socialization factors.

Theoretical Framework

Herzig (2006) reiterated a definition of belonging as “the extent to which each student senses that she or he belongs as an important and active participant in all aspects of the learning process” (p. 263). This is something that can be realized through various aspects of the learning experience, both in- and out-of-class. Herzig argued that the socialization process shapes the learning experience, as it often entails exposure to both academic and social activities designed to impart certain knowledge and impress upon the student the expectations of the major.

The academic and social communities, Herzig (2006) suggested, are instrumental in a student’s development and learning. Herzig’s study of graduate-level mathematics students led to the conceptualization of academic influences as “faculty beliefs about teaching and learning” as well as “both faculty and student beliefs about mathematics and mathematics epistemology” (p. 256). Social influences were described as “students’ relationships with faculty both in- and out-of-class, encompassing teaching, mentoring and advising and informal interactions and relationships, in addition to students’ relationships with other students” (p. 256). Herzig’s delineation of academic and social influences informs the research in this chapter and provides a framework for understanding how these factors shape students’ perception of their sense of belonging.
In advanced-degree programs, the department and its faculty are the locus of all primary socialization activities. As Austin (2002) explained, “Socialization is the process through which an individual becomes part of a group, organization or community. The socialization process involves learning about the culture of the group, including its values, attitudes and expectations” (p. 96).

The hierarchy of the faculty and department, and the apprenticeship model often used in graduate education, suggests that a student’s ability to form meaningful and effective relationships and to partake in the socialization experience (especially with faculty) is imperative if he or she wishes to succeed. It follows that a student’s capacity to successfully navigate such relationships will undoubtedly affect his or her ability to matriculate and graduate from the program. More specifically, developing the capacity to become involved in and make sense of the socialization process and becoming attuned to the ideal notion of a professional are daunting for most, and especially for students of color whose numbers are miniscule in comparison to their nonminority peers. This chapter attempts to reveal some of the factors that affect socialization for students of color in advanced-degree programs.

**Methodology**

The data for this research stem from a larger study examining factors that shape the way in which students of color choose and matriculate through their graduate and professional programs (see Howard-Hamilton et al., 2009). The primary research question guiding the larger study was “What factors influence the decision-making process for students to pursue and persist in graduate school?”

The inquiry followed a qualitative focus group study design as outlined by Denzin and Lincoln’s (2003) conception of a focus group where the interviewer “directs the inquiry and the interaction among respondents” in an attempt to investigate a research problem (p. 71). This method afforded participants the freedom to choose aspects of their educational process on which to elaborate so that it was possible to collect foreseeable as well as unanticipated information about their experiences (Manning, 1992). Exploratory in nature, a semi-structured interviewing technique allowed for an in-depth examination of participants’ experiences in the first year of advanced-degree programs (Miles & Huberman, 1994).
Participants
While the larger study was multi-institutional and included students from various academic disciplines, we chose in this chapter to focus particularly on first-year graduate and professional students in the Schools of Education and Law at a Midwestern State University (MWSU). Employing purposeful sampling techniques, researchers contacted administrators in the Schools of Education and Law at MWSU to obtain contact information for first-year graduate and professional students. The doctoral students incorporated into this chapter included four females: Anna, a Latina student; and three African American students, Naya, Alana, and Lisa. The four African American professional students included one male and three females: Tony, Kira, Yvette, and Stacey.

Design and Procedure
Invitation messages with the study purpose and contact information were sent via e-mail to all first-year graduate and professional students at MWSU. As students responded, researchers arranged focus groups at times and locations convenient for the students. During the focus groups, lasting approximately 90 to 120 minutes, one researcher directed questions to the students while the other recorded field notes and observed the interview process in an attempt to capture the meaning of participants’ experiences during their first year as graduate and professional school students.

The data were analyzed using the constant comparative method, an inductive process for forming a categorical model to describe the data collected in a study (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). This iterative method of data analysis continuously develops a process for explaining individual units of information as compared to the large whole of the data in an effort to eventually construct a descriptive model. Following verbatim transcription, researchers examined interviews through an open-coding process identifying potential themes and meaningful categories from actual text examples (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). After each transcript was coded, other researchers on the team checked the coding. In addition, coding software was utilized to electronically process the data.
Trustworthiness

To ensure the accurate interpretation of participant comments and responses, researchers employed member checking where they shared an initial draft of the interview transcriptions and findings with focus group participants. Through this process, participants provided feedback and revisions to the initial transcripts. In addition, all analyses were checked by multiple research team members, thus establishing reliable and replicable codes.

Limitations

The number of participants, the use of a single institution, and the ethnic composition of the focus groups are several notable limitations of the study. Despite the fact that qualitative research allows for and is designed to accommodate smaller sample sizes, we recognize that a larger number of participants would provide greater evidence that could be generalizable to a larger population. The work at hand, however, provides the context by which to further build research regarding graduate education socialization for students of color. Given the relative lack of diversity in the selected graduate and professional programs at the chosen institution, most students in the study were African American. To adequately and thoroughly discuss graduate students of color, a more diverse sample of students is needed. The incorporation of institutions of varying Carnegie classifications and the inclusion of White students for comparative purposes would further expand the limited literature on the socialization of graduate and professional students of color.

Findings

In the interest of understanding the factors that influence the extent to which first-year students are socialized in order to transition smoothly into their graduate or professional programs, the following emergent themes are discussed: (a) faculty and institutional socialization and support, (b) peer socialization and support, and (c) family and community socialization and support.

Faculty and Institutional Socialization and Support

Reflecting on the short amount of time that they had been enrolled in their programs, most of the students offered strong opinions about the need to feel a “sense of belonging,” which was influenced by faculty interest in their
academic and professional growth. Lisa and Alana, doctoral students in education, shared the sentiment that faculty interest in their research areas was instrumental in helping them to feel welcomed and competent as new scholars. Lisa specifically commented that validation from faculty was an indication that her physical presence and areas of interest were meaningful to the department and the field. This combination of faculty interest and support, Lisa noted, would be “the difference between me staying here and leaving.” Support can be a key factor to both the initial transitions and ultimate persistence in advanced-degree programs. Lisa’s comments intimate that faculty and department-level support of her research interests were integral to her decision to persist in her program.

The importance of faculty and peer support was also emphasized by Naya, a doctoral student in education, “In a lot of cases, for us . . . we are the first ones in our families. So, it’s not like we have people we can talk to and say, ‘How does this system work?’ [White students] know how to work the system.” Graduate school, for Naya, is a “system” that she needed to disentangle to better understand what was necessary to succeed academically. Faculty and peer support were commonly considered integral to demystifying the “system,” to make it accessible for the students in this study, especially first-generation graduate students such as Naya. In this example, as was the case with the majority of the participants in this study, Naya felt that White students had an advantage when it came to figuring out the “system” of graduate school.

For many of the advanced-degree students in this study, their expectations of faculty support were not met once they came to campus. As students of color, the students had specific expectations of faculty of color. Alana expressed initial excitement about the possibility of interacting with the few African American faculty members in the school. However, she conveyed her disappointment in having little time and few opportunities to dialogue with them: “We don’t really get the support that we see other students getting, but I’m determined to finish this program no matter what they do, what they don’t do, no matter what happens.” Alana felt that she did not receive the support she saw White students receiving. It was as if she felt like she had to find a way to succeed in the program despite the fact that she felt unsupported by faculty.

Some students longed for more faculty of color to help socialize them into the departmental and institutional norms. Naya noted, “Frankly, they
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don’t have as many [minority faculty] as I thought they would have.” Alana agreed and indicated that she had not received as much support from African American faculty as she had hoped. Although she did not fault the faculty members, it is clear that her expectations of faculty support were not met. Many students mentioned the lack of faculty of color and also explained that the presence of more faculty of color would have facilitated their adjustment to and socialization within their graduate programs.

Anna, on the other hand, had opportunities to form a relationship with a Latino faculty member in her department (in addition to her assigned advisor), and she maintained that having the professor as an unofficial advisor was integral to making her transition more comfortable. She explained that the professor offered advice that was especially valuable for a first-generation student who was unfamiliar with various aspects (i.e., the “system”) of the doctoral program: “[The professor] has just been like, ‘This is what you need to do,’ and ‘This is how [you need to do this],’ and ‘You need to stand up for yourself.’” In Anna’s case, she described the way in which her faculty mentor was socializing her to the discipline and institutional norms. Her close relationship with her faculty advisor helped her to understand the “system” and to successfully transition into it.

The law students were not as conversant about the role of faculty support in their transition into the program. In a matter-of-fact tone, the law students acknowledged that faculty were there if they needed help. But they believed that as a law student, as noted by one student, one should “find your own way.” However, this was the extent of their sentiments about faculty influence, suggesting that law students did not have high expectations for faculty support. Stacey was the only student who specifically stated that she desired close interaction with faculty. Conceding that the law student culture is more individualistic, she still expressed disappointment in feeling that she would not have the opportunity to develop more personal relationships with her faculty members as she progressed through the program.

While the law students were less likely to readily describe a need for faculty support, many of these students did describe this type of support as one of the reasons for their successful transition into the program. Many of the law students in this study were involved in a state need-based financial aid program, the Law Opportunity Fellowship. Participants explained that the Law Opportunity Fellowship program, which required students to matriculate on campus during the summer and offered early exposure to faculty, ultimately
helped to socialize them to the norms of the law program. Stacey explained how the Law Opportunity Fellowship summer program helped her to get to know professors and students by stating that the program “helped in knowing who did what and, I guess, before that, being in contact [with] students and asking them what the professors are like and what are the students are like.” This summer program allowed many of the students to learn the law school “system,” initiating supportive relationships with faculty and other students before actually arriving on campus, therefore, easing the transition process.

Relative to the larger sentiment of institutional support, the advanced-degree students in this study often described their transition into graduate school using the word “shock.” For instance, Anna recalled, “I was going through ‘Midwest shock.’ It’s such a conservative, such a homogenous, a religious, you know, a remote location.” Anna noted that forming relationships with other students of color reduced her “Midwest shock,” although she still often struggled with the lack of diversity on campus. This was a prevalent issue for many of the participants because the lack of diversity led to a feeling of shock that ultimately made the institutional environment feel less supportive. At times, peers helped to alleviate these feelings, and the perception that the institution/faculty/department was not supportive.

**Peer Socialization and Support**

Upon arriving on campus, students formed new friendships and found social outlets to absorb the potential stress associated with becoming acclimated to a new environment. At times, these social outlets or peer relationships supplanted the perceived lack of faculty support. This peer support and socialization occurred both within and outside of academic programs.

At the program or department level, there was a sense among the law students that it was important to do well, especially as minority students. Some of their comments suggested that they were more reliant on their peers for support since there were few opportunities for close interaction with faculty. For example, one student noted, “You want [the other African American students] to do well so we will make sure that we are getting our work [done]. So there is a support network to kinda push you along.” In this case, the law student was referring particularly to other students of color. This implies that in the law school, students of color find the greatest support among other students of color. Naya described the importance of her friendships within her department in the school of education, “Having
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A friend here... really has helped me having that bond. That network. [A friend who is also a student of color] kind of knows what you’re going through.” Other students used the term network of friends to describe their peer groups, often comprising other students of color. According to many of the participants, this peer network, consisting of peer support among and between students of color, was especially important in socializing the students to the departments, institutions, and disciplines. It was as if students (either consciously or subconsciously) socialized one another when they did not find support from faculty or the institution.

Outside of academic departments or programs, many of the students of color in this study sought out involvement in cultural activities. Perhaps this was a way to make the predominantly White campus seem more manageable, and to stay engaged with ethnic communities. At times, because students in advanced-degree programs were so busy, this involvement was not active involvement. Rather, involvement took the form of collecting information and staying aware of on-campus events and activities associated with a cultural group. For example, Anna actively sought evidence of a Latino culture on the campus and was relieved and happy to find a very active Hispanic culture center on campus. Although she did not have much time to consistently take advantage of the culture center’s offerings, Anna said that she relied on the listserv to feel connected to the Hispanic community. She noted, “I’m updated through their emails which are constant, like weekly emails and it’s like two pages of events... I still kinda keep my ear to the ground to see what they’re up to.” Thus, while Anna was unable to be actively involved in the Hispanic culture center, she felt comforted and supported by the weekly updates, knowing that there were others on campus with whom she could identify and to whom she could turn for support.

Law students identified organizations such as the Black Law Students Association (BLSA) as a facilitator for social interaction. In addition to this outlet, the Law Opportunity Fellowship was mentioned as a catalyst for students of color in law school as a place for students to find support from other underrepresented students.

Relative to campus involvement, some of the participants underscored the separation between minority and majority students. One student in education mentioned, “We tend to hang out with ourselves and not go out to other people’s functions.” This relates to the discussion above about the need for peer support from other students of color that many participants voiced. In
general, the students of color in advanced-degree programs seldom mentioned meaningful peer interactions or peer support from White students on campus.

While there seemed to be comparatively less peer interaction between White students and students of color, there also appeared to be less interaction among various student of color groups on campus. For example, Tony was concerned about the racial separation on campus and in the local community: “I come from an area where Blacks and the Latinos kinda stick together and here it’s different.” Tony indicated that on this campus, African American students primarily spend time with African American students and Latino students mostly are friends with only Latino students. Thus, while both groups were in the minority on campus, they often did not interact.

The participants described mixed experiences relative to faculty and peer support. Thus, some students described their primary support as stemming from their families, friends, and communities off campus.

Family and Community Socialization and Support

Many of the participants described finding support from the surrounding community, churches, and friendships off-campus. Among law and education students in advanced-degree programs, there was often discussion about the “purpose” or “reason” for working toward the degree when discussing their religious beliefs/spiritual beliefs, families, and communities. Although these sources of off-campus support may not have socialized the students to an academic discipline, families and communities played another socializing role for the students that often gave the students a purpose or reason for working hard to persist through their programs.

Naya told us about a group of friends from her past that remained close and supportive of one another. According to Naya, they encouraged one another to remain steadfast in their various pursuits. Anna offered an additional perspective: “It’s really hard to be the first one treading that path. So, we rely on each other, you know, to kinda get through. And, even though I went to a school that was five or six hours away from them, it was constant phone calls and support in that manner.” Thus, in addition to the support within the department from either faculty or peers, many of the students also relied on their much-needed support from people off-campus. This was particularly important if the students were unable to find supportive peers or faculty on campus.
Family sometimes provided much-needed support as well as a sense of purpose as the doctoral and professional students transitioned into their programs. When asked what their primary sources of support were, many of the participants noted that “family” was integral to their success. Familial support, the students contended, was a source of resilience when the program became challenging. Many of the doctoral students in particular explained that they were first-generation doctoral students, and thus, their degree provided a sense of hope and inspiration to their families. Lisa had a desire to make her family proud, especially her young female relatives. Speaking specifically about her niece, she told us, “If only for her, I’ll keep going. I’ll graduate from a PhD program just because she’s going to follow that example.” Likewise, Naya hoped that her family members would consider higher education a possibility after seeing that one of their own successfully completed the program.

Although all of the doctoral students were admitted because of their academic presence and potential, they often attributed their successful transition and progress to God. They also often described God as the reason for earning their degree. Lisa reminded us, “I’m doing it for God, for myself, for my family. I’m not here by myself.” Lisa was motivated by her sense of purpose, earning an advanced degree for God, her family, and herself. While God and family provided her support, this also offered her a higher purpose for pursuing her degree. Naya offered, “I know that another important thing for me in this program and also in life is my faith. And that is what keeps me going.” For Naya, her faith sustained her even when the transition process was difficult. The students, one after another and in separate interviews, consistently asserted that God had a plan for them and would help them to successfully complete the program.

Affinity to community was another source of support and reason for aspiring to complete the doctoral or professional program. Anna remembered growing up in an impoverished community in which outdated materials and insufficient resources hindered her ability to learn. Naya recounted the African American struggle for equality in America. She explained the impact of those experiences, and her desire to uplift her community, on her academic work ethic: “That pushes us to stay up until the wee hours of the morning . . . writing a paper. Knowing where you come from and what your people have gone through.” As a result of their historical and personal experiences, these students felt compelled to pursue a professional path that would equip them with the tools necessary for returning to and revitalizing their communities. This
was unique to the doctoral students in education, which may indicate that these students self-select into a profession where they can directly impact their communities.

**Recommendations**

The participants emphasized the way that support structures either facilitated or created barriers to success in advanced-degree programs. The stories shared by our participants added depth to the descriptions of challenges faced by graduate and professional students of color, emphasizing the need for students to find a “sense of belonging” in their advanced-degree programs. Our participants’ reflections on their experiences yield a number of recommendations for doctoral students, faculty, departments, universities, and external agencies. Beginning with the practical implications, we offer suggestions toward systemic change and will end by extending, to the scholarly community, a request to continually build upon the experience of this specific group of individuals.

**Doctoral Students**

There is some onus for socialization that rests on the shoulders of doctoral students. Certainly, students must be willing to take initiative and reach out to faculty and to one another in order to open themselves up to being socialized into the discipline, department, university, and academia more generally. We advocate for students to take initiative in these ways. Yet, the stories shared here indicated that even when students of color were willing to do this, there were roadblocks in the path toward socialization that other students (i.e., White students) may not have faced. At the departmental and university levels, expectations for student initiative should be clear. For example, what are the norms for contacting faculty? What should students generally expect from faculty or from the university? What are the norms or unwritten rules of the department, discipline, or institution? These expectations should be made clear so that doctoral students can then begin to take initiative in ways that will aid in their socialization. That is, access must be granted in order for all students to feel as if they can gain entry into the socialization process.

According to these findings, peer support often supplanted a perceived lack of faculty support. Peers served as a type of entry point into the socialization process for many students of color. This relates to other findings regarding
racial uplift and the effect of those from marginalized groups coming together to support one another (e.g., Perkins, 1981). Formalized peer mentoring programs, likely facilitated by the department or larger university, would help in socializing and supporting students, according to these findings.

Doctoral students should be encouraged to offer support and encouragement to their peers. An example of this was the research team that led to this chapter. This was a student-initiated team that was guided by a faculty member. As we conducted research, we also informally socialized each other into the discipline and to academia because the team members were at various levels in their programs. We reflect more on this in another paper (Johnson, Winkle-Wagner, Morelon-Quainoo, & Santiague, 2008), but for the purposes of this discussion, the important point is that students can take some responsibility for socializing themselves. However, even this socialization must be in part linked to faculty members. In our research team, we built upon the knowledge gained in coursework and had a faculty advisor who could help answer questions, offer her experiences in academia, and help us to navigate the graduate education “system.” While our research team took initiative, it was necessary for this initiative to be supported by a faculty member who served as a socializing bridge-builder to the department, university, and discipline.

Faculty Members

Given that the students of color in this study overwhelmingly described a perception of receiving less support than their White peers, there is a need for greater sensitivity on the part of faculty members regarding the experiences and needs of students of color in advanced-degree programs. Faculty need to become educated on ways that their actions—intentional or unintentional—might be interpreted as exclusionary, unwelcoming, or even hostile by students of color in advanced-degree programs. In addition, faculty need to take it upon themselves to carefully evaluate the possibility that they may be offering opportunities (e.g., the opportunity to teach, conduct research, present findings, publish) to majority (i.e., White) students that they are not affording to students of color.

Ultimately, the department and university must also become involved in encouraging faculty to be more responsive to the needs of students of color. Departments and universities should provide, support, and reward efforts to offer professional development to faculty so that they can become more effective and culturally sensitive advisors and mentors. In an effort to
provide faculty the tools they need to serve their students, departments should implement a series of workshops and reward those who take advantage of them. Herzig (2006) asserted that meaningful tasks “support the development and use of effective learning strategies, and give students opportunities to develop responsibility and independence,” which lead to student engagement, sustained efforts, and a focus on learning (p. 254). Faculty development should focus on implementing pedagogy that embraces diverse ways of learning and encourage educational ownership by the students.

Departments

Departmental activities and actions need to align with the department’s stated mission and goals. Scholars have noted that the advanced-degree population is no longer made up of “traditional” students, but one that often has accumulated years of work experience, brings significant and diverse talents, often has a family, is a full- or part-time worker and has worked some time before leaving employment for graduate school (Herzig, 2006). Departments interested in recruiting talented students and taking credit for the next generation of scholars and policy experts will have to reimagine their program’s framework. Since retention is based on a student’s ability to negotiate different demands, successful programs will become more intentional about enabling students to create a sense of belonging in a way that complements student needs. Students cannot be the only ones who are expected to change. That is, while socializing students to a department, university, and discipline, faculty and administrators within institutions and departments must also reach out and be willing to change procedures and norms to meet new student needs.

Departments should implement programs to acknowledge and reward faculty who mentor and socialize students well. Programs and faculty members who “haze” students into submission or withdrawal should be sanctioned. Educational institutions and departments must come to terms with faculty or administrators whose agendas support neither the department nor the students’ success.

An orientation that immediately immerses students into the culture, norms, and expectations of their field should be offered by departments. In the “Findings” section, a student referenced that she had to learn how to work the “system” (i.e., the procedural aspects related to her department). Student-led portions of an orientation where current students share their knowledge and experiences (e.g., writing support groups, student-led research projects,
professional opportunities) could further facilitate the socialization process. While most orientations offer information to help students manage their first year with an eye toward graduation, MacLachlan (2006) also suggested that faculty discuss their projects (on- and off-campus, within and outside the department), associated challenges and outcomes, student involvement, and the placement of recent graduates. Sharing such knowledge early in students’ advanced-degree careers can certainly shed light on the triumphs and challenges associated with the discipline.

In addition to orientation sessions that include snippets of reflections on faculty research, it is necessary to provide and support structured and unstructured opportunities for students to interact, learn from, and network with faculty who have complementary interests. Departments should consider a format similar to an undergraduate majors’ fair. Ideally, faculty and their students would present their work in a formal setting, allowing newer students to observe the iterative research cycle, speak to advanced students about the process, and ask faculty about possibilities. Publishing opportunities usually happen haphazardly as faculty become familiar with students’ quality of work in class. However, departments should implement a series of professional development workshops for students geared toward communicating performance expectations (while also providing examples of good work) as early as possible. In addition, there should be some transparency in terms of how students should go about contacting faculty to ask about research and teaching opportunities. Such interventions are particularly critical for advanced-degree students who have been immersed several years in a professional (rather than academic) environment, have never written scholarly papers, are first-generation graduate/professional students, or simply have no clear understanding of the advanced-degree process. In the aforementioned examples, both cultural and social capital are certainly lacking and could be facilitated by faculty assistance. But, this faculty support must be initiated and supported by departments. The transparency of the “system” has to start at the department and university levels.

Universities

Bluntly put, universities should either “live” the diversity mantra or leave it alone. Throughout our research, students’ emphasis on critical mass was pervasive. As our study participants indicated, they are often disillusioned to arrive and find that there is only one or a minimal number of faculty
members of color. This disillusionment is compounded by instances where the few faculty of color are spread across many committees while also trying to serve as “representatives” and mentors for all of the students of color in the department. Whether in print or on the web (usually the students’ first exposure to the institution), in the classroom, or during formal conversations with faculty or administrators, students are asking about the extent to which an institution actually embodies the diversity message that is communicated.

We suggest a focus on graduate program pipelines that introduce students to the program and university during their undergraduate career (Howard-Hamilton et al., 2009) or during the summer before starting an advanced-degree program. If diversity is an outcome that the institution genuinely wishes to realize, there must be consideration of “bridge” programs that invite and expose students to the campus in ways that encourage them to eventually enroll. This would also be a good time for institutions to ascertain ways to better meet the needs of a diverse student population in advanced-degree programs. Providing students with formal and informal, structured and non-structured opportunities to interact with diverse faculty and administrators is vital. Having a core group of supportive nonminority faculty and professionals is also critical.

In an effort to increase the transparency of the university “system,” orientations could also be offered at the university-level regarding the timelines and procedures that students need to understand as they navigate their advanced-degree programs. Often, there is a person within the campus-level graduate studies office who is charged with helping advanced-degree students with paperwork and procedures. This office or this person may be a good person to head up this type of orientation. These orientations should occur at the beginning of students’ programs but there should also be sessions offered after students enter candidacy in their doctoral degrees so that they have university-level support in understanding the necessary steps to complete dissertations.

External Agencies

Given the way in which many of the students stated a desire to give back to their families and communities after earning their degrees, external agencies such as community-based organizations could play a role in building a bridge between advanced-degree programs and students’ communities. At the undergraduate level, there are a few exemplar programs that provide links between universities and communities. For example, the Cesar E. Chavez Institute,
part of San Francisco State University’s College of Ethnic Studies provides an example of one way that connections between communities and universities can be fostered. Or, the Neighborhood Academic Initiative (NAI), a program to facilitate college enrollment for low-income youth in Los Angeles, offers an example of ways that students could reach out to communities while simultaneously connecting the research within doctoral degrees with the surrounding communities (Tierney & Jun, 2001).

Conclusion

Further research is needed to understand the issues that underrepresented graduate and professional students face in their transition into advanced-degree programs. If the field of higher education is to diversify the professoriate and postsecondary administration (which will affect the recruitment and retention of students of color), it is necessary to explore the potential barriers to the professoriate and to higher education leadership positions (e.g., chancellor and dean). Likewise, if the field of law is to become more diverse, a deeper understanding of the potential barriers of professional school is necessary. This study provides a first step in the process of understanding the factors that influence the socialization of students of color in advanced-degree programs. This examination of terminal degree programs is a necessary step in understanding the larger context of social inequality—if there are barriers to the successful transition and socialization into these programs for students of color, there are potentially negative consequences to their persistence in programs and degree completion.

Note

1. For more information on the César E. Chávez Institute, see the following website: http://www.cesarechavezinstitute.org/.
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PART FIVE

BEYOND SOCIALIZATION
Eva feels like she comes home from class each week with a headache. Enrolled in a required foundation course that is focusing on issues of diversity, Eva is just beginning to learn about how the educational system has privileged some and disadvantaged others. She is now starting to see how much of what she has encountered in her life has been tainted by racism, sexism, and classism. While she acknowledges that this course has been helpful, she is also really starting to feel resentful in general. Her partner has even suggested that Eva’s recent anger has begun to concern her. Eva is both exhilarated and overwhelmed by this class and the feelings it evokes. She wonders how far she will make it before she has a meltdown.

Nate, meanwhile, is busy at work on his advisor’s grant research. Nate feels very honored to have been chosen to work one-on-one with his advisor on this project, one commissioned by local industry. He knows not every student was given this opportunity and he also knows the potential this project has to launch his career. One day in the lab, however, he comes across some surprising findings. He runs to his advisor to explain. His advisor, also caught by surprise, literally begins to sweat. He starts mumbling quietly to himself, “They won’t be happy,” and “This won’t do at all.” He then abruptly turns on Nate and tells him, “We never had this discussion. This never happened.” When Nate asks him to explain, his advisor shuts him down and tells him to start working on a different piece of the project. Nate slowly walks back to the lab feeling very discouraged. He knows that these findings are important, even if they do contradict what the funder had
in mind. He doesn’t know what to do. His advisor is clearly the authority; he’s got the Ph.D. after all, and he is Nate’s boss. But he can’t deny the reality of what he has found either . . .

Jennifer has been spending a lot of hours in the library, madly working on her dissertation. Needing as much peace and quiet as she can muster, she has started renting a shared carrel space in the library. Her carrel partner, Lisa, is also a doctoral student working on her dissertation in history. The two hit off an easy camaraderie, often taking breaks in their furious writing to commiserate about graduate student life (or the lack thereof). They begin hanging out socially, often going for coffee or dinner after a long day of work. As time passes, Jennifer finds she thinks often about Lisa, even when they’re not together. It’s been quite a while since she’s thought about another woman in this way—she remembers once having similar feelings back in undergrad but never really felt comfortable pursuing it. Jennifer now begins to really think about her sexual orientation. Is she a lesbian? What would that mean? What about Lisa? Jennifer is frustrated by these sudden feelings and anxious about what she should do about them.

While socialization has generally been the predominant lens through which to understand the doctoral student, certain limitations exist in viewing the student solely within a professional context. Indeed, while undergraduate students are viewed as changing and growing cognitively, interpersonally, personally, morally, and professionally (Evans, Forney, & Guido-DiBrito, 1998; Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005), graduate students have generally been seen only through a professional preparation lens. Graduate and doctoral students, however, do change, grow, and develop as a result of their educational experiences (Gardner, 2009a). This chapter focuses on the development of doctoral students, utilizing both empirical findings and the existing literature, culminating with practical suggestions to foster development at the doctoral level.

Defining Development

Student development has been described as “the ways that a student grows, progresses, or increases his or her developmental capabilities as a result of enrollment in an institution of higher education” (Rodgers, 1990, p. 27). To explain the development that students undergo, scholars have posited various theories. Taken together, student development theory has become a leading
force in many higher education programs, counseling efforts, and one of the major tenets of the student affairs profession (Evans et al., 1998). When viewed collectively, these theories can be categorized into several main areas that assist us in understanding the totality of the student development experience overall and the doctoral student development experience, in particular. McEwen (2005) described three categories of student development theory:

1. Psychosocial development, or theories concerned with the content of development. In doctoral education, this may include growth or change related to how the student views herself and her abilities, the relationships she has with others in life, and her future direction in life (Chickering & Reisser, 1993). Psychosocial development can also entail development related to adulthood (McEwen, 2005).

2. Social identity development speaks to the ways that students make sense of social identities, including those related to race, gender, ethnicity, and sexual orientation as well as religion, socioeconomic, and ability status.

3. Cognitive-structural development deals with how students think as well as those theories related to moral and faith development. These theories capture the lenses through which students learn to make sense of the world around them.

The remainder of this chapter focuses upon each of these developmental areas and applies it specifically to the doctoral student experience. Within each of the three areas, I will incorporate quotes from my interviews with 177 doctoral students in various research studies (Gardner, 2005, 2008a, 2008b, 2009b, 2010; Gardner & Barnes, 2007; Gardner, Hayes, & Neider, 2007; Gardner & McCoy, 2008; Gardner, Vanek, Fruge, & Neider, 2006) to illustrate these particular developmental turning points and challenges facing the student. While not intended to be an exhaustive discussion (see Gardner, 2009a, for a more thorough treatment), this chapter aims to provide a basis for understanding how to consider doctoral students from a developmental context.

**Psychosocial Development**

*Psychosocial development* has been described as the content of development or “the important issues people face as their lives progress, such as how to
define themselves, their relationships with others, and what to do with their lives” (Evans et al., 1998, p. 32). Given this definition, doctoral students are certainly still experiencing psychosocial development while in graduate school and, indeed, in the rest of their lives.

Our understandings of psychosocial development originate from the early work of Erikson (1959), who saw stages in the life span beginning at birth and culminating at death. Contemporary views of psychosocial development in higher education, therefore, result from focusing upon one specific stage of Erikson’s conceptualization. The work of Chickering (1969, 1993) and his seven vectors of psychosocial development have come to be the predominant view through which higher education professionals and faculty see this stage of development.

Chickering’s (1993) seven vectors are as follows:

1. Achieving competence, such as in intellectual areas, physical and manual skills, and interpersonal relationships.
2. Managing emotions, such as learning to control negative emotions in life.
3. Moving through autonomy toward interdependence, or the ability to remove oneself from the need for constant reassurance from authority figures and the movement from being independent to being a part of a larger community.
4. Developing mature interpersonal relationships, or developing awareness of and respect to differences in ideas and people and the development of intimacy between individuals.
5. Establishing identity, such as in relation to gender and sexual orientation, as well as a feeling of self-esteem and stability.
6. Developing purpose, including answering questions such as “Who am I?” and “Who am I going to be?” and intentionality in terms of vocational aspirations.
7. Developing integrity, or clarification and rebalancing of personal values and beliefs.

And, while Chickering’s conceptualization of psychosocial development has largely been applied only at the undergraduate level, his work has transcended the traditional 18- to 22-year-old time frame to consider adult development on a larger scale (Chickering & Havighurst, 1981).
Consider the following quotes by students who discussed with me their initial impressions of their doctoral programs:

Li: “I learned how to write better, connect my ideas, organize my ideas better. I learned how to read, not faster, but I don’t know, I can understand things if I read now—I don’t have to go back and read it a second time. And then I’m more vocal now.”

Brent: “The only thing I had to focus on [in undergrad] was school and now as a Ph.D. student and working full-time and being married, there’s other time pressures that I deal with now that I didn’t have to deal with then.”

James: “When I got to graduate school, [I had] a lack of self-confidence, [I was] very intimidated, very quiet. I think my professors would now be shocked how quiet I was because I didn’t say anything. I took extra long writing papers. I was so vulnerable; if they said anything that would impact my confidence or that I was not adequate enough to perform at that level of graduate student, my path would have unraveled.”

Donna: “I saw myself moving from feeling like you’re just a student; you’re just in school, to thinking about it in terms of a career.”

Each of these students’ comments connect their doctoral experience to their psychosocial development. For example, Li talked about achieving competence in her coursework through the skills needed to be successful in graduate school, such as writing, thinking, and sharing her opinions. Brent, on the other hand, spoke to the ability to balance his personal life and personal relationships within the context of his overall graduate school responsibilities, thereby demonstrating the development of his integrity as well as mature interpersonal relationships. James, however, discussed his movement through autonomy as he transitioned away from needing constant reassurance from his faculty members. Finally, Donna described her development of purpose as she began to see herself in terms of her vocational goals and a professional identity.

As students progress through their doctoral programs, they are also building and sustaining relationships with others; for example, Brent, who is balancing his doctoral program with his personal relationships, or Amy, who is learning to depend on her fellow graduate students to sustain her: “Just knowing that someone’s going through this with you at the same time and struggling with the same issues really helps keep you sane.” In this sense,
psychosocial development is occurring as students work to create mature interpersonal relationships and to move toward interdependence.

At the same time, students are also working to establish relationships with their advisors. Doctoral advisors can be highly influential in the student’s program and often in future career success (Bargar & Mayo-Chamberlain, 1983; Zhao, Golde, & McCormick, 2007). Many programs or institutions may distinguish between an advisor, a chair, or a mentor, whereas others may use these terms interchangeably to describe the designated faculty member who guides the doctoral student through the dissertation process. King (2003) pointed out a vital difference between an advisor and a mentor, however: “Rather than being concerned solely with the student’s completing the dissertation or developing technical competence, the mentor is concerned with promoting a broader range of psychosocial, intellectual, and professional development” (p. 15). In this sense, the true mentor will assist the student through all portions of his or her psychosocial development, such as this student who shared, “My advisor has always been someone I couldn’t imagine being without. She has always helped me through everything.”

**Social Identity Development**

Social identity development is concerned with “what students think about their specific social identity and how they think about it” (McEwen, 2005, p. 13). Social identity encapsulates identity related to gender, race/ethnicity, sexual orientation, social class, ability and disability, and religion, and how these identities intersect (McEwen, 2005). Much like psychosocial development, social identity development can occur as a result of the student’s educational experiences. It is important to note that while we often consider that much of students’ identity development will have occurred during the undergraduate years, graduate students may again be faced with developmental challenges that cause them to revisit certain tasks or issues related to their social identities. For example, a woman of color in a science department shared with me:

I worked really, really hard when I was in industry, and of course I suffered a lot of discrimination. I’m a minority, and I’m a woman, and [there are] tons of ways for me to be discriminated against. I worked really, really hard to get myself into a position where I could just be acknowledged and respected and awarded for my own personal contributions and I come here and I think it’s worse.
This student discussed both her gender and her race as the focus of discrimination. As her quote illustrates, she felt she had overcome these issues earlier in life only to be faced once again with similar or worse issues of discrimination in graduate school.

Issues such as these can be common for students whose social identity may be underrepresented or altogether absent in their graduate experiences. Consider the Black student who only has White peers and faculty members, the sole lesbian woman in her department, or the only student with a disability in his institution. One female student in history related, “There is a dynamic afoot in this department that is anti-feminine,” while another told me of her experiences as a woman of color and sighed, “I just hope I can make it out of here without too many scars.”

In each of these cases, the student may have experienced contexts prior to graduate school that were more diverse or more welcoming of difference and are now in departments or institutions with populations that do not reflect these social identities and may even be hostile toward them (see Sallee, chapter 7, and Winkle-Wagner, Johnson, Morelon-Quainoo, & Santiague, chapter 9, for more discussion). Multiple scholars have examined the underrepresented doctoral student’s issues and challenges (Cross, 1996; Ellis, 2001; Gay, 2004; Gonzalez & Marin, 2002), and several national initiatives have been established to address these disparities (Arminio et al., 2000; National Science Foundation, 2004, 2009; The EDGE Program, 2002). Taken together, the challenges and opportunities that students may experience as part of the doctoral program can either be a boon or a hindrance to their development.

One way to understand the development of students’ social identity is through the theoretical lens provided by Root (2005). While Root’s model is primarily used to understand the identity development of biracial individuals, she also proposed that the model “might be used to understand the process of identity development for persons with different types of ‘other’ status” (p. 275). In this way, the underrepresented doctoral student in a department or institution holds the “other” status that Root described.

Root (2005) forwarded that to move through developmental stages of her model, students had to be confronted with conflict, generally stemming from political, social, and familial forces. Instead of lock-step stages or phases of development, however, Root describes four resolutions, which are each described as follows:
1. Acceptance of the identity society assigns. Within this resolution, the individual takes for granted the identity group to which he or she has been categorized by the larger community. Root stated, “This strategy reflects the case of a passive resolution that is positive but may stem from an oppressive process” (p. 276). She pointed out that often the taken-for-granted status of the individual is reflective of the region in which he or she lives, and that the conflict may enter in when the individual moves to a different region or place where assumptions may differ.

2. Identification with both groups. At this resolution, students may “simultaneously be aware that they are both similar and different compared to those persons around them. However, they view their otherness as a unique characteristic of self that contributes to a sense of individuality” (p. 276). Root was quick to point out, however, that the strategies individuals utilize in this resolution will not have an effect on other’s opinions or behaviors toward them but that the student will need to “have constructive behaviors for coping with social resistance to their comfort with both groups” (p. 276).

3. Identification with a single group. While this resolution may seem similar to the first resolution, it is active rather than passive, as the individual purposefully decides to identify with one group. This strategy may be difficult, however, if others do not perceive the student to be aligned with the group with which he or she identifies. Again, regional differences can play a large role in how this resolution is realized, if at all.

4. Identification with a new group. In this final resolution, the individual will seek out others with whom he or she has identified as similar, neither hiding nor rejecting any part of his or her identity. The student at this resolution may move freely between groups but may feel more comfortable with the newly identified group overall. Despite this alignment, however, the individual may continue to have difficulties with a larger society that still sees identity in a largely binary fashion (Root, 2005).

Again, while Root (2005) did not necessarily intend for her model to be used to describe all students, the concept of “otherness” is salient for underrepresented students. Indeed, Schlossberg (1984) discussed the ideas of marginality and mattering as key influences on student development.
Goodman, Schlossberg, and Anderson (2006) described marginality as a lack of belonging. This sense of marginality can occur particularly with individuals who have transitioned to a new role or a new environment, such as a doctoral student entering a new program or moving to a new area. Individuals want to overcome this marginal status through feeling as if they matter, wherein mattering is “the need to be appreciated, noticed, and acknowledged” (p. 138). Much like the students of color discussed by Winkle-Wagner et al. in chapter 9 experienced, underrepresented doctoral students may not only revisit issues of marginality and mattering but may also revisit identity issues in relation to their new environments.

Even students who can be considered in the “majority,” whether from an ethnic, racial, gender, or any sociocultural perspective, may undergo social identity development as part of their doctoral experiences (students may also undergo development in regard to their positionality as researchers and scholars, see Shinew & Moore, chapter 12, for more discussion). For example, consider this quote from a White doctoral student who discussed her coursework that focused on issues of race and gender: “The emphasis the department places on race and gender I think has changed me a lot in terms of just my perspective in carrying with me a critical perspective on race and gender issues. Being aware of those issues around me in life has changed me a lot.” In this way, models such as those related to racial identity development (Helms, 1993), gender identity development (Downing & Roush, 1985; Josselson, 1973), and sexual orientation identity development (D’Augelli, 1994) may be helpful.

**Cognitive-Structural Development**

The final theories I discuss in this chapter are those relating to cognitive development. Cognitive development theories “focus on how people think, reason, and make meaning of their experiences” (Evans et al., 1998, p. 124). In doctoral education, in particular, students are not just learning how to think about thinking differently (i.e., epistemological development—see Shinew Moore, chapter 12, for more discussion) but they are also learning to see themselves differently in regard to knowledge, learning to be producers of knowledge rather than solely consumers (Council of Graduate Schools, 2005). Accordingly, doctoral students will also begin to develop a changing view of themselves in relation to their faculty members, seeing themselves increasingly as those who can also create and disseminate knowledge.
One theory that assists us in understanding how doctoral students develop in relation to their cognition is that of Perry (1968). Perry’s theory consists of nine static positions, generally described as four main areas: (1) duality, (2) multiplicity, (3) relativism, and (4) commitment. Duality or dualism represents a dichotomous worldview, for example, right and wrong, bad or good. Learning typically occurs as a result of the individual gaining information or facts from authority figures, gaining the “right” answers from these figures. The transition from dualism occurs when cognitive dissonance arises, wherein the individual, for example, may find that an authority figure is incorrect. This transition is what Perry described as disequilibrium.

Multiplicity is a status in which the individual is able to consider multiple or diverse views even while not knowing what is necessarily the “right” answer. In this sense, all views are equally valid in the absence of evidence demonstrating otherwise. Individuals often become much more independent thinkers at this position and may become much more analytically inclined in their thinking (Perry, 1968).

Relativism often occurs as a result of the need to substantiate knowledge. At this point, the individual sees knowledge based more upon context and requires evidence to bolster arguments (Perry, 1968).

Commitment results from the integrated knowledge that individuals learn from others as well as their own personal experience and reflection. Part of this commitment is the ability to remain decisive in response to challenges from others (Perry, 1968).

Consider the following quotes of doctoral students in relation to Perry’s (1968) scheme:

Brent: “I guess in my role as a student, to be a little more polished or whatever, I should be able to raise a question that is one that is kind of neutral or at least back it up, either from the literature or from certain research. With undergrad, you’re just exploring the world, you don’t know too much about the world and you’re just exploring as questions come about.”

Daniel: “There’s not one right answer and everything is up for discussion; everything is up for opinion.”

Christopher: “I really learned to critically analyze things. The other thing was to provide evidence to your statements. That was very challenging, but very rewarding, because people like myself are very opinionated
and we can say this and say that, we can write about something, but then to back it up, to provide evidence, it really kind of helped to clarify my own writing and my own thinking.”

James: “I think because this is my work and my research, it’s a cultivation of not just subject matter, I have to create subject matter. So it’s definitely more of a focus on cultivation of how I’ve learned rather than what I’ve learned. Can I now put that into practice?”

To illustrate the stages of cognitive development we can see how Brent, a new doctoral student, talks about his experience as an undergraduate being different from his experience now as a graduate student. However, there are still aspects of Brent’s cognitive development through which he sees responses as “correct” or “right” if they come from authorities, or in his case, from “literature” or “certain research.” He does not acknowledge his role yet as someone who has the power to be the authority or produce knowledge, instead, still bears signs of dualistic thinking. Daniel, on the other hand, is much more multiplistic in his thinking. He is able to see that multiple viewpoints exist that may or may not be valid, but he is still willing to consider them. Daniel does not mention, however, that these viewpoints should be based upon fact—a sign of relativistic thinking. Christopher, though, is more characteristic of a relativistic thinker, as he expects to find evidence and arguments to support a particular opinion over another. Finally, James sees himself as an individual who can judge arguments and knowledge as well as be a creator of knowledge. In this sense, he is seen at the commitment stage.

Of course, we can concede that disciplinary differences may influence how students may be able to view their world cognitively. For example, students in the sciences may not always have opportunities to reflect on different perspectives as those from the social sciences or humanities.

Fostering Student Development at the Doctoral Level: Implications for Stakeholders

Cognitive development, social identity development, and psychosocial development are three main areas in which doctoral students may change and grow over the course of their graduate programs. And, while understanding these developmental areas is important, understanding how to foster this development is the purpose of this final section of the chapter.
Development, at any level, occurs as a result of two conditions: challenge and support (Sanford, 1966). According to Sanford, when individuals are presented with a challenging situation or experience that has not previously been encountered, a new response emerges, thereby resulting in development. However, if too many new situations emerge without the appropriate support to mitigate these challenges, the individual may actually digress in his or her development. Therefore, it is the optimum balance of challenge and support that underlie development.

At the doctoral level, students should receive a balanced amount of challenge and support to facilitate their growth and change in relation to psychosocial, social identity, and cognitive development. I discuss each of the three areas of development with specific suggestions for the doctoral student, the faculty member, the department, the institution, and external stakeholders, as applicable.

**Fostering Psychosocial Development**

Psychosocial development is concerned with overall development in the individual, particularly in reference to how students learn to integrate their ideas, values, and beliefs along with others' and how they manage these relationships (Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005). Doctoral programs, their faculty, and graduate school administrators can work with students to foster psychosocial development through several approaches. First, facilitating connections with peers early in the students' experience, perhaps through peer mentoring programs, orientation sessions, and social opportunities, can assist them in developing needed supportive relationships. As students progress in their programs, writing support groups and other opportunities for peer interaction, such as through shared office or lounge space or through student organizations, can also be helpful. Furthermore, opportunities for interaction with faculty members in the program should be integrated into students' experiences early on as well as regularly throughout the students' experiences. This can be accomplished through program happy hours, family meet-and-greet sessions, or even departmental colloquia or presentations.

Second, students should be provided with explicit expectations for their performance both inside and outside of the classroom. These explicit expectations will go a long way in facilitating growth and development in students' sense of competence and purpose. For example, although expectations may be clear in regard to coursework assignments, expectations may be less
than transparent in regard to examinations (Walker, Golde, Jones, Conklin
Bueschel, & Hutchings, 2008) and the dissertation experience (Lovitts,
2007). Furthermore, there are implicit expectations often included in most
programs, including publishing and presenting at national conferences, or the
networking that is expected at these events. However, without explicit men-
tion of these expectations, some students may not receive the socialization and
developmental opportunities that are necessary for success. Structuring pur-
poseful conversations among program faculty to identify these required and
desired expectations may not only be helpful for students in this regard but
also to the programs as they become more explicitly organized to foster these
experiences.

Third, while peer and faculty relationships are important, students may
also require additional assistance as they work through emotional issues or
other concerns related to or external to their programs. In this way, providing
access to counseling services on campus or through their insurance may be
quite helpful to students. Furthermore, faculty advisors should be aware that
at times they may be required to fill the counselor role, providing empathy
and support for students that goes beyond the typical advisor role (King,
2003). Providing educational and professional development opportunities for
faculty in this regard may be quite helpful, such as training graduate advisors
on how to effectively advise students through difficult times.

Finally, developing purpose and one’s professional identity is a key part
of the doctoral student’s psychosocial development. Providing ongoing pro-
fessional development opportunities for students will assist them in forming
their professional identities. These opportunities can go beyond professional
conference attendance but can also include panels of professionals who may
discuss myriad career pathways in the student’s discipline as well as struc-
tured socialization experiences, such as the Preparing Future Faculty program
(Council of Graduate Schools, 2003).

Again, it is through purposeful understanding and structuring of the
doctoral experience that we may provide students the necessary support and
challenge to foster their development in these myriad ways.

**Fostering Social Identity Development**

Social identity development includes changes or growth in relation to the
various sociocultural aspects of the student’s identity. This may include de-
velopment in relation to race or ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, ability,
socioeconomic status, or religion. Program faculty and administrators may also work to create purposeful opportunities for the development of students’ social identity in several areas.

First, it is important to consider students who may be from underrepresented sociocultural groups. Providing support mechanisms such as graduate student organizations and peer mentoring programs at the institutional level may assist students in seeking out other students who may not necessarily be in their programs but are nevertheless present at the institution. Since doctoral students’ experiences are focused primarily within the department (see Golde, 2005, chapter 4), providing these resources and alerting students to their existence at the institutional level is important. Along the same lines, pointing out faculty and staff who may also represent these students’ sociocultural characteristics may provide vital role models. Purposeful hiring can also be beneficial in this regard.

Second, all students, regardless of sociocultural background, should have opportunities to grow in regard to their social identity. Facilitating discussions of issues regarding race, gender, or sexual orientation through coursework, research, and socialization opportunities may be easier accomplished in the social sciences, but nevertheless opportunities to confront these issues abound throughout all of society. Faculty and administrators may consider hosting a colloquium on women in the sciences, for example, or professional development opportunities that speak to sexual orientation issues for students on the job market. While these are only a few examples, being thoughtful and purposeful in attempts to address and support all parts of the student identity will go a long way.

Fostering Cognitive Development

Cognitive development is not concerned with what students think but rather how they think (Evans et al., 1998). In this way, considering opportunities that allow students to push the boundaries of knowledge and that challenge their thinking will facilitate development at this level. As discussed by Shinew and Moore in chapter 12, epistemological development is a piece of cognitive development, as is adult learning, as discussed by Kasworm and Bowles in chapter 11. Fostering cognitive development in graduate education is an integral part of the doctoral experience, as students must go from being those who consume knowledge to those who produce it (Katz, 1976) in their dissertation research.
Baxter-Magolda (1996) highlighted the transition that many graduate students may undergo in their educational experiences, moving from an initial place of discomfort with forming and supporting their own opinions. In her study, the key to students gaining comfort with their ideas was through the encouragement of faculty members. In this way, the role that faculty members play both inside and outside of the classroom can be paramount to students' epistemological development. Baxter-Magolda recommended that faculty move toward roles as facilitators or guides in the classroom, which also would allow for more self-directed learning by students—a key component of adult learning (Merriam & Clark, 2006) and a necessary experience for students in their transition to becoming an independent scholar (Gardner, 2008b).

In addition, coursework and research opportunities allow students to explore cognitive assumptions. For example, facilitating assignments that encourage students to consider alternate viewpoints and to provide support for these viewpoints will assist them in moving beyond a dualistic view of the world, while early research opportunities may allow students to explore more relativistic and multiplicity views of the world. Moreover, experiences that tie together aspects of social identity development with cognitive development (perhaps through discussions of privilege, for example) may go a long way in facilitating students' overall development.

Finally, it is important to remember that taking on the role of knowledge producer may seem particularly daunting for some students. As their previous educational experiences may have provided students only limited experiences to explore their own capabilities in relation to relativistic or committed cognitive roles, the idea that students may be responsible for adding knowledge to their field can prove overwhelming. Again, providing incremental experiences from the beginning of their programs through the dissertation experience can assist students in taking the steps necessary to reach the commitment level of cognition in their programs.

**Conclusion**

As the authors in previous chapters attest, socialization is a common framework through which to view the doctoral student experience. However, we also know that students are presented with experiences that may influence change and growth in areas other than solely professional socialization. Viewing the doctoral experience through the lens of development allows for a
greater understanding of the dynamics of the doctoral student experience and the scope of the changes that may occur as a result of this experience. Faculty and administrators can assist in facilitating growth in areas related to psychosocial, social identity, and cognitive development in doctoral programs through thoughtful and purposeful coursework experiences, social programs, and research opportunities. It is perhaps through this more holistic view of the doctoral student that we can facilitate success.
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DOCTORAL STUDENTS AS ADULT LEARNERS

Carol Kasworm and Tuere Bowles

Given everything, Eva feels she has been very successful in her graduate coursework thus far, being able to manage the demands of graduate work with her full-time professional position and her family. In the course she is in right now, however, her feelings are those of consternation. After working as an educator for 20 years, she feels that she has much to offer her educational administration program. The faculty member leading her teaching effectiveness course, however, does not seem to care what Eva or any other student thinks. Most classes are led through a lecture format, allowing students very little time to discuss their experiences and insights. When Eva has offered her experiences in class to highlight a particular concept, she repeatedly feels “shut down” by the faculty member who does not seem to enjoy sharing the spotlight. Eva is frustrated but doesn’t know how to broach this subject with the faculty member. She considers talking to the department chair instead.

Nate, now nearing completion of his research, is preparing for his job interviews for faculty positions. He is excited to finally leave graduate school, but he also feels just plain stuck. He met last week with his advisor who told him that he really needed to begin defining a research agenda and include that in his job talk. Nate admittedly had not considered this before. He just really thought he could continue the work he had done with his advisor. Now faced with the idea of building his own course for research, he feels a bit overwhelmed. He realizes, of course, he soon will no longer be the student with a boss/advisor telling him what
to do; rather he will become the boss. This should be easy, right? He wonders why it doesn’t feel that way.

In today’s world, doctoral students experience a fractured world of life realities, juggling competing demands to be both the engaged doctoral student while pursuing other key life role commitments. Few doctoral students today are solitary scholars; few live an academic monastic life of the mind focused solely upon intellectual research pursuits. Representing approximately 59,000 students in U.S. institutions (Bell, 2007), today’s doctoral students are more diverse and engage in a complex set of life commitments beyond the academy. According to Choy, Geis, and Malizio (2002), doctoral students are on average 34 years of age, with approximately 50% representing women and approximately 43% part-time students. In addition, more than 50% have delayed entry into doctoral studies by at least three years, with more than 35% representing a delay of at least seven years from completion of their undergraduate work. In addition, when asked about their funding support through work, 44% reported that they saw themselves as students working for expenses, while 31% viewed themselves as employees enrolled in school and only about 25% viewed themselves as students who were not working. Almost 40% reported that they worked at least 38 hours a week (Choy et al., 2002). In addition, these students reflect diversity in relation to gender, race, ethnicity, social class, ability, international cultures, family provider commitments, and other specialized backgrounds and lifestyles. As suggested through the vignettes in this book, Ling, Scott, Nate, Eva, and Jennifer are each unique and complex individuals who will engage in both common experiences of doctoral students and also require, seek out, or potentially leave a doctoral program because of their unique worldview and current life circumstances. Thus, faculty, doctoral institutions, and external partners in support of doctoral research are key stakeholders in considering the holistic nature of these complex and diverse students. This chapter will contribute to this broader understanding, offering three key perspectives from the research and literature of adult learning. These three perspectives include the importance of self-directed learning, the impact of forming and re-forming social and personal identities through transformative learning, and the significance of multiple and diverse communities of practice as they influence doctoral student participation. These foundational perspectives undergird effective
doctoral preparation for this diverse student population and offer scaffolding supports for the dynamic complexity of doctoral program goals of knowledge creation and professional preparation.

Self-Directed and Critically Reflective Learning in Doctoral Studies

Doctoral studies have historically been viewed as an apprenticeship of immersion experiences that involve observation, collaboration, scaffolding, and assessed demonstration of key doctoral program expectations. These expectations are often viewed by students as risk-taking behaviors and attitudes guided by expert mentoring faculty within a scholarly community. Often, doctoral faculty are not cognizant of doctoral studies as risk-taking behaviors; however, this new world of graduate studies places doctoral students into uncharted territory. Most doctoral students face disjunctures between their sense of self as an adult, their placement as a novice in an expert scholar community, and their development of this new identity as scholar and knowledge creator. In addition, the disciplinary world of doctoral studies is also evolving. As suggested by Austin (2002), Walker, Golde, Jones, Bueschel, and Hutchings (2008), and by other prominent authorities, graduate education is being revisioned with new paradigms, expectations, and possibilities for doctoral preparation. In particular, many programs are rethinking and initiating new approaches to the foundational perspectives of disciplinary paradigms. Several scholars are critiquing the historic perspectives that had often restricted doctoral students’ frames of behaviors, of the rigidity of what is considered disciplinary knowledge, and of the tacit resistance to new understandings (Kuhn, 1962). In this climate, one of the key challenges for faculty and doctoral students is to both open the intellectual and social boundaries of community for exploration of new learning and research investigations and to provide support and encouragement for developing confidence and self-efficacy, risk-taking toward innovation, and self-direction.

One of the hallmarks of success in these new challenges is doctoral students’ abilities and actions to be self-directed learners: being able to pursue learning beyond their mentors, engaging in critically reflective examination of knowledge and disciplinary assumptions, and to become peer scholars to their doctoral mentors. Both institutional statistics and significant anecdotal information suggest that many doctoral students leave their programs at two
critical junctures—at the end of the first year and at the end of coursework. Often, this separation comes through dialogue and judgments of the alignment of the individual’s goals and strengths with the program and faculty expectations. However, underlying these judgments are many students who drop out of doctoral work because they are unable or unwilling to be independent, self-directed learners and critical thinkers. They are unable to engage in independent investigations; they are unable to engage in detached judgments required of synthesis and critique of the literature. Many doctoral students face significant issues due to their difficulties to craft independent judgment and their lack of key skills in learning how to engage in critically reflective practice (Brookfield, 2000; Smith & Associates 1990).

Although the construct of self-directed learning has significant historic roots explicating the nature of autodidactic learners, current learning theory suggests that the key skills and attitudes of self-directed learning are pivotal for the success of adults in doctoral studies. Grounded in innovative research by Tough (1979), this initial investigation of self-directed learning focused upon doctoral students learning a foreign language for their language competency exam, and how they designed and directed an independent learning effort. Through a number of subsequent major investigations, Tough defined a new perspective of adult learning, self-directed learning, focused upon the forms and processes of learning within the individual’s own goals and control and of the individual taking the master planning role of defining and directing the learning experiences in solo or in collaboration with others.

With more than 500 research studies and comprehensive discussions of self-directed learning, this theoretical framework, as well as guiding processes for educators and learners, presents key constructs of self-directed learning representing the planning, execution, and evaluation of the learner’s own pursuits (Brockett & Hiemstra, 1991; Candy, 1991; Knowles, 1975; Merriam, Caffarella, & Baumgartner, 2007). This literature suggests a number of models to delineate key elements and interactions in the development and facilitation of self-directed activities. This literature also delineates understandings of individuals as both autodidactics conducting self-directed learning and collaborative and interdependent self-directed learners drawing upon the efforts of a variety of educators, peer mentors, and knowledge resources (e.g., books, computers).

More recent research reflects two new refined perspectives of this phenomenon based in interdisciplinary understandings. The first is represented
in Garrison’s (1997) meta-cognitive model integrating self-management (contextual control), self-monitoring (cognitive responsibility), and motivation (entering and task) within self-directed learning. Adding to interdisciplinary understandings of self-directed learning is Brown (2002) who considered learning within a social culture as an aligned perspective of self-directed learning efficacy. He suggested, “Learning is a remarkably social process. In truth, it occurs not as a response to teaching, but rather as a result of a social framework that fosters learning . . . knowledge is inextricably situated in the physical and social context of its acquisition and use” (p. 65).

The development and understanding of both the individual efficacy of learning-how-to-learn strategies and the social cultural environment supporting self-directed learning skills is pivotal for successful doctoral students. One of the more valued applied process models is Grow’s (1991) Staged Self-Directed Learning (SSDL) model, outlining a continuum of four distinct stages of development of self-directed learners and related roles of instructors. Each stage in this development model reflects specific understandings and actions of the learner in relation to his or her abilities and skills in self-direction. It also highlights valuable instructor actions to match the stage of the learner’s self-directedness to key instructional goals and to also offer moderate challenge enhancements in the development of the learner’s SDL knowledge and skills. Although Grow did not focus upon the social context, elaborated understandings of the social culture aligned with each of the stages have been added for additional richness of understandings. This model, as noted later, suggests that learners with lower stages of self-directedness have problematic experiences, if given highly self-directed learning projects or placed in a social culture with similar expectations (Grow, 1991; Merriam et al. 2007). For some doctoral students, a major project requiring high levels of self-directedness can be overwhelming and cause them to fail or to withdraw from this environment. Thus, this model is not only about developing enhanced learning capacity but also about recognizing the significance of successful achievement of learning tasks for doctoral students. This four-stage model includes the following:

Stage 1—Dependent learners: Learners of low self-direction who need an authority figure (a teacher) to tell them what to do. [Instructors would provide foundational materials, offer lecture and salient points and understandings, and offer relevant and immediate feedback. They
would provide a social environment of specificity, clarity, and structured directions.

Stage 2—Interested learners: Learners of moderate self-direction who are motivated and confident but largely ignorant of the subject matter to be learners. [Instructors would provide motivation for individual intellectual pursuits through more complex and nuanced materials at the intermediate level through lecture and discussion, including relevant applications. In this social context, key resources would be identified and related skills and understandings would be provided as scaffolding.]

Stage 3—Involved learners: Learners of intermediate self-direction who have both the skill and the basic knowledge and view themselves as being both ready and able to explore a specific subject area with a good guide. [Instructor would engage the learners as co-teacher/learners, including learner engagements in applications, critical analysis, and more individualized learning strategies. When appropriate, the instructor would facilitate learners’ engagement in their own projects or related current real-world applications].

Stage 4—Self-directed learners: Learners of high self-direction who are both willing and able to plan, execute, and evaluate their own learning with or without the help of an expert. [Instructors would provide support for independent projects, learner-guided discussions and discovery, with the faculty member acting as consultant and expert monitor. At this stage, the individuals would be expected to be able to identify or to seek select guidance on helpful social cultures of learning engagement to support their pursuits.] (Grow, 1991)

Thus, a faculty member may identify the floundering of entry doctoral students in Stages 1 and 2 because of a lack of individual self-directed abilities. At this stage, faculty may observe these students to have a strong dependency for formal authority figures in teaching–learning roles and have low-level skills and risk-taking abilities to be independent and interdependent of key knowledge figures. These students may lack self-confidence or lack specific academic skills to conduct certain types of self-directed research endeavors or laboratory investigations. This model suggests that doctoral faculty would craft a more structured initial involvement and offer student expectations and related scaffolding experiences to develop stronger and more effective
self-directed learning skills. The faculty could mentor students toward developing self-directed learning efficacy and consider the sociocultural supports for engaging in collaborative or individual self-directed learning pursuits, such as through peer student groups or related structured mechanisms of support and challenge (see Gardner, chapter 10).

The third and fourth stages of Grow’s (1991) model presume that not only is the focal content of the doctoral program pivotal to the success of the doctoral student, but equally important are the key meta-cognitive skills of identifying key questions, pursuing key learning based upon effectively managing learning episodes, and reflecting upon and evaluating their learning across courses, internships, and research project efforts. Of importance to these later stages of development in the engagement of doctoral students is the additional worth of critical reflection through self-directed learning.

Building upon the generic self-directed learning model of Grow (1991), critical reflective engagement is an essential skill requirement for doctoral students as part of their self-directed learning competence. Doctoral students need to understand and identify the key values, assumptions, and beliefs that shape their possibilities for attention, intention, and action in doctoral scholarship. As scholars pursue research questions, they often identify dilemmas of multiple definitions and understandings, of significant sets of alternative responses, of the ambiguity of conflicting consequences (sometimes without a direct cause and effect relationship), and of the routine uncertainty of the nature of our current world (Bernstein, 1983; Schon, 1983). As is also discussed by Shinew and Moore in chapter 12, a critically reflective stance in these self-directed investigations represents a purposeful, thought-out stance among contested understandings of the epistemology of knowledge and the nature of truth within academic disciplines and knowledge domains (Brookfield, 2000). It suggests that doctoral students should have the capacity and the intellectual space to critique and question both the understandings and theories, but also engage in reframing the key assumptions and perspectives of knowledge and action. Thus, critical reflective agents engage in praxis of action and reflection regarding the validity of knowledge, engaging in research and learning, and acting upon key knowledge and understandings in its varied forms and processes—whether it be books or blogs, mainstream or divergent forms of research, or illuminating the canons of the discipline or challenging those canons through interdisciplinary efforts. In addition, as a self-directed, critically reflective learner, the individual who critiques
also requires acknowledging key standards for being a collaborative member of the disciplinary community and a supportive colleague in uncharted intellectual waters. Thus, self-directed learning and critically reflective engagement are pivotal areas of development of doctoral students; these areas will influence their future success and the success of their disciplinary contributions.

Transforming and Forming Social Identities of Adult Doctoral Students

Beyond providing quality classroom engagements and doctoral student supervision, doctoral faculty also need to consider the complex personhood of doctoral students and their ongoing journey with multiple identity and life role commitments. Doctoral faculty often believe that their key tasks are guiding the formation of a doctoral identity, providing compelling intellectual engagement, crafting an environment of socialization into the professoriate and to the profession, and creating knowledge producers and leaders. In addition, faculty need to provide support and sensitivity to other important social identities beyond the role of doctoral student. Most often the key supporting or conflictive social identities represent the key roles of spouse (see Millett & Nettles, chapter 8), family provider, as well as worker. In addition, there may be many other potential interior social identity conflicts based in gender (see Sallee, chapter 7), race (see Winkle-Wagner, Johnson, Morelon-Quainoo, & Santiago, chapter 9), socioeconomic status, and other substantive identity definers. Thus, most doctoral students face interior conflicts in their formation of a doctoral student and disciplinary scholar identity, as well as their key adult life role commitments. To maximize the success of doctoral students, key faculty need to understand the formation and re-formation of these social identities as students negotiate through conflicting values, time commitments, or support systems in their other role identities (see Gardner, chapter 10, for more discussion on identity development).

Transformational learning provides a helpful framework for understanding this difficult process of doctoral student transitions, and forming and re-forming role identities and involvements. It also offers an elegant framework for future research investigations into the complexities of how doctoral student identities engage in these significant psychological transitions. Transformational learning experiences for the adult learner have been theorized
and researched through the foundational efforts of Mezirow (1991) and others (Mezirow & Associates, 2000). At the heart of these transformative engagements is the reinterpretation of “an old experience (or a new one) from a new set of expectations, thus giving a new meaning and perspective” (Mezirow, 1991, p. 11). Through the process of transformational learning, “we transform our taken-for-granted frames of reference (meaning perspectives, habits of mind, mindsets) to make them more inclusive, discriminating, open, emotionally capable of change, and reflective so that they may generate beliefs and opinions that will prove more true or justified to guide action” (Mezirow, 2000, pp. 8–9).

However, not all new transition experiences or disjunctures are transformational for the adult. In transformative situations, the adult is both emotionally and cognitively engaged in a disorienting dilemma and through these experiences reexamines past understandings and their frame of reference and seeks new understandings. These new understandings could be based in new ways of acting in the world, or could be through engaging with others in conversations to gain reflective insights of other individuals’ sense of understandings, beliefs, and actions. Thus, through this process, adults emotionally and cognitively experience a transformational process modifying their sense of themselves and their meanings within their other identities and worlds, of forming and more often transforming their sense of self and social identities. Although there is no research that has focused upon transformational learning in the doctoral experience, it has been amply demonstrated through a number of studies that adults who enter college may experience perspective transformation and engage in transformational learning by viewing themselves and their social roles and their sense of self in a different way through the educational experience (Mezirow, 1991; Mezirow & Associates, 2000; Mezirow & Marsick, 1978). In both seeking the doctoral experience and the actual engagement in doctoral studies, adults are compelled to rethink who they are, what they desire and value in life, and what they need to commit in their lives in seeking those options. Thus, doctoral students engage in thinking through their life-worlds of past, present, and future. These individuals continually consider their other social identities and roles commitments—of marriage, of spouse and children, of family, of friends and colleagues, of work and profession, of key life values, and sense of religious tradition, of considering their sense of self and being in relation to others, and of their key goals to community, family, and self.
Table 11.1 presents Mezirow’s (1991) phases of meaning, representing a cognitive approach to transformational learning based in rational, reflective thought and discourse. More recent discussions have broadened this stance and acknowledged the potency of power dynamics and social interactions that have an impact on potential transformational actions within individuals. Studies have also acknowledged the culture–context differentials of this framework, that transformational learning is not just a rational–cognitive approach. In recognition of the impact of transformative learning upon doctoral studies, doctoral faculty may provide support, guidance, and, at times, directed messages to facilitate students as they engage in transformative learning and therefore transform their sense of self and their world.

At the heart of this theory is recognition that most doctoral students will experience a life-altering set of events that influence how they believe and see themselves in the world. The commitment to seeking doctoral work and to participating in a highly stylized, demanding, and competitive environment impacts doctoral students’ sense of self and being. They will experience disorienting dilemmas—of challenges to self to become a doctoral student, but also challenges to their other multiple social identities (some of which may conflict intellectually, psychologically, and culturally) with the world of doctoral studies, and some with conflicts in relation to the structural process and demands of this journey. For in-depth implications, Cranton (1994, 1996) provided an informed perspective for applying this theory to adult learners, considering its relationship to the instrumental, communicative, and emancipatory learning.
domains and the perspectives of psychological, sociolinguistic, and epistemic reflection as well as its relationship to self-directed learning, autonomy, and critical thinking.

In an aligned perspective, many doctoral adult learners entering academic programs initially view themselves with an outsider status. They believe they must prove their worth within an academic environment and seek acceptance and validation. Stewart and Dottolo (2005) conducted research on doctoral socialization into the academy and developing a prominent doctoral student identity. They reported that students, more often with marginalized identities (such as gender, race, working class, older age, ability status), experienced varied direct and indirect messages of needed conformity; subsequently, they often presented modes of resistance aimed at persistence and survival in the academy. In identifying strategies, they noted:

Most of all, these strategies—though they clearly preserve critical aspects of the self that are threatened by socialization to the academy—are costly in psychic energy used to respond and often result in painful compromise. They make it more difficult for students to answer the questions that Virginia Woolf enjoined them to ask (Woolf, 1938/1966, p. 62): “Do we wish to join that procession or don’t we? On what terms shall we join that procession? Above all, where is it leading us . . .?” (Stewart & Dottolo, 2005, p. 185)

The challenge for doctoral faculty is to recognize and aid in the transformation of adults as they face disorienting dilemmas to their personhood and their beliefs. These dilemmas “compete or conflict with the identity under construction. For these students, socialization to the academy carries with it pressures for substantial personal change, and the risk of losses of the self” (Stewart & Dottolo, 2005, p. 168). Doctoral faculty need to structure programs, advisement, and mentorship to acknowledge and aid students in these difficult issues.

Learning in Social Context: Communities of Practice in Doctoral Studies

Studying apprenticeship and how learning occurs in context, Lave and Wenger (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998) created the term communities of practice. Simply defined, communities of practice are “groups of people who share a
concern, a set of problems, or a passion about a topic, and who deepen their knowledge and expertise in this area by interacting on an ongoing basis” (Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002, p. 4). The central idea is that outside of formal structures, people come together in groupings to conduct activities where they live, work, go to school, and recreate. Informally created, communities of practice vary in size and scope for the express purpose of developing expertise wherein members share knowledge, solve problems, and support each other. According to Wenger (1998), “Learning is the engine of practice, and practice is the history of that learning” (p. 96). Multiple communities of practice, then, are vital to doctoral student academic success given the wide-ranging roles and identities they may possess (e.g., student, worker, partner, parent, and friend).

The scale and scope of communities of practice can vary. For example, they may emerge within a department, across the university, across various institutions, and within an entire discipline. Moreover, a community of practice could be invisible or highly recognized. Regardless of the types of communities of practice that may form, Wenger (n.d.) identified three structural elements that all must possess: the domain, the community, and the practice. The domain of knowledge is the epicenter for communities of practice. It is the areas of interest, topics considered, or prescribed problems that the group considers. The domain sets the parameters for framing questions and organizing the knowledge of the group. As a result, the domain of knowledge provides a strong sense of identity and purpose for the group, thus legitimizing it. The community represents the group of people who interact regularly to share ideas and collectively learn together. Within the community, individuals feel a strong sense of belonging, trust, and mutual commitment. Individuals join the community voluntarily; thus, no external mandate or compulsion binds them. Although the community nurtures novices and identifies experts, leadership is shared and distributed. Retention of historical knowledge is especially unique to a community. The practice “embodies a certain way of behaving, a perspective on problems and ideas, a thinking style, and even in many cases an ethical stance” along with a shared repertoire of resources such as “cases and stories, theories, rules, frameworks, models, principles, tools, experts, articles, lessons learned, best practices, and heuristics” (Wenger et al., 2002, pp. 38–39). In short, practice is a way of doing things within a particular knowledge domain. To successfully work together in practice, there is an assumed baseline of common knowledge that all members should
know with an expected commitment to problem solving and new knowledge creation around advances in the field. Communities of practice differ sharply from interest groups, networks, or project teams. Unlike an interest group or network that may only need to share information and build relationships or a project team that focuses only on a specific task, a community of practice aims to create and exchange knowledge and develop individual expertise.

In doctoral preparation, students encounter a wide variety of communities of practice in their departments, universities, disciplines, and so on. As newcomers, exactly how do they join and negotiate their role and identity? Lave and Wenger (1991) and Wenger (1998) proposed that legitimate peripheral participation explains the trajectory of how newcomers are immersed into the community, engage in practice, learn through participation, and potentially obtain full membership. Inextricably linked is one’s evolving participation and identity development. Therefore, newcomers learn not from an abstract curriculum but from adapted forms of participation. To prepare newcomers, Wenger (1998) argued, “Peripherality provides an approximation of full participation that gives exposure to actual practice” and can be accomplished by “lessened intensity, lessened risk, special assistance, lessened cost of error, close supervision, or lessened production pressures” (p. 100). That is to say, within actual practice, novices can engage in modified participation to learn how the community operates. Wenger cautioned, “Note that the curriculum is then the community of practice itself. Teachers, masters, and specific role models can be important, but it is by virtue of their membership in community as a whole that they can play their roles” (p. 100).

Just as peripherality is important in explaining how newcomers join communities of practice, legitimacy matters equally. To be considered a potential member of the community, newcomers must obtain legitimacy (e.g., sponsorship) from old-timers who are experts. Providing examples of legitimacy, Wenger (1998) illustrated the concept of legitimacy by providing an apropos example in doctoral studies: “Today, doctoral students have professors who give them entry into academic communities” (p. 101). In the process of learning, however, it is highly probable that newcomers could make errors and falter along the way. Thus, legitimacy provides a covering for the newcomer during the learning process so that they do not run the risk of neglect or elimination from the community. Doctoral students as newcomers to a community are potentially legitimate peripheral participants who may initially engage in basic knowledge creation, knowledge sharing, skill development,
and tasks that further the goals of the community. Doctoral students learn the profession not in isolation or as passive consumers of knowledge but by being actively engaged in the practice. Old-timers introduce newcomers to the practices of the group. As newcomers increase their active engagement within the culture and gain valuable experiences, they potentially move from the periphery to the center of the community. Through sustained participation, ultimately newcomers become old-timers.

Within every aspect of doctoral students’ lives, there are potential groups of people with whom they interact, seek advice, share their aspirations, and deepen knowledge and expertise. Such communities of practice may be invisible or visible; members may participate fully or infrequently. Nonetheless, these groups learn together; that is to say, learning is quintessentially enmeshed in practice.

Conclusions and Implications for Doctoral Students as Adult Learners

Three major premises underlie the discussion presented in this chapter. First, doctoral students are unique learners with varied experiences and backgrounds. Doctoral students bring to bear years of accumulated prior learning and rich experiences into their studies. Invariably, no generic doctoral adult learner exists. Doctoral students possess varied motivations, learning styles, and cognitive abilities, and all come from diverse sociocultural contexts. Second, the approach to learning for many doctoral students occurs on a continuum from autonomous to relational. The autonomous learner prefers to learn alone and values independence, whereas the relational learner finds solace in connectedness to others and interdependent action. Finally, given the uniqueness of doctoral students, there is no one theory or model that captures how all learn and construct knowledge. The context of doctoral preparation with the aim of developing scholars for the academy, business or industry, government, nonprofits, or as public intellectuals help to identify the most salient perspectives.

Scholarly formation, by definition, entails learning. It is the “central business, the core task” and “the learning in question is often of a very special kind because it breaks new ground and builds new knowledge” (Walker et al., 2008, p. 11). To facilitate a shift in how adult learning is conceptualized and fostered in doctoral studies, three perspectives were reviewed (see Table 11.2): self-directed and critically reflective learning; the formation and transformation
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Self-Directed /Critically Reflective Learning</th>
<th>Transformative Learning Theory</th>
<th>Situated Learning: Communities of Practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To enhance the ability of students to be self-directed in their learning; to foster critically reflective learning</td>
<td>To facilitate awareness of distorted and limiting views; to recognize alternative perspectives; to make meaning out of our lives</td>
<td>To build community where newcomers/novices can encounter the profession by creating and sharing knowledge and developing expertise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View of the Learner</td>
<td>Student with developmental and personal needs and interests</td>
<td>Student coping with change, disjuncture or disorienting dilemmas</td>
<td>Student moving from peripheral to active to the center of engagement; student developing scholarly identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View of the Educator</td>
<td>A resource among many</td>
<td>Facilitator of personal and social transformation</td>
<td>Expert who guides and legitimates novices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Settings for Learning</td>
<td>Primarily formal educational settings; yet, learner determines additional settings</td>
<td>Learner’s total life</td>
<td>Physical or virtual settings where members of the community interact around core issues, interests, and needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curriculum</td>
<td>Students structure learning needs and goals within the confines of doctoral studies requirements as a master planner</td>
<td>Students reflects and dialogues about their views, perspectives, and experiences to decide on personal and societal action</td>
<td>Students seek opportunities within the community to engage in practice and share and produce knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Concepts</td>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>Experience; critical reflection; development</td>
<td>Legitimate peripheral participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td>Serious attention to the needs of the individual</td>
<td>Emphasis placed on student critical reflection and engagement (praxis)</td>
<td>Increased awareness of the value in community and interdependent ways of learning and knowing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problems</td>
<td>Concern that student may not be at a developmental stage to make proper judgments; the extent to which the context affects learner autonomy</td>
<td>Overreliance on rationality in perspective transformation; focuses too much on individual transformation at the expense of social change</td>
<td>Difficulty in assessing learning and new knowledge creation; apparent assumption that a community is supportive and nurturing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of social and personal identities through the lens of transformative learning; and learning in context highlighting communities of practice. Based on the perspectives examined, what strategies and recommendations should various stakeholders consider? We offer several implications for doctoral students, faculty members, university administrators, and external agencies.

**Creating a Path Toward Self-Directed Learning**

Doctoral students who are self-directed take the initiative with no or limited help from others to identify their needs, establish goals, ferret-out resources, employ learning strategies, and evaluate the success of their efforts. It helps when self-directed doctoral learners choose intellectually challenging projects and complex problems to solve. To what extent doctoral students can truly be self-directed, especially during the early stages of their doctoral process, is a contentious issue; yet, there is extreme wisdom in them valuing an interdependent pathway. Thus, doctoral students should not only learn in isolation but also welcome interpersonal ways with experts and peers in the classroom and at disciplinary meetings and conferences. Self-directed doctoral students should view their academic journey as an opportunity to learn and grow both personally and professionally. Doing so requires self-knowledge and immersion into the culture of the program and discipline.

Valuing the scholarly success of doctoral students, faculty should encourage a learning environment of trust and mutual respect wherein self-directed learners can create their own pathways. For example, faculty can include opportunities for doctoral students to negotiate independent learning contracts for courses and plan independent research opportunities. Self-directed learners really need access to information of all formal program and course requirements in order to design and plan their own learning. University faculty best support self-directed learners through transparency of these explicit and tacit requirements and expectations. In addition, university administrators should consider flexibility in the curriculum and innovative assessment measures to value the creativity and uniqueness of doctoral adult learners.

**Forming and Transforming Social Identities**

Through critical reflection and guided action, transformative learning is when students question previously held beliefs, values, and assumptions to establish
new understandings and identities. Thus, doctoral students should interrogate their disciplinary understandings through an interdisciplinary lens to foster critical, multicultural, and global perspectives. Given that we live in a global world with multifaceted problems, faculty members should intentionally create space in the curriculum for service-learning and participatory action research projects for doctoral students to engage in praxis. Furthermore, university administrators could champion interdisciplinary doctoral degrees. External entities (e.g., trade and disciplinary associations) could be supportive by providing funding for applied projects addressing emerging societal issues.

Recognizing that doctoral students are likely to experience life’s expected and unexpected events such as the birth of a child, personal/family illness, and death, departments and universities need to identify mechanisms that support doctoral students, especially in crisis. In addition, university administrators should consider creating understandings of alternative graduate pathways that reflect multiple social roles and commitments (e.g., parent, worker, and student). The full support of external agencies, such as accrediting bodies, in assessing and promoting alternative graduate pathways would be ideal.

Nurturing the Power of Communities of Practice

Recognizing the inherent value in learning from context, doctoral students should engage in multiple communities of practice that align with their passions and knowledge interests. Communities of practice in the form of writing groups, mentoring groups, research laboratories, participatory action research initiatives, and so on provide tacit and explicit knowledge sharing opportunities. Engaging in the practices of communities facilitate collaborative interactions and new learning opportunities for students with old-timers/experts.

Although time and effort invested in communities of practice by faculty members may not neatly align with the reward structure of academe, this participation is invaluable for new knowledge creation and sustaining doctoral students’ intellectual curiosity. Communities of practice foster a strong sense of student belonging, identity development, and networking opportunities that directly support student retention and completion. Departments, universities, and external agencies are potentially prime investors in nurturing the exponential power of communities of practice by providing material resources, facilities, and equipment toward the generation and dissemination of new knowledge.
Conclusion

This chapter presented the significance of three salient perspectives of doctoral students as adult learners. The future impact and effectiveness of doctoral faculty and programs will reside in responding to this changing clientele and their engagements as adult learners, as well as in being responsive to their complex adult roles and commitments and their multilayered learning expectations oriented to both self and communities of practice.
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Jennifer, still laboring away on her dissertation, decides she needs a respite from the drudgery. She and her partner Lisa decide it would be fun to audit a class together. They look around and find one in women’s studies on feminist theory that looks compelling. Jennifer, once in the course, finds herself blown away by the content. While she always considered herself a feminist, she now realizes that the way she viewed the world before was still one based on very different assumptions. Learning everything that she is now, she feels motivated to do something important. She toys with the idea of changing her dissertation to utilize a feminist lens. She has a feeling, however, that her advisor will be nonplussed, to say the least.

Eva is still plugging away at her program in educational leadership. She is now in the midst of taking methodological coursework, allowing her to consider different approaches for her dissertation research. In her educational research course, however, she is astounded to find that the faculty member simply skims over the discussion about paradigmatic assumptions. After her experience in the diversity course last year, Eva feels a strong connection to the postmodernist views of the world. As the course progresses, she begins seeing the strongly positivist stance that the instructor takes in the course and even in his language. She wonders how her paper proposal on critical race theory will be received by her professor and worries a little bit as well.
Many in the education research community have debated what it means to do “good” research (Berliner, 2002; Feuer, Towne, & Shavelson, 2002a, b; Hoestetler, 2005; Pellegrino & Goldman, 2002). Such questions take on new relevance with increased pressures to respond more effectively to the seemingly overwhelming needs of schools, universities, and communities. Indeed, the future of education may rest on our abilities to conduct thoughtful, informative research in, with, and across, a wide variety of contexts in order to address these pressing societal needs. These needs raise numerous questions regarding how to prepare future educational researchers to meet these challenges (Eisenhart & DeHaan, 2005). While some scholars dismiss the relevance of multiple epistemologies (e.g., Siegel, 2006), Washington State University’s College of Education has made such understandings the cornerstone of a recently revised doctoral research core.

This case study focuses on students’ experiences in a course titled “Education, Research, and Epistemology” and the ways in which they mobilize these understandings throughout their academic careers. Discussions, even debates, about the importance of epistemology are not new to education. Scheurich and Young’s (1997) call for researchers to “color” our epistemologies generated heated interactions among many scholars, regardless of race or ethnicity. As Tyson (1997) pointed out a decade ago, scholars of color (i.e., Hill-Collins, 1990) had been promoting more diverse epistemologies in research even before Scheurich and Young’s call was published. More recently, scholars such as Rolon-Dow (2005) and Milner (2007) have continued to emphasize epistemology as fundamental to the ways in which we conceptualize, conduct, analyze, and present research. These scholars, and many others, have asserted that race, gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation, and other issues of identity shape the way in which individuals see the world, and how knowledge is constructed, in fundamental ways.

However, not all academics agree. Siegel (2006) asked whether we are making “much ado about nothing much?” in this focus on epistemology. Siegel argued that terms such as epistemologies and epistemological diversities are meaningless, unless more clearly defined. While his call for more precise language is useful, Siegel concluded that “the call for epistemological diversity is not, where justified, as radical or significant as it is often taken to be; and that, where it is radical or significant, it is not justified” (p. 3). His position is valid, however, only if one accepts his premise that those who advocate for epistemological diversities are unwilling to subject these beliefs to any type of
critical review. The case study presented in this chapter focuses on students’ perspectives on a doctoral seminar designed to prepare future scholars to engage in just such a deep, deliberate analysis of epistemological diversity in educational research.

The Case: A Seminar in Epistemology, Inquiry, and Representation

In 2003, Washington State University’s College of Education was invited to participate in the Carnegie Initiative on the Doctorate (CID). Our goal, like that of the other 83 programs across 6 fields who participated in the project, was systemic and meaningful change to our Ph.D. program. The CID project provided faculty and administrators with the necessary push to engage in an ongoing conversation about what it means to be a “steward of the discipline” (Golde & Walker, 2006) in education. One issue that virtually everyone agreed upon in the college was the importance of reconsidering our students’ preparation in the area of research. Throughout the discussions, there was general consensus that graduates of our doctoral programs should be prepared to be consumers and producers of research, and that doing so required that they also be proficient in both quantitative and qualitative methods. In addition, many faculty members felt it was important that students understand not just the technical applications of research but also the ways in which one’s assumptions about knowledge and the world shape one’s decisions in research.

Consistent with Pallas’s (2001) recommendations regarding the need to prepare education doctoral students for epistemological diversity, our college initiated a doctoral seminar focused on epistemology and inquiry. Virtually all doctoral students are required to take this course during the first semester of their doctoral program. The course serves as a prerequisite for five subsequent research classes: one “fundamentals” of research class, two qualitative research courses, and two quantitative research courses, as well as a one-credit seminar in which various faculty members share their research that students are required to take twice. The goal is for all students to emerge from our doctoral programs with a deep, thorough understanding of the philosophies that guide research, as well as the methodologies available to them. As Paul and Marfo (2001) emphasized, “One must have some philosophical as well as technical knowledge about the genres to understand and interpret the language and the research” (p. 532). Students are required to demonstrate competency in both
qualitative and quantitative methods in order to ensure that they are prepared
to be producers and consumers of multiple forms of research.

The faculty members who designed and teach the course on epistemology
and research assert that there are, indeed, multiple epistemologies that drive
scholarly work and that understanding these underlying assumptions helps
beginning researchers think more critically and analytically not only about
their own research but also about the research they consume. The seminar is
designed to help doctoral students negotiate what has often been referred to as
the “contested” or “shifting” terrain of educational research (Langemann, 1997;
Labaree, 2003; Popkewitz, 1997). How do novice researchers, who sometimes
identify themselves as “feminists” or “critical race theorists,” explain how such
theoretical frameworks shape their understandings of knowledge, the knower,
and the known? How do such beliefs impact other dimensions of their aca-
demic lives? How do doctoral students reconcile competing epistemologies
within the academy? How do they explain their work in the context of their
epistemologies? The answers to these questions reflect Neumann’s (2006)
conclusions that boundaries between personal beliefs and scholarly work are
blurred and warrant more deliberate exploration if future faculty members
are to work, and live, with passion. Achieving this needs to become an im-
portant goal of doctoral education in all fields given Golde and Dore (2001)
and Austin’s (2002) findings, which suggest that many Ph.D. students are
turning away from academic or scholarly careers because of their perception
that academia is no longer a path to pursuing individual passions.

While the course is not “owned” by any particular faculty member, the
same professor has taught the course six of the seven times it has been offered.
As different faculty members eventually rotate into the course, the intent
is for the objectives of the course to remain consistent regardless of the
instructors. However, specific readings and assignments for the course will
vary by instructor. Consequently, this case study focuses on the experiences
of the six cohorts of students taught by the first author of this chapter (Shinew).
This chapter’s second author (Moore) was a student in the class during the
first semester it was offered. The course has undergone minor revisions each
semester but the general structure, assignments, and many of the readings
have remained consistent.

Throughout the semester, doctoral students in the “Epistemology, Re-
search, and Education” course read and discuss pieces from numerous the-
oretical orientations, including postpositivism, feminist theory, critical race
theory, postcolonial theory, place-based education, poststructuralism, and queer theory. The bulk of the course engages students in deep readings and discussions of the assigned articles and chapters. In virtually every case, the collection of readings includes several pieces that could be considered “foundational” in establishing the philosophy in contemporary educational research, as well as one or two more recently published examples that demonstrate more current trends. Each student assumes responsibility for facilitating the discussion of one set of readings, a responsibility that includes meeting with the instructor in advance to discuss ideas and possibilities.

In addition, students conduct an interview with an established scholar. Questions for the semi-structured interviews are developed collaboratively (with guidance from the faculty coordinator) to ensure consistency across the interviews. These interviews focus on the scholars’ definitions of research, what they consider “quality” research, how they believe research should be represented, and more general issues of their academic life. Students record and transcribe the interviews, as well as read at least one example of the scholar’s work. Students then develop an “epistemological case study” about the scholar that they share with the rest of the class. These projects serve as concrete illustrations of the ways in which scholars’ work is informed and shaped by epistemologies, theories, and methodologies, as well as their personal passions and convictions. At the end of the semester, students are asked to compose a personal “position statement” in which they align themselves with one or more theoretical orientations and explain their position in light of class readings and discussions. This culminating project is considered a “work in progress” as it is assumed that students’ understandings and interests will continue to evolve.

Methods and Data Sources

As stated earlier, the researchers for this project include the faculty coordinator for the course and her former doctoral student who was a member of the first cohort to complete the newly revised doctoral research core. In many ways, the case study could be considered an action research project. Using the guidelines established by Herr and Anderson (2005), the researchers developed a participatory model with the goal of understanding and improving students’ experiences in the research seminar, as well as exploring ways to improve the course. The instructor, and co-researcher, identified questions based on her
experiences with the course (i.e., How do students make sense of the readings after the class? How did the exposure to these ideas influence their thinking about research?). The data collected were then used to inform future revisions in the course.

Data for the study came from open-ended surveys from students who have completed the course and are at various stages of their doctoral studies or professional careers; follow up, semi-structured interviews with 10 of these participants; students’ reflective journals; artifacts from the class (course evaluations, syllabi, and assignments); and participant observation notes (from the faculty coordinator). In addition, we have included feedback from faculty members teaching subsequent core research courses to illustrate how the course functions in the newly revised research core. The purpose and outcomes of the action research project were shared with all participants. Data (with confidentiality ensured) were also shared for member checking. Bullough and Pinnegar’s (2001) suggested guidelines for self-study research inform the criteria for quality developed for this study. The conclusions of this study have informed revisions in the course and assignments.

Findings

Several important insights emerged from the data, collectively providing insights not only into these students’ experiences with this particular course but also into the ways in which the structure, content, and teacher of this course shaped students’ identities as scholars. While certainly not true for all students who completed the class, a significant number of students—particularly those considering faculty careers—describe their experiences as “life-changing” and “pivotal” in their development as researchers. Themes emerged in the data, reflecting the key elements of students’ experiences that overlap with each other and also bridge from this class to their socialization as scholars. As part of establishing their identity in the academy, they (a) find their voice, (b) embrace a community of scholarship, and (c) seek intellectual mentorship for the transition into this new, and sometimes unfamiliar role.

“Walking the Walk and Talking the Talk”: Finding Voice in the Academic Discourse

One of the most pervasive findings marked students’ perception regarding the power of interacting with “high theory” (as one student described the types
of philosophical frameworks addressed in the course) early in one’s doctoral studies. In presenting his case that doctoral students in education be introduced to epistemological diversity, Pallas (2001) suggested that “educational researchers will need to engage with multiple epistemological perspectives to the point that members of different communities of educational research practice can understand one another, despite, or perhaps through, their differences” (p. 7). Consistently, most students shared that while they found such ideas intimidating and “overwhelming” early in the semester, they felt a high degree of satisfaction and accomplishment in being able to read and analyze theoretically rich and complex pieces. While clearly exposure to the philosophical foundations of research was one of the primary goals of the course, the degree to which students referenced this increased familiarity (and comfort) with academic discourse as an essential part of their experience surprised us somewhat. One student explained: “Most important was my growth in understanding where knowledge comes from and what our society believes is ‘True’ forms of research and ways of knowing.”

Each week, students came to class having read a set of six to eight articles or chapters focused around a particular theme. From the first class, the instructor communicated an expectation that students not only read the articles carefully before class but be prepared to “pull them apart,” line by line if necessary, in order to better understand each article independently, as well as the connections and contradictions across the readings. For many students, this was their first encounter with the type of “deep reading” that often characterizes the life of a scholar. One student described being

challenged intellectually in a way that was very hard at times but very rewarding. I experienced challenges in a different way than I ever had before. [The experience also challenged my self-image as a student by being in a class where I was asked to] do something different with the reading, rather than just read and apply . . . I had to learn how to read, pull apart the ideas, and apply them . . . [It was] learning how to get into a zone, understanding things in that zone, and then applying what you learned in the zone.

Other participants expressed the same sentiment numerous times in the surveys, interviews, and in artifacts from the course. For many, being pushed to read intellectually challenging materials, though not easy, “fed a hunger”
(as one anonymous student explained in a course evaluation) that “I didn’t even know I had.”

Not all students appreciated being pushed into “the zone,” however. One participant in the study emphasized that

[The course] was very confusing and difficult. I do not think it socialized you much into graduate school. If anything it proved how difficult the program would be, and without professors’ patience, guidance, and mentoring that you would not make it. As far as research it did provide some interesting theories but I think it was very overwhelming.

For most students, however, their growing ability to “talk the talk of academics” increased their confidence in other classes as well. All of the participants in this study, even those who found the readings somewhat inaccessible, indicated that they had used the readings and ideas in discussions and assignments in other courses, as well as in preliminary exams, dissertations, and conference presentations:

This [course] has enabled me to speak up more in my other classes without hesitating with the assumption that my answer must be perfect and correct . . . . rather, I learned that the struggle, the wrestling with and making sense of . . . is as much a part of the learning process as is the outcome.

Several students also indicated that they returned to their “position statements” from the class when writing their preliminary exams, dissertation proposals, and/or research projects in which they were asked to position themselves in their research. While each of them noted ways in which their positions had changed and evolved, the seeds of these understandings and beliefs were cultivated in the seminar on epistemology and research. In some cases, though not coordinated by the instructors, students encountered a few of the same readings, though usually presented with a different purpose or lens.

This synergy among the readings and students’ program is not entirely serendipitous since each reading is selected quite purposefully and effort is made to ensure that, collectively, the readings feel inclusive to students who come from different program areas within the college. In addition, the readings frequently include series from Educational Researcher that present a feature
article, as well as numerous responses to the piece, and then a rejoinder. Consequently, many of the authors build on one another’s work, so students frequently see references to pieces they have read. One student described the experience: “It’s like there’s this ongoing conversation and we get dropped into it. It takes a while to figure out who’s talking and what they’re saying but, by the end of the semester, I feel like I can follow along—and maybe even participate.” In this sense, the course serves as “a model of professional socialization, which sees doctoral students coming to learn appropriate skills and values as they move through a set of developmental stages” (Pallas, 2001, p. 7, citing Simpson, 1979). Another student summarized her experience by saying, “I think on some level, I started to take myself a little more seriously as a doctoral student . . . [through this experience, I learned] that I was capable, even though intimidated, to find my own voice and stand by it through our exchanges and through the readings that we discussed at length.”

The impact of considering the assumptions that undergird various frameworks has been notable even to other faculty members. The statistics instructor of a course that follows the epistemology course in the research sequence made a point of mentioning the “difference in students’ thinking” after the work in epistemology. “They ask different questions,” she observed, “and tend to see the bigger connections” than students who, for various reasons, had not yet taken the epistemology course. Another instructor who regularly teaches the doctoral-level qualitative research methods course made similar observations. An important component in developing students’ voice was being in an environment that supported their growth and development.

“Creating a Safe Space”: Establishing and Maintaining “Intellectual Communities”

One of the keys to students’ comfort and willingness to take risks in sharing their understandings of the material was the small size of the class (limited to no more than 15 students). The course was organized so that each week a different member of the class took the lead in facilitating the discussion of the readings. Several students mentioned the pressure to participate in class discussions to “help” a peer, knowing that his or her “turn was coming” as discussion leader. While the instructor clearly communicated her expectation that students come to class prepared and ready to engage, for many
students, it was their peers’ behavior and attitudes that influenced them most significantly:

The most challenging I would have to say... It wasn’t so much to do with the course itself. It had to do with the cohorts of students. I was blessed to have a really good set of students for my entire program... For me, as a new student, my earliest challenge was from... my colleagues. They challenged me to come to class every time and ready to be on top of things.

In addition, when designing the Ph.D. programs in the college, faculty members were intentional about including experiences, such as the course in epistemology, in which students from various programs came together. This deliberate attempt to bring emerging scholars from different fields together is very much in keeping with what Tate (2008) describes as the “metalevel theme” for CID, “Create as many opportunities for community-centered reflection as possible” (p. 51). One student explained the outcome of such reflection:

[Having students from different programs in the class] was a huge advantage and enabled us to peel apart the content from a variety of lenses. I also gained an appreciation for the different ways that my peers were approaching their research as well as their disciplines. I saw us as a diverse, capable, invested group that brought many perspectives and insights to the table, which forced us to think about our topics in different ways. They influenced me and challenged me in good ways to also challenge myself and my thinking.

The benefits of such an experience, according to several participants, “cannot be measured.” “It is imperative,” one argues, “to expose PhD students to various viewpoints.”

Pallas (2001) discussed the impact of narrowly defined “communities of practice” that socialize new educational researchers into a particular philosophy and research methodology. His point is that common conversations and understandings about research often do not yield opportunities to question the underlying assumptions of one’s position. In encouraging a more comprehensive preparation of doctoral students, Pallas argued that we must move beyond our “communities of practice” and into what Walker, Golde, Jones, Bueschel, and Hutchings (2007) referred to as “intellectual communities.”
Almost all of the participants in the study, as well as comments from course evaluations and discussions, support the importance of doctoral students developing, and sustaining, this intellectual community:

The course played a huge role in socializing me to grad school in terms of developing collegial academic relationships with a number of people outside of my own program . . . this impact was most profound due to the fact that it was one of my first courses on the campus. However, now that I have taken more classes, I recognize a unique character to my epistemology course in terms of establishing a sense of familiarity and comfort with my colleagues, regardless of whether their views matched mine.

Another student explained that “growing into a debating, discussing community with my classmates impacted me most profoundly and shifted my expectations of myself as an isolated researcher to one who benefits from discussion with my peers.” The lasting impact of the type of community established in the course is evident in the extent to which members of the class continue to meet after the course ends. One group of students continued to have regular gatherings over coffee several semesters after the course ended; students (and Shinew) attended as they were able but there was a determined effort to sustain the community.

“Hanging on Her Every Word”: Seeking a Guide to the (Epistemological) Universe

To some extent, we expected to hear much about the (positive) impact of being introduced to challenging theoretical debates and the importance of doing so in a supportive, peer-driven environment. The passion and commitment students expressed around these concepts did, however, surprise us. We did not anticipate the final theme that emerged from the data: the pivotal role of the instructor to students’ experience in the course. For the faculty member (Shinew), this was somewhat unexpected. While students’ evaluations have always been high for the course, Shinew often explained her pedagogical approach as having the “good sense to get things moving and then get out of the way” as students engaged with the ideas and one another. However, in responses to surveys and interview questions for this action research project, students frequently mentioned the impact she had on their experience of the
course. One student offered this typical analysis of the role that the instructor played in the student experience:

The method she used to allow each person to agree or disagree with various epistemologies, while challenging their constructed knowledge made the class the highlight of my educational career (which has been long!). Dr. Shinew was the most inclusive of all viewpoints and never revealed her epistemological stance, which allowed each student to feel free to express themselves.

The goal of the course was for students to know and understand the debates surrounding these issues and begin the process of identifying themselves, and their work, within this contested terrain. This student’s comment reflected Shinew’s approach to achieving this goal: Throughout the course, she made a conscious effort to critique (and advocate for) all of the frameworks under consideration as equally as possible. One student explained that the instructor “interjected when it was necessary, always asking the critical question that got us to see things in a new light or to get us back on track.” And, in fact, the instructor attempted to hold her comments and let the discussions unfold. While she assumed this resulted in her taking up “less space” in the conversation, this project has helped her understand that her influence may have taken on a different significance than initially expected.

A couple of students referred to the class’s tendencies to “hang on (the instructor’s) every word” and desire for Shinew to “reveal” her epistemological stance at the end of the course. Coincidentally or not, many of the students who expressed these feelings were in the first semester of their doctoral program. The transition from undergraduate experiences, and even many master’s programs, to a doctoral program—from following others’ directions for learning to taking ownership for the process—may not have been complete for these participants (see more discussion about cognitive development in Gardner, chapter 10). At least part of the students’ emphasis on the role of the instructor may be a lack of awareness of the extent to which they are now taking responsibility for their own learning and growth.

This chapter’s second author (Moore) represents something of a stereotypical student in this class. She drank in her experience in this course with
enthusiasm from the first meeting, credits Shinew with many critical socialization experiences, and prepared diligently through her doctoral program for her current position, as a tenure-track faculty member at a research university now teaching epistemology to her own students. From her perspective, students’ comments about the importance of the instructor summarized here stand as proxies for experiences that students may not have the language or self-awareness for early in their careers. Reflecting on the experience of studying and now teaching epistemological diversity, five years after completing the course, Moore sees three key elements of Shinew’s practice as instructor reflected in students’ comments: a very carefully designed syllabus provoking increasingly deeper engagement; an implicitly communicated confidence in students’ ability to rise to the challenges of articulating emerging understandings; and explicitly communicated expectations that her students meet those challenges. Such an environment fostered the intellectual communities and individual achievements highlighted here in the summary of our findings. Studies of cognitive development in doctoral students (Baxter-Magolda, 1998) further highlight the value of this kind of experience as a foundation of training in research.

Obviously, these results are limited by the focus on one course. However, the findings in this case study certainly warrant further investigation, with the possibility of collaborating with faculty who teach similar courses at other institutions to determine if outcomes on the students’ thinking and behavior are consistent. For the authors, this study has allowed us to think about our own work with doctoral students, as well as the role of faculty in fostering students’ efforts to build communities of practice. Based on the results of this case study, several recommendations emerge regarding the organization, instruction, and expectations of doctoral programs.

**Recommendations for Supporting Socialization**

This case study highlights the continued salience of two long-running debates: the role of epistemological diversity in educational research and the preparation of doctoral students in education. While scholars have debated the importance of addressing the epistemological foundations of educational research (Milner, 2007; Rolon-Dow, 2005; Scheurich & Young, 1997; Siegel, 2006; Tyson, 1997; Willower, 2001), the emphasis that students in this course
placed on the critical role such exposure had on their thinking clearly supports including such considerations early in one’s scholarly development. In addition, this study has implications for the ongoing conversations about the most effective strategies for preparing doctoral students (Eisenhart & DeHaan, 2005; Golde & Walker, 2006; Labaree, 2005; Pallas, 2001). Consistently, students referenced the importance of participating in a community that supported and encouraged their intellectual growth. Reviewing the findings of this case study in light of the larger discussion of these issues highlights possibilities for other doctoral programs.

These two sets of opportunity emerge from the data as particularly important to graduate student socialization. One of the most consistent findings from this case study is the importance students place on being exposed to multiple perspectives/epistemologies early in their academic careers. While Milner (2007) reminded us of the “dangers seen, unseen, and unforeseen” in the process of engaging diverse epistemological frameworks and positionalities, most students from the course seem able to work through these “dangers” and create possibilities for themselves and their research. Perhaps, as one participant told us,

> It would be a lot easier to only learn one or two stances but if there is a true commitment to my learning then I need and want to play with options, see their application, be expansive in what I’m learning and then practice the application . . . let me wrestle with how they work or don’t when it comes to my research interest or my lived experience. I cannot think of any disadvantages to being introduced to diverse epistemologies.

The result is a process of “find[ing] my voice,” “trying on” diverse epistemologies, and “stretch[ing] big time.” Students also told us that surrounding themselves with a strong intellectual community provided support for their intellectual development at a critical time. As one of the few places in which all of the programs come together, the research core demonstrates its strong capacity to promote collaborative relationships outside of individual programs. As the first course in the core, the seminar on epistemology and research has unique potential to encourage these connections. Students, faculty members, departments, universities, and external agencies can all play important roles in introducing beginning researchers to epistemological diversity, and to create intellectual community for their students.
Recommendations for Students

Introducing Epistemological Diversity

- Embrace formal course assignments as opportunities to explore diverse epistemologies. Whether the program offers formal coursework in this area or not, one can use reading and writing assignments in courses on social, cultural, or philosophical foundations or the history of the discipline to look into diverse understandings of knowledge and research. By understanding the broad range of ideas on these topics, students are opening a range of options for research design and further study.
- “Try on” ideas, and “stretch” one’s skills by taking up unfamiliar stances and applying them to familiar topics or research findings. What would a critical race interpretation of received knowledge in an area bring to light, for example?

Creating Intellectual Community

- See peers as professional colleagues, and begin building relationships, which will develop and enhance one’s academic work. Students should find or create opportunities to engage in close reading of texts and grapple with difficult ideas together. These experiences are excellent training for the academic profession, and they are also the way to build and sustain communities based on ideas and shared passion for the work.
- Use the epistemology seminar, or some other common experience or core course, as the springboard for other reading/writing groups and activities throughout one’s degree program. Through the discussions early in a student’s career, one can find colleagues interested in similar ideas, theories, or methodological approaches, and draw on conversations with one other to inform different ways of thinking about familiar topics.

Recommendations for Faculty/Mentors

Introducing Epistemological Diversity

- Be deliberate in selecting course materials to ensure that readings include a variety of theoretical and methodological approaches. In analyzing these pieces, faculty should encourage students to look for authors’ assumptions about knowledge, research, and the role of the researcher.
Encourage students to think and write about their own positionalities and how these affect what and how they "know." Such reflections might serve as the basis for an in-class exchange of ideas, or they may be appropriate for formal written assignments.

Creating Intellectual Community

"Have enough sense to get out of the way." This case study demonstrates the importance of supportive mentoring; but a subtext of students finding their way to intellectual independence is the real key when one thinks specifically about the socialization of students in doctoral programs. Faculty members play key roles in crafting learning experiences that compel students to find their own voices and try on new ideas.

Provide opportunities for students to view themselves and one another as sources of knowledge and insight. For example, students in this research seminar were given the option of writing weekly reflections on the readings or participating in peer discussion groups. While some students chose the written reflections (which required a deep reading of the materials), many opted to meet weekly outside of class with small groups of their peers. These "peer exchange groups" were often referenced during class discussions and students’ other class projects.

Recommendations for Departments

Introducing Epistemological Diversity

Create opportunities for students to take up diverse epistemological stances early in their coursework. These opportunities may be the result of new courses developed for this purpose, or the systematic redesign of learning objectives for existing courses to include relevant topics and experiences.

Encourage faculty members to talk about their research not only in terms of the final outcomes but also in terms of the processes and beliefs that shaped their research. Again, such discussions could occur through a series of “brown bag” lunches or more intentionally integrated into existing coursework.
Creating Intellectual Community

- Be intentional about developing seminars either for credit or as a part of a new culture in the program/department/college with embedded opportunities for building intellectual community. As Walker et al. (2007) asserted, “One strategy for creating intellectual community is to create research seminars that bridge sub-specialties; such connections are especially important as disciplinary boundaries blur” (p. B7). The power of such intellectual communities is almost palpable in the data from this study.

Recommendations for Universities

Introducing Epistemological Diversity

- Foster interaction between students across disciplines, in both traditional and nontraditional groupings. For example, the seminar on epistemology and research has, in recent years, included students from outside the College of Education, including doctoral students in mathematics, engineering, and communication. The epistemological diversity even among the students allows for a rich environment for thinking about how differences in understanding knowledge play out in the research enterprise.

Creating Intellectual Community

- The seminars described above at the departmental level can be implemented at a campus level as well. Many campuses encourage interdisciplinary collaboration and research initiatives; Lattuca (2002) has explored how faculty learn interdisciplinarity, highlighting an important “prior step” required for faculty to “take advantage of policies or programs that encourage interdisciplinarity” (p. 711). As Holley suggests in chapter 5 of this book, initiatives that encourage interaction across and among disciplines better prepare future faculty to engage in creative work that transcends traditional disciplinary and epistemological landscapes.
Recommendations for External Agencies

Introducing Epistemological Diversity

- Golde’s discussion in chapter 4 highlights the significant impact of discipline on the socialization of doctoral students. Disciplinary associations and funding agencies have excellent opportunities for encouraging emerging scholars to explore epistemological diversity, as it exists within particular disciplines. For instance, the National Science Foundation’s (2008) Innovations in Engineering Education, Curriculum, and Infrastructure Program (NSF 08-610) called for proposals in four areas, one of which included “Engineering epistemologies: Research on what constitutes engineering thinking and knowledge with current and future social and economic contexts” (p. 4). By acknowledging the presence of different conceptions of knowledge and what it means to know something, and providing funding and presentation/publication venues to study and report on these, external agencies become active partners in introducing the value of epistemological diversity.

Creating Intellectual Community

- The course highlighted in this chapter was developed as part of Washington State University’s participation in the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching’s Initiative on the Doctorate, a program aimed at providing funding and technical support to improve the quality of doctoral education at U.S. research universities. This program is fundamentally focused on the creation of intellectual community. Other initiatives, such as the Emerging Scholars workshops hosted by organizations such as the American Educational Research Association, Division J: Post-Secondary Education, and the National Outreach Scholarship Conference, move beyond institutional boundaries to create intellectual community at the disciplinary level.

Conclusion

In an era in which education research is scrutinized in light of “evidence-based” and “scientifically-based inquiry,” it is essential to remind ourselves and novice researchers that all scholarship emerges from a set of assumptions.
about the nature of the world, reality, and our (as researchers and persons) relationship to what is “known” or constructed. Such assumptions influence the ways in which research is conceptualized, operationalized, and evaluated—though these beliefs are often left unexplored and unspoken. In responding to the many challenges facing education, researchers are encouraged to expand “civic capacity.” Consistent with calls from other scholars in education (see Anderson & Herr, 1999; Bernal, 1998; Gage, 1989; Harding, 1991; Hill-Collins, 1990; Ladson-Billings, 2005; Rolon-Dow, 2005; Scheurich & Young, 1997), students in this seminar were introduced to a myriad of epistemological orientations that collectively echoed the need for multiple and diverse ways of understanding our world(s).

Growing an environment that supports experiences such as these suggested here requires thoughtful and intentional contributions from multiple constituents, including the administrators who oversee programs, the faculty who teach and mentor in them, and the students who make these programs their academic homes. The recommendations listed earlier encourage and support doctoral students’ exploration of epistemological diversity and emphasize the importance of developing a community of scholarship. These recommendations reflect the findings from our study; they also demonstrate that there are many constituencies who have an interest in the outcomes of doctoral student socialization and who can also contribute directly to the introduction of epistemological diversity, and more importantly to creating intellectual community. For most students, it was within (and because of) this community that they were willing to take risks and open themselves to new possibilities. Students repeatedly referred to the importance of working through readings and ideas together, of sharing ideas in a supportive environment, and of feeling more secure in the knowledge that their peers also struggled with some of the concepts and language in the readings.

The deliberate analysis of how future researchers make sense of these epistemologies, as well as the ways in which they are able to use these understandings in their own research, provide important insights for other research institutions responsible for preparing “stewards of the discipline” (Golde & Walker, 2006). The importance of this experience is summarized by a student from the course: “Epistemology is Research Boot Camp with a wise, kind, gentle but firm mentor and it is an experience that everyone should have as soon as possible in their programs.”
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Susan K. Gardner and Pilar Mendoza

Our five students, Eva, Jennifer, Ling, Nate, and Scott, are now approaching the end of their doctoral journeys. Each has encountered unique challenges and issues that have tested their mettle as doctoral students and as individuals. We conclude the book with a look at each student’s experience and how, given what we have learned about doctoral student socialization and development in each of the preceding chapters, these students could have been assisted along the way. The intention here is to demonstrate the theoretical and practical implications of the nuanced doctoral student experience as we work toward forming future scholars.

Eva

_Eva is now close to completing her dissertation and is proud to have made it thus far in her program, particularly in light of the many challenges she faced throughout. Having to balance full-time work with her family and her program has been difficult. Moreover, being older than most of her peers often makes her feel awkward and this uneasiness sometimes even extends to her faculty members. Eva has also been challenged by her coursework. In some cases, she really feels she gained a lot, while at other times she has felt like her knowledge and professional background has been unacknowledged and unvalued. Reflecting back over it now, she wonders how things might have been different._

- Part-time doctoral students and students managing families may have more difficulties being socialized to the research culture of their
programs (Weidman, chapter 2) and may need more assistance connecting with peers and faculty to assist them through these difficulties.

- Older adults who return to graduate school may find difficulties in the classroom and expect more inclusion in their coursework and more applicability to their professional goals (Kasworm & Bowles, chapter 11), and faculty members should be cognizant of adult learning theory and its principles when designing their coursework.

- Students may also experience challenges in their identity and epistemological development as a result of their programs and coursework (Gardner, chapter 10, and Shinew & Moore, chapter 12) or as a result of being underrepresented in their programs or institutions (Winkle-Wagner, Johnson, Morelon-Quainoo, & Santiague, chapter 9). Therefore, assistance and support should be offered through peer groups, counseling services, and support offered by trained faculty members.

Jennifer

Jennifer is ready to go on the job market for a teaching position in English. She knows she faces stiff competition for one of these positions, but she is also confident that her extensive TA experience as well as her extra preparation and professional development will make her stand out. On top of this, she thinks that her dissertation with a feminist post-structural lens will make her a bit more competitive for a few of the shared positions between women’s studies and English she has seen advertised. Wherever she ends up, however, Jennifer is happy her partner Lisa will be coming with her. As Jennifer prepares for interviews, she thinks back over the journey she has made in graduate school.

- Doctoral students who desire to pursue faculty careers need more socialization and professional development related to teaching and pedagogy (McDaniels, chapter 1), a more comprehensive view of the faculty role (Ward, chapter 3), as well as instruction in adult learning theories (Kasworm and Bowles, chapter 11); however, one-size-fits-all approaches to these opportunities should be reconsidered in relation to the disciplinary cultures in which the students are situated (Golde, chapter 4).

- Students will continue exploring their identity while in graduate school (Gardner, chapter 10) and supportive services should be offered for these purposes.
**Ling**

*Ling is completing her interdisciplinary program with an award-winning dissertation. Although she plans to return to her country after graduation, she realizes she will miss the friends she made here. She is even more thankful for these friends as they were a long time in coming and difficult to meet. Ling is also thankful for the unique research experience she had in the United States. She feels she has learned a lot about research connections with industry and is excited to share these insights when she returns to China. Packing her suitcases with papers, book, and mementos of her time here, Ling reflects upon the difficult but rewarding journey she has taken.*

- Students transitioning to the expectations of doctoral education may often struggle with the independence required to complete research (Weidman, chapter 2), and these challenges may be amplified in interdisciplinary fields (Holley, chapter 5). Programs and program faculty can assist students through these changing expectations through providing clear structures, guidelines, and supportive services.

- Burgeoning research relationships with industrial partners can also create challenges in the socialization of doctoral students (Mendoza, chapter 6), and universities and their faculty should be purposeful but cautious in modeling behaviors and forming agreements with these entities.

- Although Asian students are not considered underrepresented in regard to race in most doctoral programs, they will still experience myriad challenges in relation to their status. Stereotyping and a lack of supportive peers and faculty can be debilitating for students of color (Winkle-Wagner et al., chapter 9), and women are still considered underrepresented in many science and engineering fields, making it difficult for them to make connections with peers and find mentors among faculty members (Sallee, chapter 7). Programs can assist students through educational and support structures, such as peer mentoring programs, as well as professional development for faculty.

**Nate**

*Nate has just landed a research position at a prestigious university. He feels his new position will serve him well and is confident that his interdisciplinary experience*
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is what made him most marketable. He has been informed he will start working immediately with another interdisciplinary group that has just been funded by a local chemical company. Nate feels ready to take on these tasks given his experience. Setting up his new office, he unpacks some of his old papers and reminisces about the difficulties he encountered while he was in graduate school.

- Interdisciplinary programs can be lonely for students, and program faculty and universities should be cognizant of providing support structures that assist students in finding the intellectual communities that may be lacking (Holley, chapter 5).
- Doctoral students will continue their development in graduate school, including their ethical and moral development (Gardner, chapter 10), their epistemological development (Shinew and Moore, chapter 12), and the way they see themselves in the teaching–learning relationship (Kasworm and Bowles, chapter 11). Students may require support as they struggle with issues that arise in coursework or during their research.

Scott

Scott is overjoyed to have just been offered a position teaching child psychology in Boston. He looks forward to being in a more diverse area and in a department that has several other faculty members of color, including several men. He has already bonded with the search chair, his soon-to-be colleague, and Scott feels this faculty member will be an excellent mentor for him as he begins his academic career; he believes this mentoring will be especially important as he learns more about teaching. Even better, Scott is ecstatic that the university was able to find a suitable position for his wife on campus. Thinking back over his graduate experience, it was both bitter and sweet. He is happy to have been offered the opportunity to advance his education but wonders how the struggles he faced have changed him.

- Students of color, particularly in underrepresented fields, may face many challenges (Winkle-Wagner et al., chapter 9), as may students who are different from their peers in regard to gender (Sallee, chapter 7).
Peer networks, faculty mentors, and campus-wide support groups can be beneficial to students who struggle.

- Students who are married and partnered face both challenges and opportunities in graduate school (Millett & Nettles, chapter 8), but programs should be aware of the disconnect it may create with the students’ peers, an important support mechanism in graduate school.
- Teaching and service opportunities are important for students who seek faculty positions upon graduation (McDaniels, chapter 1; Ward, chapter 3). Socialization to the entire faculty role is important for future career success.

Concluding Thoughts and Future Directions

The preceding chapters represent a rich resource for faculty, administrators, institutions, external constituents, and even students. As McDaniels, Weidman, and Ward demonstrated, preparing future faculty through socialization to teaching, research, and service roles is vital. Furthermore, we learned from Golde, Holley, and Mendoza that understanding how socialization varies by discipline and by research emphasis will assist faculty and universities in designing support structures and professional development opportunities. Students’ experiences will also differ on the basis of demographic differences, such as gender, race, and marital status, much like Sallee, Millett and Nettles, and Winkle-Wagner et al. shared. Finally, Gardner, Kasworm and Bowles, and Shinew and Moore demonstrated how students will also change and grow as a result of their graduate experiences and how programs and coursework experiences can assist students through these developmental challenges.

But more must yet be explored in relation to the doctoral student experience. Future researchers should consider how many of the variables described in preceding chapters interact and influence other parts of the doctoral experience. For example, how is race played out in interdisciplinary programs, how is gender experienced in relation to teaching and learning at the doctoral level, how do part-time students engage with research, and how is epistemological development encouraged in various disciplines? We must also continue to explore and understand demographic populations, including subpopulations,
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ethnic minorities, and international students. In addition, while Golde and Holley shared with us the tremendous influence that disciplinary culture exerts upon the doctoral experience, we have only begun to explore the impact of institutional culture upon the doctoral experience. In essence, while we have learned much about the doctoral experience there is still much more to learn. Perhaps through continued exploration we will finally begin to apply the lessons learned in graduate education and best assist our doctoral students in becoming scholars of the future.
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